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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals mainly with central New Zealand' The

writerrs archaeological excavations are described in
Appendices. Lists are prepared giving a]l archaeological
radiocarbon dates on wqod, charcoal, moa bones, human bOnes

and marine shells, for New Zealand up to Lg74. The dates

are sorted according to material, and the dates and their
standard errors corrected. A stratigraphic system based

on soils and LoiseLs Pumice and tied to the corrected radio-
carbon dates is set uP for central New Zealand. Radiocarbon

and stratigraphy provide dates for vegetation changes'

Moahunter sites, cultivation sites, and for the artifact
assemblages that are independently grouPed as either Early
or Late. Change from Early to Late is explained by cultural
breakdown and an initial movement of culture from south to
north, The sequence of events postulated is summarised in
a Table at the end of the text.
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ARCHAEOLOGY

CHAPTER I

ENVTRONMENT AND DATING.

INTRODUCTION

According to Pakeha interpretation of Maori traditions
and genealogies, cofllmonly attributed to s. Percy-Smith, New

Zealand was discovered by Kupe in 950 AD, and settled' before

the arrival of Toi in 1150 AD. Migration continued for two.

centuries, ending with the arrival of the "Great Fleet" in
1350 AD which successfully introduced the important tropical
cultivated food plants kumara' taro, Ydil and the gourd'

According to Simmons (1969) the genealogies were badly in
error. Moreover, the assumed length of a generationt 25 years'

was too large, judging from recent estimates of 15 years based

on a prehistoric population from Wairau Bar (Houghton' L976) '

strangely, despite the errors, the date for the discovery

and settlement of New Zealand is about right'

Maori traditions record events in varying detail.

"Fires of Tamatea,' are thought by Best (L942) to refer to
extensive forest fires some 600 years ago. But of the rnoa'

a giant flight.less bird known to have become extinct since

human settlement, tradition is virtually silent (Duff' 1956).

Archaeology provides an independent account of environmental

and cultural events in New Zealand

Environmental events are of two kinds: cultural and

natural. Those caused by the Maori include changes to
vegetation and soils, and animal extinctions; none are

necessarily synchronous. Those rvhich occur naturally
include climate change' episodes of erosion and deposition,
and volcanic erup'tions (primary and secondary effects) ;

they are possibly, ancl are assumerl to be, synchronous for
the central Part of New Zealand.



In the
are used.
Correlation
interval of
less useful
use is made

correlated

following, the words correlation and correlate
If two events correlate then they are. synchronous.
is finding synchronous events. Because the time
New Zealand, prehistory is short, radiocarbon is
for correlation than first thought and maximum

of stratigraphy. OnIy after events have been

is the attempt made to give them calendar dates.

Identifiable pumices proved most valuable for correlation.
They occur extensively in the North fsland and are particularly
useful along the North Island east soast. Uplifted beach

ridges, ef local-ised importance for correlation along the
North Island south coast, are considered to be produced by

earthquakes. Soils of two kinds, buried and ground soils,
are the most widely distributed features for correlation and

are found in both the North and South Islands. The soils
are considered here to be of major importance ancl to mark

rhythmic climatic changes.

DISTRIBUTION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAI, REMAINS STUDIED

Archaeological remains, in order of increasing strati-
graphic importance, are described below.

Pa sites are earthwork fortifications. They are usually
on a hi|}, and often in conspicuous places. Many are fuII
of pits and are possibly fortified store houses. 'There are
more in the north than in the south, and they are rarely
found south of Banks Peninsula (rigure 1)'

Gardens are mostly on Holocene marine and fluvj-al
deposits, which are more easily dug and possibly more easily
cleared of vegetation than older deposits. No gard.ens are
known for certain south of Banks Peninsula. There are more

soj-I types which are friable in the northern part of the
North Island, partieularly in the Waikato, Taupo and Northland
regions, and. in these. regions voleanic deposits' not all
Holocene, were used for gardens.



In the writerrs opinion, in central New zealand many

gardens are fairly easily recoginised being marked. either by

stone row systems (Append.ix 2) ; or by gravel or grit ad'ded

to an original soil. For convenience, these soils are

termed Plaggen soils (appendix 1): l{aori P1a99en Soils if
prehistoric, Plaggen-like SoiIs if not prehistoric or age

is unknown

The stone row systems are cofiImon on stony soils. Their
purpose is not fully understood. Almost all are on the coast,

the furthest inland being 4 km from the coast. A11 are north

of Banks Peninsula and are generally on Holocene deposits'

Plaggen soils are gienerally easily found because borrow

pits, from which grit or gravel have been obtained' are

conspieuous, being up to 1 m deep, and because the soils
themselves are distinctive. Their coastal distribution is
similar to stone row systems, and in addition, Iarge areas

of inland plaggen soils are found in the waikatc basin (2,000 ha)

and on the Waimea P1ains (400 ha). Their usual size is less

than 2.5 ha, There may have been gard'en sites without stone

row systems or plaggen soils, but these are hard to recognise'

Itisgenerally..accepted,butnotproved,thatgraveland
grit were added to rnake soils more suitable for growing

kumaras and taro (Best, 19251. Garden soils are similar in
that all contain siIt, sand., graveJ' and are sufficiently
friable to be worked with a d'igging stick. Alrnost all are

much lighter than optimum soils for European gardens in New

Zea1and.

Although specificatly stated by Best (1925) that the

Maori did not irrigate, even when they could and water qTas

needed, there are traces of irrigation systems at several

places in New Zealand, the most definite being near clarence

River mouth in the South Island.

The best defined gardens are in coastal central New

Zealand, and are most obvious along parts of the coast where



Maori gardening had stopped by European contact and the
ground was not used by the European as arable land'. Gardens

are more easily recog:nisable in the south than in the north.
Their South Island distribution is fairty well known' being
reeognised by borrow pits, but in the north where volcanic
soils were used, grit was less often added' and they are

difficult to recognise. There must be large areas of
unrecognised gardens on volcanic soils.

The gardens are often in tbe same places favoured by

Europeans for baches, such as the Bay of Plenty and Coromandel

coasts, and in places less favoured. such as along the east
coast. between East Cape and Cape Palliser. East coast sites
are tod.ay extremely windyr. so windy that. it seems surprising
that the Maori could have lived there let alone gardened.

In many places on the coasL tod.ay it is only with difficulty
that hedges can grow.

Middens vary from heaps to ext.ensive layers of food
refuse: shells and animal bones, generally with charcoal and

oven stones. They are rarely dominant features, but Some

kind of midden is found in all sheltered coastal places in
the North Island, and most of the South Island. They are

much more extensive in the north than in the south. An

important exception is moa bone middens, which are found

mainly in the south near river mouths such as the Waitaki and

Rakaia Rivers. They have played an important part in New

Zealand. archaeology

fn evaluating the importance of moa bones it is not assumed

that aII bones are equally preserved in all climates. Crop:'

stones, cave finds and young natural deposits and middens,

show that moas existed throughout New Zealand at human

settlement. Maximum numbers of bones are found where the

climate is dry and a high rainfall didn't dissolve them away.

Moa bones littered the ground surface on plains in Canterbury

and Otago (Haast, 187f), and at Makara (Yaldwyn, 1959) at
European settlement.



occupation layers are traces of Maori occupation not
sufficient to be called middens. They are generally traces
of charcoal and, rarely, oven stones, associated with, but
more extensive than, middens. They are conspicuous in
coastal and in river bank sections. They apPear to be

unique to New Zealand, possibly because there is a variable
sediment supply and the New Zealand coastline is unprotected
by sea walls.

HISTORY OF STRATIGRAPHTC ARCHAEOLOGY AND RELATED TOPICS

The followj-ng is a brief account of stratigraphic
archaeology in New Zealand and is restricted to views relating
to stratigraphy.

Haast, first director of the Canterbury Museum, was first
tO recognise "Moahunters" in New Zealand prehistory. Accor-
ding to Haast (1871) their main pursuit was moa hunting, and

because they used unpolished stone tools, were palaeolithic.
Maoris were different, a younger race that lived after the
moa became extinct. They used polished stone tools and

hence \'lere neolithic.

Haast (187I) knew of vast numbers of moa bones found on

the Canterbury Plains, and in swamps. The bones indicated
enormous numbers of moas. The Maoris knew nothing of the

bones and the moa was therefore considered to have become

extinct in pre-Maori times. At Rakaia River mouth moa bones,

found in ovens, were associated with flake tools (Haast, 187I)

Haastts data
included polished
year old) forest
considered old;

from the west coast of the South Island
stone tools found deep in sands below (400

(ilaast, 1871) . Maori occupation was thus
and t"loahunter occupation, much older.

At shag River and Redcliffs, stratigraphic verification
r{as found for two different kinds of people (Haast, 1874arb) '
Unfortunately for Haast's palaeolithic theory, dt Moa Bone

Point Cave at Redcliffs there were two layers separated by



barren sand, but the lower layer with moa bones contained

polished stone too}s. He reluctantly conceded' his palaeo-

lithic theory wrong (Haast, 1874a) because I'lcKayr who helped

in the excavations, would have forestalled him (McXay' IB74) '

McKay (18?4) minimised cultural- differences between

Moahunter and Maori. After McKay, interest in archaeology

passed from geologists to ethnologistS, and the usefulness of

stratigraphy was almost forgotten.

Duff, the present director of canterbury Museum, described

Moahunter material culture from Wairau Bar, and distinguished'

it from Maori material culture (Duff, 1956) ' He denied the

usefulness of stratigraphy (Duff, L949) and repeated the

arg:ument known to Haast for the greater antiquity of Moa-

hunters: the artifacts were associated with moa bones' moa

bones were o1d because the Maori had no traditional knowledge

of the moa, hence the artifacts htere older than the Maori'

Duff (1956) is responsible for the popular view of
prehistory throughout New zealand today, held' by both Maori

and Pakeha. Moahunter culture is the oldest in New zealand.

According to Duff, after the arrival of the "Fleet" in 1350 AD

with the kumara, Moahunter culture changed to Maori culture'
The date of the Fleetts arrival was traditional.

LOCkerbie, an "amateur" archaeOlogiSt, revived' interest
in stratigraphic archaeology (Lockerbie, 1940, L954) - He

found sites with deep stratigraPhy that had been continuously

occupied for a long time. For correlation he used radio-
carbon (Lockerbie, 1959) and was the first to be independent

of cultural dating.

GoIson, a lecturer in prehistory at Auckland university,
established a tradition of stratigraphic archaeology among

academically-trained archaeologists for determining cultural
sequences on sites. He defined more objectively the

cuLtural sequence in New Zealand (Go1son, 1959) and replaced

the name Moahunter with Archaic l{aori, and Maori with Classic



Maori. He questioned the
he questioned the absence
Archaic period.. He used

value of tradition for dating, and

of agriculture in the Mgahunter or
radiocarbon for correlation.

Green (1963), an American fulbright scholar at Auckland
University (now Professor of Archaeology at Auckland), assumed

an increasingly complex cultural seguence for correlation.

Wellman, like Haast, is a geologist. His archaeological
studies are purely stratigraphic being based on the study of
sections exposed by marine and rj-ver erosion (Wel1man, L962arbl ,

without formal archaeological excavation. The important
advance made by Wellmanrs work on that of contemporary
archaeologists is his use of stratigraphy for correlation
His study of D'Urville fsland is strongly archaeological; and

that of the North Island, less so. He found Haastrs two

layers at several places on D'Urville Island and on the East
Coast of the North Island. Two sea-rafted pumices, Taupo

pumiee and Loisels pumice, htere used for correlation.
Stratigraphic dates were estimated by assuming uniform rates
of deposition, but are 503 too old becauser ds discussed Iater,
d.eposition has not been uniform. He collected some of the
critical radiocarbon samples discussed. below.

fn terms of the archaeology done in New Zealandr rlo

attempt has been made to get a systematic coverage over the
country. A high percentage of excavated sites are within
100 km of main cities. Some places, such as the Bay of
Plenty, Waikato, and East Coast, have large parts virtually
untouched as far as systematic stratigraphic archaeology is
concerned. Adzes and other artifacts in Museums are mostly
from surface collecting, and from fossicking.

Pre-European Vegetation Changes

New Zealand vegetation at European settlement (1840) is
reasonably rve11-known (Holloway, 1960) , and there i-s an

increasing awareness that the Maori caused dramatic changes.

There is no map of pre-Ivlaori vegetation.



Areas of special interest are the Canterbury Plainst and

the central North Island volcanic region- Canterbury Plains
were under grass at European contact, but the temperature

and rainfall indicate that the area could have supported

forest. Charcoal in the soils show that the area was

forested at the time of Maori settlement (Uotloy et aI, 1963) -

In the volcanic region, vast areas of forest were destroyed

by the Taupo eruption; but soils (Vucetich and Pullar, 1963)

show that the area was later forest-covered at Maori settle-
ment.

Animal Extinctions
Some 34 species of birds have become extinct during the

last I,000 years (Kinsky, 1970) . There is still controversy

as to why, Geologists realised that the birds lived through

the extreme climatic fluctuations of the Pleistocene' and

that their period of extinction coincided exactly with the

increase in Maori population. Because of the time coincidence,

extinction is blamed on the arrival of Lhe Maori (Fleming,

Lg62), although how he caused the extinction is uncertain'

Zoologists are less impressed by the time coincidence'
and are more concerned to understand the exact Cause of
extermination. They consider only that the "process of
extinction of moas was probably greatly accelerated following
the arrival of man in New zealand before AD 1000" (williams'
1956: 575) . Archaeologists tend to follow zoologj-sts
(Green, L975e).

Climate
A loc warming up in New Zealand during the last 70 years

(lqeteorolgical data; Tomlinson, L976) has been correlated
with recorded changes in New Zealand West Coast glaciers
(Sallinger, 1976): glaciers advance when temperatures fall;
and retreat when temperatures rl-se. Lichenst tree growth,

and radiocarbon dates used to date minor advances or stationary
perS-ods of both east and west coast glaciers during a period

of overall retreat indicate that minor advances or stationary



periods occurred L,450-1,050 years ago, more than 300 years
d9o, and between 300 and 100 years ago (Wardle' 1973) i
(Burrows , L973') .

Oxygen isotopes give a continuous record and measurements

on stalagmites in northwest Nelson indicate temperature
changes of less than loc during the last 1,000 years (Hendy,

1969) . Temperatures were warm 1r 000 years d9o, cool 550 years
a9o, warm 350 years dgo, and cool 200 years ago.

Changes in climate have been inferred by botanists for
the last 800 to I' 000 years from changing patterns of
vegetation. The most widespread vegetation change is a

marked decrease in regeneration in some New Zealand conifers,
especially rimu, beginning some 400 to 600 years d9o, and a
partial resurgence in the last 100 years (Wardle, 1953) -

The cause is not fully understood, but is thought by botanists
(Wardle, L963; Holloway, L954) to be due to a deterioration
in climate. H.W. Weltman suggested at the L962 Ecological
Society Conference at Rotorua, that moa extinction may be a
cause.

Soils
Soils conserned vrith here are those developed on deposits

less than 101000 years o1d. They are generally related to
specific events including dune advances (Cowie, 1953), river
aggradation (Pullar and Penhale, L97O; Cox and Mead, L963),

river down-cutting (Ward et al, 1964), and beach ridge
formation.

ARCHAEOLOGY A.}ID STRATIGRAPHY

The importance of archaeological stratigraphy was

Strossed in the 1920's by Sir Mortimer Wheeler. Aecording
to Wheeler (1954) each stratigraphic layer in a site is a

time plane. Archaeological stratigraphy was first used in
New Zealand by Lockerbie in the 1940's, an<l .has been used

extensively since the mid-1950's.
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In addition to Wheeler's kind of stratigraphy, which is
here termed "on-site" stratigraphy, there is another kind here
termed "off-site" stratigraphy. On-site stratigraphy is
restricted in its extent and is concerned largely with man-
made irregularities such as pits, postholes, and middens, etc.
By contrast, off-site stratigraphy is concerned with
extensive regular layers. It is normal geological strati-
graphy, the kind used for correlation by Haast (1874a) and
by Wellman (1962a,b) .

On most archaeological sites in New Zealand on-site
stratigraphy covers less than 100 years. By comparison with
other archaeological sites in the world on-site stratigraphy
has been most useful for ldentifying man-made irregularities
rather than for providing a sequence of cultural changes.
Lockerbiers sites in the southern South Island are an

exception. For some unknown reason they were occupied for
a long time. Off-site stratigraphy provides sections with
a stratigraphic record to which on-site stratigraphy can be

tied.

In general, archaeologists look for what is unique in
on-site stratigraphy, but stratigraphers look for what is
corRmon in off-site stratigraphy so that, they can correlate.

In its simplest form a "section" is a near-vertical
exposure a few metres high, often along a coastline or river
bank, where natural events are best recorded and human

disturbance minimal. Its meaning is extended here to include
a generalised section determined from several exposures,
including dug holes. Most sections are through coastal
depos.its younger than 6,000 years (end of the post-glacial
eustatic sea leveI rise), and places where the record. for
the last 2,000 years is between 2 m and 5 m thick give the
best section

Ideal sections contain a mixture of fluvial, aeolian
and marine deposits, sea-rafted pumice of known age, buried
soiIs, occupation remains, and give some idea of the nature
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and age of deposits in baYs behind.

SOILS AITD OFF-SITB STRATIGRAPIIY

Soils are all-important for correlation and, depending on

relat,ive rates of soil development and sediment accumulation,

are of two kinds: buried and ground. Figure 2 shows the

simplest case of soil strat,igraphy for accumulating layers.

Deposition rates range from high to zero, but with no erosion.

A soil forms when sediment, accumulation is slower than soil
formation, and is buried when sedi:nent accumulation is faster
than soil formation. Buried soils and their correlation are

considered, later.

A tirne of sediment accumulation is called here an unstable

phase, and a time of soil formation, a stable phase- The

relative length of an unstable phase to a stable phase is highly
variable. Continued deposition need not occur throughout an

unstable phase. For some sand dune areas and fans, continual
reworking of deposits prevents soil formation.

Deposits are layers, and in vertical section they commonly

exhibit sediment,ary character and are often seen, by reason of
their bedding (size, shape and orientation of their comPonents),

contrasted with soils. Soils exhibit "layering" but their
sedimentary character is often obscured by past or present

biological activity. The layers, called. "soil horizons", have

formed in situ and are therefore non-deposits, and in this
thesis are not considered as layers. Asoil is recognised by

its organic content, structure, and, dark colour (see page t1c).

A soil horizon is a zone approximately parallel to the

top of the landsurface on which it formed. When part of the
present land surface it is called a "ground soil" (Ruhe, L969) i

when part of a past land surface, a "buried soil".
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Soils that have been fcming for a short time show little
soil development, but soils that have been forming for a long
time may show several soil horizons: a top horizon (topsoil);
a midd,Ie horizon (subsoil); and a lower mosL horizon. The

t,opsoil and subsoil must have properties induced by soil
processes, but the lower most horizon may not.

All soils in this account contain a topsoil. Younger

soils have only a topsoil, older soils have in addition a

recognisable subsoil. Degree of soil profile development dates
the und.erlying deposit (Figure 3).

A topsoil may appear as an occupation layer when shells,
charcoal, of ovenstones are abund.ant, but can usually be

recognised by folrowing the occupation layer laterally until
the shells etc. are no longer abundant.

For a section, the ti:ne involved is partly that of
sedjment deposition, and partly t,hat of soil formaLion. The

sum of the two is the total time represented. For sediment,s

the passage of time is represented by layers: the top is
younger than the bottom. For soilsr pdssd,ge of time is
represented by degree of soil formation: the d.evelopment of
horizons within sedimentary layers.

A contrasting situaLion is river terraces cut into old
gravels so that soils become younger downwards. Degree of
soil development dates terrace surfaces, but not und.erlying
deposits.
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Soil description of
Stream, Flat Point

Section on left bank of Te
(mreo (res7) /42L273)

Unu Unu

Depth Layer

0-20 1

20-63 2

63-75

Horizon
Designation*

A

Soil Orcranic
matter**

(%)

2.O

c 0.9

2.2

1.8

Description

Dull yellow orange (1OYR6/3i
silty sand, very friable,
moderately developed very
fine to fine nut structure,
few fine roots, indistincL
boundary.

Dull yellow brown (10YR4/3)
sand, very friable, single
grain witJ: some weakly
developed fine nuL and fine
granuJ-ar structure, few fine
roots, indistinct irregular
boundary

Brownish black (10YR2,/3) sand
with many fine distinct dull
yellow brown (10YR4/3)
mottles, very friable,
weakly developed fine and
medium granular and very
fine nut structure with
some singJ-e grain, very few
fine roots, indistinct
boundary.

Brownish black (LOY?.2/2)
sand, very friable, weakly
developed fine and medium
granular structure wittr some
single grain, very few fine
roots, indistinct boundary.

Dark brown (10YR3/3) sand,
Ioose,single grain, very
few fine roots, indistinct
boundary.

4

uA

uA

-lo7 5 c 0.6
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Soil Organic
Eorizon matter**

Depf,t,r Layer Designation* V"'t Description
107-123 6 trA L.2 tsroranisJr bLack (LO]fFtzlZ) san4

very friable, weakly
developed fine to very fine
nut structrlrer witll some
single grain, very few f,ine
roots, very fatre f,ragments
of charcoal and sheLl,
indistlnct boundarjf.

123-L60+ 7' c o.5 Dark bsovrn (L0y,T.3,/B) sand,
loose, s-,lngle grain, no
roo,ts.

* according to Tayl.or and Pohlen (1970)

*'* determined. according to Kosaka et al. (L953). Smail sheIl
fragXnents (<O.snm) were seen in layers 3 to T. Only J-ayer
7 (basal) reacted to dilute acid. carbonate determinations
showed. onl.y 0.I% for layer 7. It is considered that
carbonate Level-s are Lower in Layers 1-6. Carbon determinatLons
are conslstent with bhe colour (vaLue) of tlle buried soiLs.
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METHODS OF CORRELATION

Culturalchangeinitswidestsenseisthemethodof
correlation most used by archaeologists' Moahunter culture

is the best example for New Zealand' The Presence or

absence of moa bones in section provides a good correlation

forasmallislandsuchasD|urvj.lleIsiand;butforthe
wholeofNewZea}andthematterisentirelydifferent
because it is not certain that the moa became extinct every-

whereatthesametime.otherculturalchangesaresimilar'
and no cultural changes are assumed' to be synchronous in this

account

New Zealand, the last large land area in the world to

be populated, was settled only a thousand years ago' Few

placeshavesuchshortprehistoryandcorrelationmustbe
extremely accurate to be effective- Radiocarbon is generally

considered the final answer for dating and hence for

correlation,butthisisnottrueherebecauseoftheshort
prehistory. In the writerrs opinion several methods of

correlation are better: volcanic ash eruptions, earthquakes'

sea-rafted pumices, soils and sea level changes'

Hydrationrimthicknessofobsidianhasbeenusefulfor
dating overseas. within New zealand the method is useless

forreasonsnotfullyunderstood.Detailsaregivenin
Appendix 8.

Searaftedpumiceprovedmostusefr:I'Asanexampleof
the exa.ctitude of pumice dabing, there is the ]-962 eruption

intheSouthernSandwichlslandstothesouthofSouth
America, 9r000 kilometers from New Zealand' Pumice'

driven by westerly winds, took less than a year to reach New

Zealand (Coombes and Landis, 1966) '

Twoimportantsea-raftedpumicesareTaupopumice
(1,800 years old; Healy et al" Lg64) and Loisels puurice

(700 Years o1d; see ChaPter II)'
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Taupo pumice was erupted from near Lake Taupo- The

eruption was about 10 k# in volume and pumice was. washed

down nearly all major North Island rivers. It occurs on

all North fsland coasts except North Auckland, and in the
northern South Island. It is found in sand dunes as lapiIIi-
like granules, and in beach deposits as exceptionally large
pieces up to 0.5 m. It is recognised by its light yellowish-
brown colour and coarse irregular gas cavities, is easily
broken, and can often be crushed in the hand.

The distribution of Loisels pumice (Figure 4) suggests
an origin outsid.e New Zealand, possibly Melanesia- It is
entirely different from the South Sandwich and Taupo pumices,

and occurs only along the eastern North Island coast' the
western North Island coast only at the extreme north, and

possibly along the northeast South lsland coast- It is
most abundant at the extreme north. In add.ition to the
localities given by Wellman (1962b) the writer has found the
pumice along the southeast Wairarapa coast between FIat Point
and Cape Palliser, and just west of Cape Palliser at the base

of Wellman's (1962b) Kupe's SaiI section. Small pieces of
Loisels-like pumice have been found by Mr Murray Efford in
an archaeological excavation at Kaikoura. It is recognised
by its grey colour with black bands and fine gas cavities.
It is strong, and difficult to crush in the hand.

The usefulness of sea-rafted pumice for dating depends

first on its correct identification; and secondr orl the
pumice being a primary and not a secondary (reworked) deposit.

For the Holocene, Taupo pumice appears to be unique' there
is no other pumice quite like it. Loisels pumice is similar
to two older pumices, both are grey with black bands' but the
older pumices are only found on the southwest coast of the
North fstand, , Both are considerably older than Loisels
pumice: one is between 2,000 and 51000 years o1d (Fleming,

1955); the other about 7,000 years old (Appendix 5) .

Taupo and Loisels pumices are found as secondary d.eposits
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in sections. Primary deposits are the lowest in a section,
are the thickest layers, and include the biggest lumps.

The two pumices provide the simplest example of archaeo-

logical correlation. The earliest evidence of human occupation
in New Zealand is above the Taupo pumice and below Loisels
pumice, the two pumices and the occupational material being in
sections along almost the whole length of the North Island
eastern coast. The pumices prove man's arrival within a restricted
period of time for a consid,erable length of coastline. The

restricted. period of time is an important fact irrespective of
exactly when it occurred.

The two pumices provide two time planes only, several more

younger time planes are required if stratigraphic dating is to
be useful. The two pumices are overlain in many sections by

t,hree soils, two buried and one at the ground surface,

The two buried soils appear to be unrelated to any special
events recorded, in the sections ttremselves, such as sea level
changes, tectonic uplift, vegetation clearance by man, and are
thought to have been caused by changes in climate. Tephra layers,
the sea-rafted pumice, radiocarbon dates, and occurrence of
European artifacts, make it, like1y that the two soils are
synchronous over the greater part of New Zealand. It is thus
considered that they can be correlated and used for dating
archaeological remains in much the same way as the pumice layers.

For the last 2.O kyrs there are three deposits and three
associated soils. Each deposiL and its soil is considered to
be a stratigraphic division which is considered t,o be a time
division. The divisions are named, from o1d to youngi Tirean,
ohuan and Hunan. Each division consists of a phase of deposition
(or unstable phase) and a phase of soil formation (or stable
phase) .
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Deposits and soils are best correlated wLth t,he strati-
graphic divisions by matching the sea-rafted pumices and buried
soils with an ideal sequence. Where the pumices and, orr
buried soils are absent, radiocarbon dates, degree of soil
profile development of ground soirs, and the occurrence of
European remains may be used.

Most of New Zealand,'s archaeological sites are near the
coast and if the two pumices and two buried soils are accepted
as being tirne planes then divisions for the last 7OO years that
have a duration from 15O t,o 3OO years can be established. t"lost
archaeological events can thus be effectively correlated by
stratigraphy.

An exception is around, the Wellington coast where Loisels
pumice is absent and soils are of limited extent and therefore
of limited use for correration. But here, by a fortunate
coincidence, shoreline displacement correlation is most useful.

shoreline displacement curves record the changing level
of rand with respect to sea, and, are the kind of record. given
by a tide gauge, but extended bacls^/ards for several thousand
years by the record, of natural features which formed at known
heights above sea rever. Most useful natural features are
uplifted beach ridges and coastal ragoon deposits. Dating is
by radiocarbon, sea-rafted pumice, soils and historic earthquakes.
Sudden displacements are attributed to sudden tectonic movements
or earthquakes; and gradual displacements, to eustatic sea level
changes and slow tectonic movements. Tectonic changes extend
over limited areas (less than loo lsn). Eustatic changes are
worldwide.
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CHAPTER II

RADIOCARBON DATING

INTRODUCTION

Colin Renfrew 1.1976) has given a readable account of the

attitud.e of overseas archaeologists to radiocarbon d'ating'

overseas archaeologists initially hesitated, then generally

acceptedthemethod,untilitwasfound.thatcorrectionswere
necessary to convert reported radiocarbon dates to calendar

dates.Nowarchaeologistsaresplit:ontheonehandthere
are those who reject the corrections and accept previously

established theories of culture change; on the other hand'

there are those who acccpt the corrections and reject the

theories.InNewZealandradiocarbonwasacceptedwith
enthusiasm but without full appreciation of the kinds of

errors involved: in particular counting errors (standard

errors quoted with dates), and inbuilt age (time lapsed

between the death of the sample dated and the event d'ated') '

COUNTING ERRORS

Counting errors for more than 708 of New Zealand

archaeological dates are greater than 50 years' They are

statistical errors and it should be noted that radiocarbon

dates are generally unsuitable for d.istinguishing with any

certainty (more than 95U ), events closer together in time

than l5O years.

co}iVERSIoNoFRADIoCAFSoNDATESToCALEIIDARYEARS

For the purposes of correction (Figure 5) ' there are

three main grouPs of samPles:-

Freshwater sheIls, and marine fishes and animals'

Terrestrial plants and bone eollagen'
Marine she1ls.

1.
2.
3.
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Corrections for the first group are uncertain and are

not considered further. No samples in this thesis are from

this group.

Corrections for the second grouP are for half-Iife, and

for changes with time in the concentration of radiocarbon in
the atmosphere (secular variations) . Radiocarbon "dates"
are normally reported using a half-life of 5'568 years for
radiocarbon decay (fL= the time taken for the radiocarbon
activity of a sample to be hatved). New measurements indicate
that a. half-Iife of 5,730 years is probably more correct. A

half-Iife correction is incorporated in the correction for
secular variation.

Secular variations are indicatdd by the difference between

the radiocarbon dates of tree-rings and tree ring dates
(suess, L970ai Olsson, L970) . They are irregular short term

variations (up to several hundred years) (Suess' 1970a) super-
posed on a sinusoidal long term variation with a period' of
about 10r000 years (Suess, 1'970b), and they cause radiocarbon
d.ates less than 6,500 years oId to differ from calendar dates

by up to 1,000 years; and dates less than 1,000 years, by up

to 200 years.

Reported radiocarbon dates are converted into calendar
years using radiocarbon-dated tree-rings. There are two

types of calibration curves. Both have short term and, Iong

term variations. In one the short term variations have been

smoothed out more than the other. lfith the less smoothed

calibration curves (e.g. Suess, L970a) there is the strange
situation that a radiocarbon date may correspond to as many

as five calendar d.ates. With the more smoothed calibration
curves (e.g. Damon et al, L972; Dlichael and Ra1ph' L972)

each radiocarbon date corresponds to one calendar date only.
At first sight a more smoothed curve seems better, but short
term variations are correlated with changes in solar activity
(Stuiver, 1951; Suess, L965, 1970b) and climate (eray, L966t

Suess, I970b; Appendix 10) which would suggest that the short
term variations are real and are not due to errors.
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The calibration curve used. here is the "suess" curve

(suess , L970a: Plate I). It is based on tree rings radio-
carbon d.ated at La Jolla and is assumed here to represent the

variation in radiocarbon acti-vity of the atmosphere for the

last 61500 years. Errors in the suess curve itself are taken

into account by increasing standard errors of radiocarbon

dates converted to calendar d.ates by using the formula

reconlmended bY Waterbolk (1971):

""2 = ="1 * (60) 2

where se, is the standard error
conversion to calend'ar Years.

of a radiocarbon date before

It is imPortant to
dates corresPond to more

standard errors of dates

note
than
are

that, because some

one calendar date'
taken into account,

radiocarbon
when

all remains

Iess than 500 calendar rs o1d cannot be arran ed in order

bv radiocarbon dating.

Variations in the radiocarbon activity of plant remains

over very short periods of time have been related to the ul1

year" solar cycle by.Baxter and Farmer (1973), and according

to them they are eguivalent to an error of 180 years for short-

lived samples such as twigs which were a year old at time of

d.eath.Thevariationswerenotd.etectedonsouthern
hemisphere wood (Farmer and Baxter, L972,, and Damon et aI

(19?3) consider them to be an order of magnitude smaller than

reported by Baxter and Farmer (1973). They are disregarded

here.

corrections for the third group are for half-life, and for

differences in the radi.ocarbon activity of the marine environ-

ment compared with that of the terrestrial environment'

The half-Iife correction is made by multiplying reported'

dates by 1.03 (= 5,730/5'568).

up to the present, marine strell dates have been based on
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the radiocarbon activity of a sample of live she1ls taken
from Pounawea in 1955. Six additional samples have been

analysed in the last few years, results are given in
Appendix 9. The average of the seven samples gives dates
55 years younger than the Pounawea shells and the average
is ad.opted here. The standard error of the average is 40

years. The errors quoted with shell dates are merely
countingi errors of the samptes and, when shell dates are
compared with dates from group 2, must be increased by
adding the standard error of the average using the formula:

2't',se = sei + (40) -
I

where s€, is the standard error of a marine shell date before
I

correction.

Corrections made so far only correct for the present day

depletion of the marine environment. There is no generally
accepted correction curve like that for terrestrial samples.

According'to Yang and Fairhall (L972) the radiocarbon activity
of surface sea water shows a long term. sinusoidal variation
similar to that of the atmosphere, but with a smaller amplitude
and a 1ag of several hundred years. Judging from the increase
in the radj-ocarbon activity of surface sea water around the
world following the testing of atornic bombs, which was 2OZ

to 252 of the increase in atmospheric radiocarbon (Rafter
and o'Brien t L972; Gulliksen et al, 1972; Linick and Suess,

L972), short term variations were probably much smaller than
those of the atmosphere. There seems to have been almost
no long term variation in the radiocarbon activity of surface
sea water for the last Ir0Q0 years (Yang and Fairhall, L972)

and, after the standard correction of -55 years, reported
radiocarbon dates less than a thousand years old used here
are thought to be reasonably close to calendar dates-

In this account the following conventions are used to
distinguish between reported (uncorrected) and corrected.
radiocarbon d.ates, Dates with NZ numbers suffixed with I'Arl

are reported dates (rt = 5,568 years). Dates with NZ
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nunlcers suffixed with trB'r are corrected shell dates ( (reported

age x 1.03) 55) . Dates with NZ numbers suffixed with rrcrf

are corrected wood and bone dates. AlI dates are reported

in years B.P. and the year 1950 is taken as the present day'

The FIow d.iagram in Figrrre 5 shows corrections to dates

and standard errors. As an example take sample NZ 2696A

(zo J 40 years Bp) from Table I0. First enter into the

suess curve and get a range of Q7O 100). The standard

error for the date is t40 y".ts which, after correction,
becomes tZO y"..=. Double the resulting standard error
(JfaO years) to give 953 probabilr ty limits and add. to' and

subtract from, the date range from the suess curve to get

(410 0 years BP).

DATING EVENTS BY RADIOCARBON

Eventsarethethingsthatneedtobedated.The
following discusses ways in which rad,iocarbon dates are

related to events.

sample date is the time of death of a sample (years BP) '
Inbuilt age is the time-lapse between the date of death

of a sample and the date of an event' Event date is the

time of an event (years BP). Trees "liVe" several hundred

years, but are dead inside and central tree wood may be as

much as several hundred years old when the tree dies (growth

age). Trees may last many hundred years after they die before

rotting away (storage age). Inbuilt age is thus storage

age plus growth age. A sample used to date an event may

thus be several hundred years older than the event itself'

use of old wood with a large inbuilt age appears to have

been fairly common in prehistoric New zealand. Differences

of several hundred years in raciocarbon ages of stratigraphi-

cally contemporary charcoal samples listed in Table I are not

random (* = L2-8, P110-005), and are thought to be due to

use of old wood as firewood and posts' Trotter and
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IvlcCulloch (1975)have shown that charcoal dates for south

fsland sites dr€r on the average, some 300 years !'older"

than contemporary marine shell dates. on present day

beaches or in forest, average age for wood is probably 100

to 200 years. Maximum age for wood on the ground surface is
about 31000 years, and old.er where wood is under water.

Kauri and totara logs would have littered the beaches

when the Maori arrived, and have been gradually burnt off'
Near swamps there is no problem in obtaining old' swamp wood'

Away from swamps there is a definite limit of lasting time'
At Turakirae near wellington wood found on an uplifted beach

ridge containing Taupo pumice appears to have lasted 2'000

years. The quantity of wood however is small, and wood' is
entirely absent on all older beach ridges

For a stratigraphic situation, an event is a layer, and

a sample may be above, within, oF below the layer. An impor-

tant exception, discussed^ be1ow, is the formation of a soil.
Depending on whether a sample has no inbuilt d9€, or an

unknown and possibly high inbuilt a9€r there are six situations
set out in the following classification of radiocarbon "dates"
for dating' events. Samples are of two kinds with respect to
inbuilt ag€, and can have three stratigraphic positions
relatj-ve to the layer marking the event. "C1ose" is used

for radiocarbon d.ates that closely date an event; and "open",

for samples that are disregarded for dating the event because

their inbuilt age is unknown and possibly large'

Inbuilt Age
Stratigraphic nelatronshiP of Sgmple to E

Below ContemPorarY Above

Unknown,
possibly
large
Negligible

Maximum

Maximum

Maximum

CIose

Open

Minimum

Classification of rad.iocarbon "dates" for dating events '

The six situations give four kinds
Close dates

of dates:
give dates;

maxl-mumt

minimum, close and oPen. maxrmum
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dates give maximum dates; minimum dates give minimum dates;

open dates give no dates. The reason why open dates do not

provide useful d.ates is that inbuilt age is unknown and hence

may be longer than the time between the event and' deposition

of the sample.

The following list gives kinds of samples according to
,'inbuilt" age. Kinds of samples assumed to have negligible
inbuilt age are listed in column 1. Each sample is assumed

to be the age of the layer in which it was found and gives a

maximum date for an event if it comes from a lower layer' a

close date if it comes from the layer, and a minimum date if

it comes from an overlying Iayer. Kinds of samples which are

assumed to have an unknown and possibly long inbuilt age

include those.listed in column 2. Each sample gives a

maximum date whether it comes from the layer to be dated r oE

from a lower layer, and a useless d.ate if it comes from an

overlying laYer.

sibly laNeqliqible

Unidentified wood- and charcoal.

Wood and charcoal known to
from long-lived trees.

Non-mid.d.en di sart'iculated

Non-midden disarticulated

Non-midden gastroPods.

Wood and charcoal known to
be from short-lived trees.

Twigs and small sticks-

Outer rings of trees-

Bones and shelIs in middens.

Bones in Position of
articulation.

Bivalves in Position of
articulation.

Kinds of radiocarbon samples listed according to "irrbuilt" age'
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A sample within a soil layer is not necessarily younger
than the formation of the soil. Soil formation is represented
by the formation of horizons within sedimentary layers. It
is assumed, however, that cultural remains found, in a topsoil,
particularly shell middens and plaggen soils, are younger
than the beginning of soil formation.

A special situation for dating is wood or charcoal from
a tree root in position of growth in a buried soil. Provi-
ding that the tree grew when the buried soil was a ground
soil, it gives a minimum date for underlying layers, and a

maximum date for overlying layers, irrespective of whether or
not the inbuilt age is known

Some cultural- events are difficult to date using samples
from soiIs, Consi.der the following: an attempt to date a

stone row:

Sketch (a) represents an excavation. Important features
are the soil, the twig charcoal j.n the soil, and the twig
charcoal between the stones of the stone row. Both twig
charcoals have an age of 800 years, It has been argued that
the charcoal form-ed when the row was built (H. 14. Leach,

1976 ); horvever, this need not be true. Charcoal m.ay

have been present in the stony soil before the row was built
(Sketch b) .

Stona row

t*ig
cl:p,rcoal

soil
twig

charcoql
gond

(o) (b)
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KINDS OF EVENTS, KrNDS Op SAI,,IPLES pJ{D A DATE FOR LOTSELS PUMTCE

Events such as the Taupo eruption cause trees to burn,
and produce close dates that aIlow an event to be directly
dated. Events like the stranding of Loisels pumice do not
produce closely dateable material and have to be indirectly
dated. by using maximum and minimum dates from. samples below
and above the pumice, that. is, by "bracketing".

The best date for events that are directly dated is the
average of many close d.ates. The standard error of the mean

of k dates, assuming all dates vrere counted for Ir000 minutes,
is calculated using the formula:

".3 = t""2, + ".f *..* ="flt t t/kzt

where Selr S€pr are the standard errors Of the separate
dates.

There is no best date like that using the average of
many close dates for events that are indirectly dated, but
merely the ranqe mentioned above. The method used is that
illustrated beLow by the Loisels purni-ce (Figure 6). Trvo

minimum dates, NZ L2i6 and NZ L297, are averaged. They are
both determined on shells from the same occupation layer at
Hot Water Beach (Leahy, i974). They are not statistically
different and are considered here to be the same age. A

date from a sample of charcoal (tttZ 531; Table 3) ' taken from
above the Loisels pumice aL Cooks Cove (We]Iman, J-962bl , is
not used as a minimum date because the charcoal has not been

identj-fied as being from a short-lived species-

The samples may be considered as max-min pairs which

successively reduce the age range (Figure 6). The final pair
give an age range of 300 years. Samples which gave an age

range of more than 700 years are disregarded. It is shown

later how an age.can be estimated using stratigraphy in con-
junction with radiocarbon age range.
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CIIAPTER III

FOR CENTRAT NEIV ZEAIEND

INTRODUCTION

stratigraphic divisions (Figure 7) for central New

Zealand have already been named in the discussion on correla-
tion. Division boundaries are the top of the two buried

soils. The Tirean includes all the time from the Taupo

pumice until the end of formation of the lower buried soil'
The ohuan includes all the time from the end of the Tirean

to the end of formation of the upper buried soil. The Hunan

includes aII the time from the end of the Ohuan until the

present day. It is not known as yet whether the divisions
appty to the whole or merely to central New Zealand'

TYPE LOCALITY FLAT POINT

At FIat Point aeolian sands form a belt about 1 km wide

across the Holocene bench (Figure 8) and' extend for more

than 6 km to the south. Ground soils show three different
stages of Profile develoPment.

It is inferred that sand accumulated in three distinct
phases, each being followed. by a phase of soil formation.

There are thus three time divisions which are named Tirean'

ohuan and Hunan, each being a phase of sand accumulat'ion

followed by a phase of soil formation'

North of the Te Unu Unu stream (Figure 8) ' raised beach

rid.qres indicate Flat Point is being uplif ted. Beach ridges

immediately south of the stream are obscured by sand dunes'

The growing beach ridge and the two youngest uplifted beach

ridges (A, B and c; wellman, 19?1b) are shown irr- Figure 8'

Loisels pumice lies along the outer edge of Beach Ridge B
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just below the crest, and Taupo pumice lies behind' Beach

Ridge C south of Flat Point (Wellman, 197fb). Beach Ridge

was thus uplifted after the Loisels pumice was deposited;
and Beach Ridge c, after the Taupo Pumice \,,tas deposited.

A cross-section exposed in the left bank of the Te Unu

Unu stream between beach ridges B and C (Section 1) is 2 m

thick and 200 m long

SECTION I: On left bank of Te Unu Unu Stream, Flat Point,
being the type locality for the three late
Holocene stratigraphic divisions (N166 (L9571 /
42L273) .

metres

Hunan

DulI yellow silt loam soil 0 '25
yellow silt with thin bands of blown sand. .. 0.45

Grey sl-ight1Y siltY sand 0 ' 10

Ohuan

Brownistrblack sand. (topsoil) wiLh charcoal and

occasiona'l shells. Pieces of iron, chinaware

and red brick on the upper surface 0 .15
0.26Grey sand

Tirean
Brownish-black sand (topsoil) with occasional
charcoal, shell and bone 0.15

0 .65Brown sand

Black sand, charcoal and oven stones forming a
lens in Tirean sand. about 20 cm below the Tirean
topsoil immediately behind Beach Ridge B

Brown sand same laYer as above

Stream gravels

0.25
0.45
0 .50+

The olde'st cultural remains are below the Tirean soil in
the steam section. There are shell middens among the sand

dunesr OIr the Tirean and Ohuan soils. A generalised cross-
section at righL-angles to the coast is shown in Pigure 9.
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Tirean sand overlies beach ridges B and C and contains
primary sea-rafted Taupo pumice. It thus beqan accumulating

before the Taupo Pumice erupLion. Dunes are subdued and

rounded. Tirean ground soil has a well-defined topsoil and

a poorly defined subsoil. A representative profile is:

Topsoil:

Subsoil:

0.12 m black to brownish-black (10YR2/1-2/2) sand;

weakly developed coarse and medium blocky
structure; few roots; diffuse boundary'

0.30 m brown (10YR4/4) band; single grain with
few very weak aggregates; loose; diffuse
boundarY

on: d.ull yellowish-brown ( 10YR4/3 ) sand; loose '

Tirean soil is younger than the uplift of Beach Ridge B and is
thus younger than the Loisels pumice'

Ohuan sand is behind Beach Ridge A and overlies Tirean

soi1. Dunes are more hummocky and less subduecl than Tirean

dunes. Ohuan giround soil has a reasonably well-defined
topsoil, but no subsoil, and is a brownish-black sand l0 cm

thick over loose dark grey-yellow sand. European artifacts
are found on the surface of the buried ohuan soil.

Hunan sand extends inland. from the foreshore and i-s

interbedded with silt. It overlies Ohuan and Tirean soils
and European artifacts. Dunes are mobile and fixed.
Elongated isolated dunes, aligned southeast-northwest' are

separated from the sea by a near-continuous foredune. They

include sand from the coast and from eroded Ohuan and Tirean
dunes. Hunan ground soil on sand is a thin layer of plant
litter. on silt it is a dulI yellow silt loam without
appreciable darkening.

The followrng table sunmarises the relationship between

the Stratigraphic Divisions and dated events at the type

locality,
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Stratigraphic givision

Hunan unstable Phase

Otruan stable phase

Ohuan unstable Phase

Tirean stable Phase

Tirean unstable Phase

Event

Oldest European artifacts
(150 years BP)

Loisels pumice (700 years BP)

Taupo pumice (1,800 Years BP)

RECOGNITION OF STRATIGRAPHIC DTVISIONS ELSEWHERE IN NEW ZEAT,AND

The following account inctudes the whole of the North
Island, only the South Island east coast, and there only as

far south as Rakaia River. Sites are described in clockwise
order start,ing from Flat Point, along ttre southeast Wairarapa

coastr. across to the Weltington coast, and down !o the South

Island east coast, A jurnP is made to D'Urville Islandr
across to the southwest North Island coast, and then north to
west Auckland. A further jump is made north to the east

Northland coast, which is followed soutti to the Coromandel

Peninsula, around the Bay of Plenty, along the East Coastr

and back to FIa.t Point.

Southeasb. WairaraPa Coast
Halfway between the Rerewhakaitu River and, the Okoropunga

stream 30 km southwest of FIat Point (figure 10) ' at a place

informally called "North Pa", are six uplifted Holocene

marine beach ridges each thought to have been uplifted
suddenly during earthquakes. Loisels pumice lies along the

front of Lhe second uplifted beach ridge (Beach Ridge C).

Date of uplift of Beach Rid.ge c was after the beginning of the

Ohuan unstable phase (Appendix 4) and a Stone Row System

(site Nl66/57) situated on Beach Ridge C and beach ridges
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further inland as younger than the beginning of the Ohuan
unstable phase

At Okoropungar orr the coasL 34 km southwest of Flat
Point, are five uplifted. marine beach ridges each thought to
have been uplifted suddenly during earthquakes. Loisels
pumice lies along the front of the second uplifted beach
ridge (C); Taupo pumice lies behind. the beach rid.ge. Date
of uplift of Beach R.idge C was after the beginning of the
Ohuan unstable phase (Appendix 4).

At Okoropunga a fixed sand layer mantles the two highest
beach ridges (E and F), (Figure 11), The sand. layer buries
a soil on Beach Ridge P and chareoal, from a tree root in
position of growth in the soil, has a radiocarbon d.ate of

-L750:40 years BP (Nz 3116A) . The ground soil or*llt?.,?T,f
has a reasonably well defined topsoil but no subsoi[ From
the radiocarbon date and degree of soil development, the fixed
sand layer is Ohuan in age.

. At Okoropunga a Maori Plaggen Soil 0.7 ha in area, is
partly surrounded by the sand layer (Figure 11) and the
plaggen soil and sand layer are thought to be the same age.
The plaggen soil is described in detail in Appendix 1. A

Plaggen-like soil 0.3 ha in area, immediately north of the
Maori Plaggen Soil, is formed in the ground soil on top of
the sand layer by Lhe addition of gravel from a nearby gravel
bed, and is younger than the beginning of the Ohuan stable
phase.

At Okoropunga there are two Stone Row Systems (Figure 11)
Stone Row System 1 extends across beach ridges D, E and^ F and
is described in detail in Appendix 2 . Tree charcoal
excavated from a buried soil below a stone row, gave a radio-
carbon age of 530t60 years BP (UZ 3115A); and tree charcoal
from soil between the stones gave a radiocarbon age of

+340:60 years BP (nz 3II4A). Part of the northernmost stone
row r{as destroyed when the Maori Plaggen Soil was made. It
is inferred., from the rad.iocarbon dates and destruction of



the northernmost stone row, that the Stone Row System and

Maori Plaggen Soil are the same age. Stone Row System 2

extends across Beach Rid.ge C and is thus younger than the
beginning of the Ohuan unstable phase.

At Te Awa

of Okoropunga'
the writer.

(Figure 10), on the coast 3 km southwest
two good sections (Z and 3) examined by

On right bank of small stream 4 km north of
oterei River, T€ Awa rti (NI66 (1957) /LO4013) -

rri
are

SECTION 2z

Hunan

DuIl yellow-brown silt loam soil
DutI yellow-brown stream alluvium

Ohuan

Brownish-black gravelly silt loam (topsoil) witfr
charcoal, shells and heat fractured stones.
European artifact on upper surface
DuIl yellow-brown stream alluvium

Tirean
Greyish-yetlow-brown gravelly silt loam (topsoil)
with charcoal, sh,ells (radiocarbon dated) ' fish-
bones and heat-fractured stones
Dull yellow-brown stream alluvium ..

metres

0. 15

1.00

0. r0
1. 40

0.25
0.30+

A stream at Te Awa Iti has built a fan across the

Holocene bench (Figure L2\, and has cut down exposing Section
in its right bank. The fan is composed mostly of fluvial
deposits which, &t the coast, are interbedded with beach

d.eposits. The lowest fluvial deposits, exposed by diggi.g,
are more than a metre below high water mark and are overlaid

(Section 3), and are overlaid
There is no PrimarY TauPo

by a metre thickness of lagoon muds'-- The laqoon muds, which

record a lower sea rever tiu' u. nr.i!ffit€"i.i' primary

Loisels pumice at their base

directly by Ohuan sediments.
pumice.
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SECTION 3: At coast, south side
4 km north of Oterei
(Ies7) /LO4013),

Hunan

Silty sand with poor soil
Fine and medium beach gravel

Ohuan

Buried. soil
Pine and medium stream gravels
Fine stream gravels and coarse sand

Fine silty sand.

Fine gravels and silt
Tirean

of mouttr of small stream
River, Te Awa fti (N166

Taupo pumice

metres

0.20
0 .10

0.15
0 .20
0.i5
0.15
0 .20

1.00

0.10
0 .0s
0.20+

Blue-grey mud

B1ue-grey mud

and charcoal
Sand

Strearn gravel

with charcoal
with Loisels pumice,

The Tirean and Ohuan soils at Te P^wa Iti are reasonably
well defined in Section 2, but the Ohuan soil only is present
in Section 3. Both buried soils contain shell midden near
where the stream flows from hills behind the Holocene bench,
and a piece of iron was found on top of the Ohuan buried soil
in the left bank of the stream. A radiocarbon date for
rocky shore shells from the midden on the Tirean soil is

+410-60 years BP (tqz 1874A) .

. At Te Awa lti four stone rows are located on the right
bank of the stream on fan depoists and are some 20 m from the
beach. They are a metre wide, less than 0.5 m high, and

between 10 m and 30 m long. They are built from stones and

large gravels cleared from Ohuan deposits, leaving between

the rows a SoiI similar in texture to some plaggen soiis. It
is assumed that the rows and cleared area between them were

used in some way for Maori cultivation. An active fan surface
is unlikelgto have been so used, and the age of the stone

rows is thus thought to be Ohuan stable phase or younger.
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AtTeOroi(rigurel0)ronthecoastlSkmsouthwest
of Te Awa Iti, good sections examined by the writer are

(Figure 13): Section 4, exposed in the left bank of the

Oroi Streamt and Sections 6 and 7, exposed along the coast

for some distance north and south of the oroi stream.

SECTION 4z Left bank Oroi Stream, Te Oroj- (N168 (L953)/

Hunan

96189e).
metres

Stream gravels and. silt with poorly developed

soil .... ;; 0'80

Dark brown silt loam (buried toPsoil) with
charcoal and shell, changing downstream to a

thin silt band 0'50

Ohuan

Brownsandysiltwithoccasionalshellsand
charcoal 0 '25

Tirean
Dark brown gravelly silt loam (buried topsoil)
wi-th charcoal and sheI1s, merging downstream

with silty gravel overlying silt 0'10

stream gravels and silt with occasional charcoal'
shells and bone 0'60+

Te Oroi section 4 extends continuously for 100 m back

from the coast and is mostly fluvial deposits which inter-
finger with beach deposits near the coast. section 5 was

uncovered by digging at the coast near the stream mouth.

SECTION 5: North side of mouth of Oroi Stream (dug out)
(N168 (19s3) /9618e7) .

metres

Hunan
Windbtown sand, iron at base o ' 0'50

Ohuan

Shell midden in toP of 0'03

Gravelly topsoil 0'25

Silt .o O'25
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Te Oroi Sections 6 and 7 are through old lagoon deposits
and are capped with windblown sand, but there are no dunes.

Remaj-ns of the beach ridge (Beach Ridge C) which formed the
Iagoons is preserved at the north end of Section 6, and at
the south end of section 7. The lagoon muds contain
secondary Taupo pumice. AlI three coastal sections contain
primary Loisels pumice: as a lagoon deposit irr Sections 5 and

7 , ancl as a terrestrial deposit in Section 6.

Tirean
Sandy topsoil r^tith charcoal,
sp. ) , T.oisels pumice at base

Brown sandy lagoon mud

SECTION 5: Coast north of Oroi Stream

Windblown sand
Brown rnud with charcoal
Silty sand, stream gravels, Loisels
charcoal
Brown mud

Grey mud with charcoal
Brown mud with charcoal and sand

Lens of stream gravel and charcoal
Dark grey mud with rare charcoal
Lens of rounded gravels and sand

Lens of brown mud

Dark brown mud

Dark grey peaty mud grading to silty
south end of section
Beach ridge gravel

SECTION Coast south of Oroi Stream

Sandy silt with round and angular
iron, fencing wire
Medium grey silt loam buried soil
Light grey mud

metres

bone (Pachyornis
0.30
0 .50+

(N168 (les3) /9638e7) .

metres
0 .20

p*i""' ";; 

o'3o

sand at

0.10
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.30
0. 10

o.2a
0 .05
0. 30

0.50
0 .20+

(Nl68 (les3) /e568e0) .

metres
stones, straP

0.30
0.15
0.60
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Blue-grey mud with yellow mottles and Loisels
pumice

B1ue-grey mud with yellow mottles and rare
charcoal
Blue-grey mud with iron mottles
Peat with stones and wood

B1ue-grey mud

Alternating layers
black mud overlain
Taupo pumice

of peat and greY, brown and

by driftwood and occasional

metres

0.10

0.30
0. 15

0.15
0.15

I .35

At Te Oroi, Tirean and Ohuan buried soils are well-
defined in Sections 4 and 5. Both soils contain shell midden

deposits; and. a piece of iron was found on Ohuan soil in
Section 5. Nunerous moa bones, including some in position
of articulation, were found in Tirean lagoon muds (between

Taupo and Loisels pumices) in Section 7. Sections 6 and 7

are important for determining sea level changes (Appendix 4 ).

At Te Kau Kau Point, 3 km south of Te Oroi, wave erosion
has exposed two longitudinal sections of a raised beach ridge
(Beach Ridge C, Wellman, 1971a). Section I' the northeast
section (Figure L4), is beach ridge deposits overlying lagoon

mud and peat; the southwest section is beach ridge deposits
o.rerlying only lagoon mud.

sEcrroN 8: Te Kau Kau Point, Northeast Section (N168 (L953) /
940817).

metres

0.rs
0.50
0.60

Loisels and TauPo Pumices
marine shells, and logs

cm diameter
and sand

near
of

0 .30
. I o.o5

0 .05
1.0+

Dark grey gravelly
and charcoal
Beach ridge gravel
Beach ridge gravel
Peat, fibrous with
top, rare charcoal,
driftwood up to 30
Bluc.'qrctl mud -. .

Beach lidge gravel
Tertiary mudstone

soil, scattered shells' bones

in mud
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At Te Kau Kau Point the peat, and the lagoon mud in.the
southwest section, contain primary Loisels pumice.; but there
j-s no primary Taupo pumice and no Tirean or Ohuan soils.
Shel1s from a hollow in the top of the wave-cut bench under-

lying the beach ridge have a radiocarbon date of 2.4 kyrs
(Appendix 4) for the uplift which began formation of Beach

Ridge C. .i, srnall scatter of midden on top of Beach Ridge C

is Ohuan or Hunan in age. Ivloa bones found in lagoon mud' in
the southwest section rePresent several species, and include
mature, sub-mature and immature birds. some were in position
of articulation. A11 are late Tirean in age (younger than

Loisels pumice)

Wellington Coast
' On the Wellington west coast (Figure 10) I 100 km west of

Flat Point, are up to 6 uplifted Holocene marine beach ridges.
some beach ridges are thought to have been uplifted suddenly

during earthquakes; some are thought to have been stranded

by eustatic sea level lowerings and to have been uplifted
during earthquakes before the sea Ievel rose again. The

most important earthquake uplift is the Haowhenua earthquake

of Maori tradition, dated about 500 years ago and older than

an eustatic sea level high at the end of the Tirean stable
phase (for details see Appendix 5). The beach ridge raised

above the effect of !'rave action dr:ring the earthquake is
identified by the writer on the north shore of the Pauatahanui

Inlet, at Makara, and at Te Ika amaru Bay'

At Te Ika amaru Bay are two Plaggen-tike soils dated by

the uptifted beach ridge (rigure 15). Plaggerrlike Soil I (site

N154/115) is a layer of beach gravel 0.2 m thick spread' over

a sand dune overlying the higher of two uptifted beach ridges
(Beach Ridge c) ; Plaggerrlike Soil 2 (siteNI64/L7 ) is a layer
0,4 m thick, of charcoal-blackened sand similar in size to
that at present high water mark (Figure lb), behind Beach

Ridge c and extending over the beach ridge crest. uplift of
Beach Ridge C is correlated with the Haowhenua earthquake and

both Plaggen-Iike soils are thus younger than the earthquake,

and are late Tirean in age or younger'
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On the norLh shore
Plaggen Soil is thought

of the Pauatahanui Inlet a Maori

to be older than the Haowhenua earth-
quake and of Tirean age. At Paremata (near the entrance of
the Pauatahanui fnlet) , dl Makara, and' at Te Ika amaru Bay'

are l\toahunter sites thought to be younger than the Haowhenua

earthquake. Details are given in Appendix 5. The Paremata

l4oahunter site is thought to be older than the sea Ievel high

and thus to be late Tirean in age'

East South Island. Coast
In the 10wer reaches of the waimakariri River in the

South IslanC, 350 km southwest of Te Oroi and more than 10 km

inland from the coast, is a series of fluvial deposits and

soils dated by radiocarbon. The deposits and soils have not

been seen by the writer. DePosition was followed by down-

cutting giving four age-groups of sediments and soils as

described by cox anc Mead. (1963). Only the two youngest'

irlaimakariri followed by Selwyn, are within the time range of
ttre stratigraphic divisions discussed. here. According to the

radiocarbon daLes, Waimakariri sedirnents (2r400 to 700 years BP)

are Tirean in age; and selwyn sediments (less than 300

years BP) are Ohuan in age. Hunan sediments and soils are

absent. An important abandoned river channel (Figure l7),
which has many l{oahunter ovens along its banks (Haast, 1879) '
contains both waimakariri and selwyn sediments (Raeside and

R.ennie , Lg7 4) deposited when the waimakariri River f lowed to
the south of Banks Peninsula, not to the north as at present'

The Avon-Heathcote estuary lies 20 krn south of the

present Waimakariri River mouth (figure 17). On the north

side of the estuary is a wide belt of dunes (Figure 18) ' on

the south side are hills: volcanic rocks of Banks Peninsula,

f lanked by a d.iscontinuous narrort belt of dunes. According

to Raeside and Rennie (Lg74) there are two degrees of soil
profile development on the dunes (Waikuku sandy loam, more

developed; and Kairaki sand., less d.eveloped). The writer,
who has noL examined the dune belt, infers two ages of dunes

named, from the soilsrWaikuku and Kairaki'
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At Redcliffs, immed.iately south of the estud.rf r the dunes

are Waikuku. Haast in 1874 found a layer of blown sand on

Redcliffs FIat and in Moa-Bone Point Cave separating his
Moahunter from his "Shellfish-eater" occupation Iayer..
According to Trotter (1975b) some Moahunter remains rest on a
stained sand which is thought by the writer, after discussion
with Mr Trotter, to possibly be a buried young soil' Trotter
(1975b) givbs close rad.iocarbon dates for Moahunter remains

on the FIat and in the cave of between 750 and 500 years BP.

Correlation of the sand layer with Kairaki sand; and overall
correlation of Waikuku dunes with the Tirean, and Kairaki with
the Ohuan, is based on the radiocarbon dates. The Moahunter

remains are therefore Tirean stable phase. and the Shellfish-
eater remains, Ohuan stable Phase

At the mouth of the Rakaia River 50 km southwest of
Banks Peninsula are three down-cut river terracesr1toun$er
from highest to lowest. Ward et al (L964) correlated the

soil on the lowest terrace with Selwyn Soil, and the soils on

the two higher terraces with Waimakariri soils. l4oa bone

collagen from the highest terrace has a radiocarbon age of
580J65 years Bp (mean of NZ 930C and 932C) (Trotter, L97?a) a

date that is the same as the date of !{aimakariri soils
according to cox and Mead (1963). The soils on the two

higher terraces are therefore Tirean in age; and that on

the lowest terrace, Ohuan in age. Haast (f871, 1879) made

brief mention of Moahunter ovens on the lowest terrace, but
did not explain why he thought them to be Moahunter.

DrUrville Island
At D'Urville Island, dt the north of the south Island,

there is an easily accessible source of good rocks for adzes'

Adzes would have been traded' probably for moasr etS suggested

by l{ellman (1962a). As at Moa-Bone Point Cave there are

two occupation layers. Tradeable adzite' moas and snapper

are in the bottom layer; no moas, Do tradeable adzite, and'

barracouta only are j-n the toP layer. The layers on DrUrville
Island are unusually well defined, the best defined are in
dune sand. There is Taupo pumice but no Loisels pumice,

Dates for occupation layers were estimated (Wellman, L962a)
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by assuming unifonn accumulation rates. IaleJ-lman collected
radiocarbon samples but published his estirnated ages before
the samples were dated. The dates (Tab1e 7) were some

hundreds of years younger than his estimates. Buried soils
exist immediately below the occupation layers in some places.
Some are m.odified by added gravel and are considered here to
be trlaori Plaggen Soi1s. Satisfactory correlation of
llellmanrs (1962a) lower occupation layer with the Tirean soil'
and upper occupation layer with the Ohuan soil, is based on

the Taupo pumice, the radiocarbon dates, and soil formation.

Southwest North Island Coast
The southwest coast of the North Island is about l.2O km

northeast of DrUrville Island, and 70 km northwest from the
type locality at FIat Point. From the Manawatu River in the
south to the Wanganui River in the north, belts of Holocene
dune sand parallel the coast (Cowie, 1963; Campbell' 1974).
Three distinct periods of sand accumulation, called by Cowie
(1963) Dune Building Phases, are inferred from sharp
differences in the degree of ground soil develoSrment on the
sand. belts. In general, the oldest sands are the furthest
inland. According to Corvie (1963) the sequence of Dune

Building Phases younger than 2,400 years is Motuiti followed
by hlaitarere. l"lotuiti dunes contain Taupo pumice (Cowie,

1963).

The soils on I'totuiti sand are dated in the Manawatu

district. There, l{otuiti sands have advanced inland over a

tree radiocarbon dated. 700 to 800 years BP (Table 3). The

soilf younger than 700 to 800 years BP, has a profile
development similar to that of the Tirean ground soil at
Flat Point.

Two kilometres north of the l{anawatu River, and 2.5 km

from the sea, is an irnportant archaeological site (N148/1)

investigated by the writer.. The site is on the eastern side
of a lake, locally called the Pothole, and rests on a thin
soil formed in Motuiti sand (Appeindix 6).



There are numerous moa bones on the western side of the
site. Only those from a single trench 4 m2 in area have so

far been id.entified. They are the remains of 11 birds, be-
longing to 4 and Possibly 6 species. The species id'entified
by l4r G.S. Markham, are Anomalopteryx di4iformis, Pachyornis
mappini, Dinornis struthioid.es, Euryapteryx curtus, and poss j-bIy

Emeus exilis and EuryaPteryx geranoides. The layer with the
moa bones has a radiocarbon date (ttz 682C) of 600 to 800 years

determined on charcoal (rabte 3). The dated charcoal is from

a tree that is thought to fiave grown on the thin soil on

Motuiti sand. The charcoal is thus considered to give a mirii-
mum date for soil formation.

There are two occupation layers: Layer I and Layer II,
on the eastern side of the site. They are separated by a well-
defined buried soil which probably took between 100 and 200

years to form. Layer I is older than Layer II and is mostly
composed of shell midden with landsnails, moa bones and Moa-

hunter artifacts. The artifacts include 1 piece unbarbed bone

fish-hooks and an unbarbed perforated lure hook point. Layer

II is a lvloahunter kitchen with cooking shelter and f ireplaces,
shell midden, house and flaking floor. The midden contains
moa bones and landsnails. Artifacts are typically Moahunter

and include a bone reel necklace unit, one piece unbarbed bone

fish-hooks, a perforated lure hook point, a minnow lure in
serpentine and a Duff (1956) tyPe 2A adze. The flaking floor
contained a nephrite flake. Moa bones from Layer II are

identified by Mr G. S. Markham as Euryapteryx geranoides, Anom-

alopteryX didiformis, Emeus exilis, Dinornis sP., and possibly
Pachyornis sp. Each occupation layer is rad'iocarbon dated

using shells and, for Layer II, charcoal unidentified as to
species

The shells dated are estuarine cockles (Chione stutchburyi)
and ocean beach tuatuas (Paphies (l4esodesrna) subtriangPlatuml .

The radiocarbon dates are older for the estuarine cockles

than they are for the ocean beach tuatuas. Each shell midden

consists of a series of lenses, each lens containing estuarine
and ocean beach shells.
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In order to determine the age of each occupation layer'
a tuatua and a cockle sample was taken from the same shell
lens in each of the two layers giving four samples in htl.
In addition, two cockle samples were taken from above the

lens in Layer II, one cockle sample was taken from below the

lens, and a charcoal sample was taken from above and below

an oven in Layer If. The results, shown by Figure L9, are

surprising. The radiocarbon age difference between the

cockles and tuatuas increases from 180 years in Layer I to
490 years in Layer II, and the shells with the oldest rad'io-

carbon age are the shells with the youngest stratigraphic
age. The stratigraphy is definite, the cockle ages are

inverted, and the most reliable dates are considered to be

the tuatua ages. The charcoal dates from Layer II do riot

conflict with the tuatua dates. Occupation Layer I is taken

to be SSOTZO years Bp (xz 14808); and occupation Layer II.
+

320=65 years BP (Nz 12508) -

waitarere dunes, which have patchy, poorly developed

soils, have not previously been daLed' If it is assumed

that the coast prograded when the dunes began to accumulate'

then a dirte for their accum.ulation may be inferred from an

inland rise of ground water table level caused by the pro-

gradation, The method is not very satisfactorfr but is the

best at present available, Details are given in Appendix 6'

The Pothole lake, 2.5 kn inland, is 3.3 m above sea

level and used, to seep to the sea. It now has an artificial
outlet which has lowered its level by 1.4 m. Past changes

in water level at the lake are inferred from the archaeological

excavations, and from two old lake shore benches. A rise of

2.5 m took place since 550 years d9o, and at European settle-
ment the site was unde.r water. The site was exposed by

drainage of the lake in the last 70 years. The 2.5 m rise

is atb.ributed to rapid coastal prcgrad'ation beginning between

500 and 300 Years ago.

Correlation of Motuiti d.unes with the Tirean Stratigraphic
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Division, and of Waitarere dunes with the Ohuan and Hunan

Stratigraphic Divisions, is based on radiocarbon datesr oll

inferred coastal progradation, and on ground soil profile
development. Occupation Layer II at the archaeological site
appears to have been deposited after the beginning of the
progradation marking the Waitarere Dune Building Phase, and

its age is thus considered to be early Ohuan unstable phase.

I{est Auckland,
Along the west Auckland coast, 300 km north of the

southwest North Island coast, an area not visited by the

writer, are coastal sections described by Wellman (1962b).

As at lrloa-Bone Point Cave at Redcliffs in the South Island
there are two occupation layers, but both are poorly d'efined'

The sections are mostly sand, Taupo pumice is present' but
not Loisels pumice. one reasonably well defined buried soil
exists below the lower occupation layer and above the Taupo

pumice. The buried soil has been modif ied at l"larakopa by

added gravel- and is considered here to be a Maori Plaggen

soil. Four sections (44,47,48 and 49, Wellman, L962bl

are correlated with the proposed stratigraphic divisions in
Figure 20 accord,ing to soils described by Wellman (1962b).

Deposits between the Taupo pumice and the top of the buried'

soil are Tirean in age; and above the buried soil, Ohuan-

Hunan in age.

North Auckland
Along the North Auckland coast, 220 km northeast of the

west Auckland coast, an area not visited by the writert are

coastal sections described by wellman (1962b). The sections

contain one well defined occupation layer, with charcoal in
underlying deposits. The sections are mostly dune sand or
gravet. Loisels pumice is present, but not Taupo pumice'

Below Loisels pumice is brown pumice called Leigh. Tirean

and ohuan soils are not evident from $7e11man's (1962b)

descriptions, but are assumed here to be present. charcoal

extends unusually far below Loisels pumice in most sections.
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Coromandel Peninsula
Along the. coromandel Peninsula, 100 km southeast of the

North Auckland, coast, coastal sections are described by

Wellman(1962b).Thereisonewell-definedoccupation
layer, which is exposed in sections composed' principally of

sand. Taupo pumice is absent, Loisels pumice is present.

Buried. soils are not evident from ltrellman's (1952b) descriptions-

Buried, soils correlated by the writer with Tirean and ohuan

stable phases were seen by the writer at Hot water Beach and

are described by smart and Green i[;962) at Tairua, and they

are assumed to be present in the sections described by wellman

(1952b).

At Hot water Beach the soils are in an archaeological

site (N44/6g) in dune sand. The site is described by Leahy

(Lg74),whonumberedthelayersfromtoptobottom'The
Tirean and ohuan soils are identified by the writer with

layers4andz.Taupopumiceisabsent,Loiselspumiceis
inLayer5randEuroPeanartifactsinLayer2'Aclose

I radiocarbon date for occupation remains in Layer 4 is

SfOtSS years Bp (mean of NZ 12968 and L2978\. Youngest' moa

bonesareinLayer3b.CorrelationofLayer4withthe
Tirean soil, and Layer 2 with the ohuan soil,. is based on

Loisels pumice, radiocarbon and European artifacts'

TairuardDarchaeologicalsite$44/2)indunesand'
containstwooccupationlayersseparatedbydunesand.Each
is part of a poorly developed buried soil' Taupo pumice'

Loisels pumice and EuroPean artifacts are absent. The lower

occupation layer (Layer 2) has a close radiocarbon shell

date of 570150 years BP (tlZ 1875A) ; and two maximum rad'io-

carbon dates , 44:tao years BP (luz 595A) and' ezglag years BP

(wz 594A) r oI1 charcoal from an oven' The upper occupation

layer (Layer 6) has a close radiocarbon shell date of

ZSOTZO years BP (UZ 1876A). A fishing lure mad'e from pearl

shell was found in the lower occupatiOn.,layer (Green, L967) .

pearl shell is confined to tropical waters, and the lure

possiblyindicatesthatthesitewasoccupiedshortlyafter
thearrivalofagroupofsettlersfromPolynesia.The
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lower occupation layer has many moa bones. The upper

occupation layer has no moa bones. Correlation of the lower

buried^ soil with the Tirean stable ptrase, and the upper buried
soil with the Ohuan stable phase, is based on the radiocarbon
dates.

Bay of Plenty - East Coast
Along the eastern Bay of Plenty and East coast' 300 km

southeast of the Coromandel Peninsula, are coastal sections
described by Wellman (I952b). As at Hoa-Bone Point Cave

there are two well-defined, occupation layers rvhich are

considered by Wellman (L962bl to be determined by population
density, a uniform rate of sediment accumulation being assumed

by him. Taupo pumice and Loisels pumice are both present.

The writer considers the occupation layers to be times of
non-deposition and soil formation, and the layers are corre-
lated with the Tirean and Ohuan soils

Of the 2l East Coast and Bay of P1enty sections described

by Wellman (1962b) the most import'ant for archaeology are

reprod.uced and correlated with the writet's stratigraphic
divisions in Figure 2L. In all sections there are two buried
soils above the Loisels pumice. Por sections 5, 7, 19, 2L

(numbers according to Wellman (1962b), which the writer did
not see, the buried soils are based on Wellman's (1962b)

descriptionsi for sections 8, 9, 13, L4, 15 and 18, On

the writerr s observations I cnd {or Scction 9, on Gtaenond P"llor3 (1959)

obsorvotionr.
The Ohuan soil contains European artifacts at three

places. At l"laraetaha Diggings (Section 8), a fortified pa

on the banks of the Maraetaha River, Wellman's (I962b) upper

occupation layer is a cultivated soil containing clay pipe

(8. Shaw, pers. corqJ. At Cooks Cove (Section 15) the upper

occupation layer is a ground soil containing iron and earthen-

ware. At Anauru Bay (Section f8) there is iron in the top

of the upper occuPation laYer-

At Cooks

Loisels pumice
Cove, ds already mentioned irr Chapter 11'

has a maximum radiocarbon date of 9 ZS!q6 years
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Bp (NZ 55IA) determined on wood; and a minimum radiocarbon

date of 700156 years BP (ttZ 632A) determined on shell

In the Gisborne Plains Basinr oll the East coast' are 5

alluvia} formations named. by Pullar and Penhale (1970) ' in

order of decreasing d9€r Kaiti, waihirere' Early l4atawhero'

LateMatawhero,and.Post-Matawhero.Thelastfournamed
formations are separated by buried soils; the first two, by

Taupo pumice. Pullar (1959) describes Loisels pumice in

waihirere soil at the I'laraetaha River mouth. Basal layers

of Early l4atawhero alluvium are oliv*yellow in colour and

contrast strongly with the black waihirere buried soil which

they cover, indicating that alluvium was deposited rapidly

afteralongperiodwithnoflooding.BasallayersofLate
Matawhero alluvium are olive in col0ur and contrast with the

verydarkgreyish-brcwnearlyMatawheroburied'soilswhich
they cover, indicating that alluvium was deposited rapid'ly

afteraperiod'withnoflooding.LateMatawheroalluvium
began accumulating about 1820 AD. correlation of waihirere

and, Early l,latawhero soils with the Tirean and ohuan soils is

based on the Taupo and Loisels pumices'

In the Tukituki River valley in southern Hawkes Bay

200 km southwest of Gisborne, are four down-cut river terraces'

younger from highest to lowest' Taupo pumice is on the

oldest terrace surface. The soil on the second oldest

terrace surface is sorrelated by Grant (1955) with lfaihirere

soils in the Gisborne prains Basin; and the soil on the third

oldest terrace, with Matawhero soils. According to tree-ring

agestheWaihirereterraceismorethan500yearsold;the
Matawhero, more than 300 years ord; and the youngest terrace,

more than 170 Years old'.

From the Tukituki River, the last section to be described,

it is 160 km southwest to Flat Point' the type and first

section d.escribed.
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ADOPTED AGE DIVISIONS FOR LATE HOLOCENE DEPOSITS

Adopted. age divisions for the late Holocene deposits of
the North Island and northeastern part of the South Island'
are given in Fi_gures 22 and. 23. Tirean, Ohuan and Hunan

deposits are present in the northeastern South Island' and

North Is1and, but Hunan deposits are absent from central
Canterbury. The Tirean soil is present on deposits in the
northeastern South Island' and on the eastern and western

sides of the North Island. The Ohuan soil is present in the
northeastern South Is1and and on the eastern side of the

North Isl-and.

Correlation, and. estimated date of uplift, of beach

ridge deposits is given in Figure 24. Beach ridge deposiLs

which began accur.ulating before the beginning of the Tirean
unstable phase along both the Wellington and southeast

Wairarapa coasts vtere uplifted above the effects of wave

action shortly before the end of the Tirean stable phase at
Wellington (Haowhenua earthquake), and strortly after the end

of the Tirean stable phase at southeast l{airarapa (Beach Ridge

C). Beach ridge deposits which began accumulating after
these uplifts were themselves uplifted during the early Hunan

unstable phase at Wellington (1855 AD), and during the late
Ohuan or early Hunan at southeast Wairarapa.

DATING STRATTGRAPHIC DIVTSIONS

Dating stratigraphic divisions is a two step procedure.

The first step is to determine the age range for the start
of each phase in the same way as the age range for the Loisels
pumice was determined. Data for determining age ranges of
the start of each phase are set out in Figure 23. The second

step, shown on Figure 25, is to set out the age ranges in
stratigraphic order and to use the order to control the

rang:es.
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Adopted ages for stratigraphic events are as follows s

StratigraBhic E:vent feare BP Yeg"" *

ohuan soil buiied 150 L'800

Of.ruan soil begins to forrn 300 Lr650

Tirean soil buriecl 400 tr''550

Tirean soil, begins.to form 650 1'300

LoiseLs ptrmice d.eposl-ted 700 t 
'25o

The first ttrree events are likely to be about 100 years

in eror, the last two ev'ents, somewhat 1ess'
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CHAPTER IV

ENVIRONMENTAL AND CULTURAL CHAI{GES

DEPOSITIONAL EPISODES

In previous chapters it is established that for the last
2,000 years there were three weII defined episodes, each

synchronous over central New Zealand, and each with two phases:

a phase with a high rate of deposition (unstable phase) followed.

by a phase with a low rate of deposition, and soil formation
(stable phase). The pattern is somewhat d.ifferent in different
parts of New Zealand. fhe youngest episode is absent from central
Canterbury and the soil between Lhe two younger episodes is
absent from the North Island west coast (rigure 26).

The depositional episodes are unrelated to volcanic eruptions.
Tirean sand at Flat Point began accumulating before the Taupo

Pumice eruption. Pumice (Taupo and Loisels) occurs as well-defined
deposits in the Tirean sand but its volume is unimportant relative
to the sand, and pumice has not been found in ttre Ohuan or Hunan

sands. South Island rivers are too far removed from the North
IslAnd volcanic centres to have been influenced by volcanic
eruptions.

In Chapter 3 unstable phases in coastaL dune systems are

correlated with river aggradatj-on and fan building. Sand along the
southwest North Island coast is shown by its mineral content to
have come from the larger North Island rivers (Oliver, 1948;
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Cowie and Smith, 1958). The depositional episodes are therefore
explained by changes in erosion rates in river systems: unstable
phases occurringi when rates were high; stable phases when rates were

Iow.

Erosion is generally considered to follow forest clearance.
Except for alpine areas and the central Otago basins, New Zealand
is thought to have been forest covered at human settlement (see

page 48). Man arrived during the Tirean unstable phase which had
begun more than 800 years earlier, and lowest charcoals in coastal
sections mark the beginning of furest fires shortly before the
Loisels pumice. The Maori cleared about half the forest and it
can be assumed that he would have burnt when he could. The

formation of Tirean soils after some 3OO to 400 years of burning
is surprising.

Europeans cleared a further quarter of the forest. Sediments
deposited during the Hunan unstable phase are recognised in the
North rsrand and in the northern south rsrand, but not on the
cant,erbury Plains. neposition by the lower Rakaia and. selwyn
Rivers (ward et al, L964), indicated by the distribution of Selwyn
soils, has been relatively minor compared witJ: deposition during
earlier unstable phases. "Severe" erosion in t.Le South Island
since European settlement (eiuus et al, L94s) does not appear
to be refLected in the river deposits.

Forest clearance may possibly have accelerated erosion during
unstable phases, and wourd appear to account for exampres of
severe erosion in the North Island since European settlement,
but how much erosion since European settlement is due to forest
clearance, and how much is due to the present unstable phase

is uncertain.

Average deposition rates for deposits younger than the
rcisels pumice are given in the following diagrams. fhe rates
are determined in Appendix 11 from sediments thicknesses at 16

selected sections along Lhe east North Island coast between
the coromandel Peninsula and cape Parliser. They are expressed
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as a proportion of the rate for the last 150 years. It is
assumed that all deposition occurred during unstable phases.

Trpo sets of rates are shown. The set shown by Diagram a uses

the adopted ages for stratigraphic events given on page 46.

The set shown by Diagram b assumes a maximum error of 100

years for tlle adopted ages of the Loisels pumice and tl.e

formation and burial of the Tirean soil. There is every

indication that ttre rate of deposition has decreased with time

or remained steady, and the d.epositional episodes are tltus

considered to be independent of vegetation clearance and hence

of cultural influence.

The phases are thought to be climatically controlled.
Slips are the most important. kind of erosion in much of New

Zealand (Gibbs et al, 1945; Grange and Gibbs, 1947) and are

caused by occasional very heavy and long-continued rain.
ftrunderstorms appear to be unimportant because they rarely
last long enough, but the effect of tropical stcms on erosion ,
even under forest, is well-established (Selby, L967; Pain, 1969).

The worst tropical storms cause widespread flooding, severe

forest damage, and bring down many slips (xidson, 1924i

Thomsdn, 1936; Gabites, 1968; TomJ-insonr 1975i Barnett, 1938) .
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It is shown on page 50 that during the Tirean stable phase

forest vegetation established on formerly unstable sand in the

Manawatu and at Flat Point. Favourable climatic conditions
would be frequeBt tropical storms, and drying windy conditions
poor for ttre establishment of vegetation on dunes and on

coasts. Favourable climatic conditions for soil formation
would be fewer tropical storms, and more uniformly moist
conditions with less violent winds good for the establishment

of vegetation on dunes and on coasts.

Depositional episodes and existing climatic records are

compared in the following diagram (p.47e) but there is poor correlation
Some South Island glaciers appear to ind.icate minor advances

or still -stands superposed on a gradual retreat that began at
an uncertain date. fhe advances or still-stands begin on

west coast ca 400 years ago (Wardle, L973); and on the east

coast ca 800 years ago (Burrows, L973) but do not correlate
wittr either stable or unstable phases. Somewhat better
correlation appears to exist between depositional episodes

and temperatures inferred from oxygen isotope measurements on

the northwesL Nelson stalagmites reported by Hendy (1969).

As illustrated in the foll-owing diagrant, unstable phases apPear

to correlate with times of high temperatures; stable phases

with times of low temperatures.

It is possible that tropical storms may occur more frequently
d.uring warm periods than during cold periods. If tropical
storms are responsible for depositional episodes then obviously
they are of extreme importance, but further details of the

topic are outside the scope of this thesis and cannot be

discussed further.
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It is shown on page 50 that during the Tirean stable phase

forest vegetation established on formerly unstable sand in the
Manawatu and at FIat Poi-nt. Favourable climat,ic conditions
would be frequent tropical sLormse dnd drying windy conditions
poor for the establishment of vegetation on dunes and on

coasts. Favourable climatic conditions for soil format.ion

would be fewer tropical storms, and more uniformly moist
conditions with less violent winds good for the establishment
of vegetation on dunes and on coasts.

Depositional episodes and existing climatic records are
compared in the following diagram (p.47 e) but there is poor correlation
Some South Island glaciers appear to indicate minor advances

or still -stands superposed on a gradual retreat that began at
an uncertain date. TLre advances or still-stands begin on

west coast ca 400 years ago (Wardle, 1973) I and on the east
coast ca 800 years ago (Burrows, 1973) but do not correlate
wittr either stable or unstable phases. Somewhat better
correlation appears to exist between depositional episodes

and temperatures inferred from oxygen isotope measurements on

the northwest Ne1son stalagmites reported by Hendy (1969).

As illustrated in the following diagram, unstable phases appear

to correlate with times of high temperatures; stable phases

with times of low temperatures.

It is possible that tropical storms may occur more frequently
during warm periods than during cold periods. If tropical
storms are responsible for depositional episodes then obviously
ttrey are of extreme importance, but further details of the
topic are outside the scope of ttris thesis and cannot be

discussed, further.
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VEGETATION

An estimate of the rate of forest clearance in New

Zealand since Maori settlement is given by Figure 27.

According to present day temperature and rai nfall, all
areas except the alpine regions and central Otago Basins

were probably in forest before Maori settlement (A, Figure 27).
Three critical areas are the dry east coasts of the North and

South Islands, and the volcanic region of ttre North Is1and

where large areas of forest were destroyed by the Taupo Pumice

eruption 2.0 kyrs ago. A summary of the evidence for the east

South Island coast is given by Molloy et al (1963). A

sumrnary of the evidence for the North Island is given by

Table 4.

In Table 4, charcoal and wood from forest trees, soils
formed only under forest, pollen of forest trees, and sub-

fossil landsnails and insects from forestsr €lr€ used to
determine whether forest existed in areas of the North Island
under scrub, bracken fernr or grass, Ert the beginning of
European settlement(1840) (Figure 28). L,andsnails are

particularly abundant in some shell middens. They indicate
whether there was forest near the middens when tl:e middens

were laid down; hence if the middens are dated, so is the

forest. Stable species of landsnails require forest condi-
tions and live in damp forest litter or in rotting logs;
or are arboreal and live in leaf axils or in suspended litter.
Some Tolerant species normally live in damp forest litter
but can toLerate dry open conditions; others live in litter
in dry open conditions, but can tolerate damp forest litter.

Molloy et al (1963) showed that wood charcoal is
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relatively abundant in soils on the Canterbury Plains and

foothills, and inferred. the existence of extensive forest
before Maori settlement. The forest was cleared during the

Iast 600 years, presumably by the Maoris'

Lake Poukawa, which is in the driest part of the North

Island, contains evidence for a complete change in vegetation'
According to lvlcGlone (pers. comm.) matai pollen in a rad'io-

carbon dated peat core is suddenly replaced by bracken fern

and tutu pollen about 900 years ago.

In the volcanic region vucetich and Pul1ar (1963)

describe forest soils in areas covered by scrub and bracken

fern at European settlement. The soils formed in Taupo

pumice and show that there was extensive forest regeneration

after the Taupo eruption. It is suggeste'd below that the

forest was cleared some 500 to 500 years ago'

The Ivlaori would. have begun to clear the forest from the

time of first settlement, and at an increasing rate as

population increased (a-e; Figure 271'

until steel tools were introduced, methods of Maori forest

clearance did not change, and wheLher or not the Maori could

clear the forest depended largely on rainfall. If it became

drier, h€ could clear more, but if it became wetter' the

forest would. re-advance over the areas he had cleared' It

has already been mentioned that unstable phases are thought

to have been drier than stable phases. During unstable Phases

the lvtaori is likely to have driven the forest back (A-B ' C-D,

Figure 27). During stable phases, the forest is likely to

have advanced over previously cleared areas or naturally bare

areas (B-C, D-8, Figure 27\.

rt is shown below that during formation of the Tirean

soil in the l,ianawatu, along the southeast wairarapa coast,

and on the East coast the forest advanced almost to the

coast. Each of these areas was forest-free at European

settlement; the Manawatu, and Flat Point on the

southeast wairarapa coast were bare at Maori settlement'
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Increase in the area of forest cleared is indicated by

theabsenceofforestonohuansoilsineacharea.

In the Manawatu, dt the Foxton site already mentioned'

a shell mid.den with land.snails appears to have been accumulated

near forest (McF'adgen, Lg72). Motuiti soil the same age as

themid'den,iscarriedbyMotuitisand.Thesoilbegan
forming about 650 years ago and contains charcoals from

kahikatea and totara (Appendix 7) ' Humic acid analyses of

the soil confirm pod.ocarp-d.ominated vegetation (APpendix 7') ;

AtthetimeofEuropeansettlementtheforesthadbeen
replaced by bracken fern and scrub'

onttresoutheastWairarapacoastforestvegetationon
Tirean soil is indicated by landsnails from shell middens at

Flat Point (Figures 29, 30) , at Te Awa fti (Figure 31) ' and

at Te Oroi (figure 321. At Te Kau Kau Point forest vegetation

d.uring the late Tirean is indicated by landsnails and insect

remains from the late Tirean peat (rigure 33, Table 6)' A

paucity of landsnails in shell middens on the ohuan soil at

FIat Point and Te Awa Iti indicates that the forest edge was

well inland of the middens. According to colenso, in the

1840's and 1850rs the coast was barren and treeless (Bagnall

andPetersen,1948).Itisnoteworthythatattheoroi
stream, where Colenso does mention one of the few stands of

bushonthecoast,amiddenontheohuansoildoescontain
land.snails (Figure 32) .

AtCooksCoveforestvegetationonTireansoilis
indicated by landsnails from a sheil midden (Figure 34)'

Landsnails were not found in shell middens on the ohuan soil'

In the volcanic region large areas of forest were

destroyedbytheTaupoPumiceeruptionl,s00yearsago.In
theeast,alongthewesternedgeoftheUreweraforest,are
standsofrimuandmataitreessome400to500yearsold
(Iu1cKelvey,1973).Itisthoughtherethattheforestre-
established itself less than 400 years after the Taupo
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eruption, continued to grow for at least 600 years, and was

cleared b1' the !{aori more than 500 years ago.

After European contact the lvlaoris had steel axes and

began to grow "Irish" potatoes. Cameron (L964,, a forester,
estimates that ttre rate of forest clearance by the Maori in
the latter decades of the eighteenth century and first half
of the nineteenth century (E-F, Figure 271, almost equalled
the maximum rate of European clearance (F-G, Figure 27).

I4AORIS AND ITOAS

There were two Maori cultures s lllod. reinains are of ten
found with the earlier culture, but never with the later one'

Some early archaeological sites in the South Island contain
remains of many moas (Skinner I Ig24; Teviotdale, L937al, and

most early sites have some moa remains (Figure 35), but in the

North Island the situation is different. Moas are absent

from all early archaeological sites along the east coast up

to the Bay of Plenty (HiIl, 1914; Brod'ie, 1950), and are

rare in many early archaeological sites elsewhere.

The absence of moas from early archaeological sites on

the North Island east coast is not due to their being no moas

on the east coast. Moa bones in natural deposits younger

than Loisels pumice and older than 400 years on the southeast
Wairarapa coast have already been mentioned. An important
d.eposit is at Te Kau Kau Point where moa bones from adult
birds were found in the.position of articulation. Additional
bones included those from submature and immature birds, and

the birds were probably a breeding population'

That the l4aoris ate moas is not in disputer the problem

is why there are so many moa bones at Some early sites, and so

few or none at aII the others. The South Island early
archaeological sites containing many moas are thought by the

writer to be special places to which the moas could be easily
transported. The quantity of bones is so large in them, and

in some early archaeological sites in the North Island'' that
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moas must have been carried there. Too many moa bones

have been found on the sites for the birds to have been caught
only in their immediately surrounding area. Moas on

DtUrville Island would. never have been ntlmerous, but moa bones

rdere found in the lower occupation layer in almost every.
section examined. by Wellman (1962a), who suggested that many

bones were from birds transported from the South Island.

Based on the analogy of the Maori treatment of Pigs in
the Wairarapa reported by WeId in 1845 (Uair, L972, it is
likely that where transport was difficult, they only took

the flesh and left the bones behind. Where transport was

relatively easy moas were taken alive to be butchered when

requiredr ds described by chapman (1884). Adkin (1948)

described what he thought was a butchering site in a remote

part of the Tararua Ranges.

For successful transportation of live moas, a place is
needed to load them, rafts or canoes are needed to carry
them, antl a populated prace, probably near the coast, to
unload. them and keep them until required. South Island
rivers, e.g. clarence and waitaki Rivers, are large and

generally suitable for rafts; Wairau Bar is on the edge of
a lagoon. The Coromandel Peninsula and North Auckland have

sheltered bays and moas could have been transported over some

distance- But on the North Island east coast there are few

raftable rivers and few harbours. The accessibility by

water transport explains the large number of bones on almost

all of the sites.

Man began to eat,moas as soon as he arrived in New

zealand (Figure 36), and moas had been virtually killed. off
about 300 to 400 years ago. Some moas are likely to have

lingered on in remote parts of New Zealand inhospitable to
I"laorisr ds did the takahe which survived in Fiordland until
the present day, but over most of New Zealand moas were

extinct by the end of the Ohuan unstable phase'
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AGRICULTURE

. The study of prehistoric agriculture is made difficult by
problems of sampling. In areas climatically marginal for
agriculture, south of Poverty Bay and the Bay of Plenty,
cultivated soils are easily found because sand. and gravel were
added, by the Maori the plaggen soils discussed above. North
of Poverty Bay and the Bay of Plenty cultivated soils are
much harder to identify because sand and gravel were less
frequently added,.

Rectangular pits were used by the Maori in which to store
kumaras and, rectangular pits are therefore accepted by Law

(1959), Fox (1974b), and othersr ES evidence for ivlaori
agriculturei but the pits rnay have had other uses and they
are therefore less conclusive than soils or stone row systems
as evidence of agriculture

Dates for agri-cultural sites in New Zealand (Figure 37),
including the northern South Island, are given in Table 10

and illustrated by Figure 38. The dates indicate the
presence of agriculture in the North Island and northern South
Island by the beginning of the Tirean stable phase. For
northern and marginal areas the sequence of agriculture j-s:

Tirean stable phase

Ohuan unstable phase

Ohuan stable phase

Marginal Areas

agriculture
agriculture
no agriculture

Northern Areas

agriculture
agriculture
agriculture

Wind would limit agriculture and would probably have

controtled agriculture on the east coast. Trees for. shelter
would have been essentiat during unstable phases, but less
so during stable phases.
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TIMES OF FIRST SETTLEIVIENT OF THE NORTH ISLAND AND

NORTHERN SOUTH ISLAND

The coastal sections are all important fo:: dating times

of first settlement. In most coastal sections the lowest
angular charcoal is only a shcrt distance below definite
cultural remains. The angular charcoal is assumed to mark

the time of first settlement of the nearby coast. Each

section contains either one or two buried soils. It is
alread.y mentioned, that soils represent periods of non-

deposition, and that the rate of deposition irr each section
was uniform when soils were not forming. In general,

i.depositon rates d,iffer in different sections.

The method of dating the earliest charcoal, bY propor-

tion, is shown in Figure 39.

The stratigraphic sections for New Zealand are conveniently
discussed under east North Island coast, D'Urville Island
coast, and west Auckland coast. The basic stratigraphy for
the three coasts is shown by Figure 39. The east North Island
coast exhi-bits two buried soils and the Loisels pumice; the
DtUrville Island coast exhibits two buried soils; and the

west Auckland coast only one buried soil. The time of first'
settlement is given most accurately in those sections where

a time plane, i.e. one of the two buried soils or the Loisels
pumice, is closest to the lowest charcoal-.

There is no good evidence for newspaper reports of settle-
ment prior to the Taupo Pumice eruption. As already mentioned

there is no trace in any section of Maori occupation below or
immediately above the Taupo Pumice. The most recent newsPaper

report (1960's) is for settlement at Poukawa'an inland site in
southern Hawkes Bay. In the last 40 years, ploughitg,
draining of Lake Poukawa, and cracking of peat, allowed Maori

artifacts to drop below the level of Taupo Pumice (see

Appendix 3 for writerrs report on the site) '
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ord.er of first settlement of the North Island and northern
South Island

It is likely that I'laoris arrived in New Zealand more than

900 years dgo, that they had visited all of the coast some 800

years dgo, and had occupied all of the favourable parts of the

coast 700 years ago. At the time of Maori arrival all inhabi-

table places were forested, therefore the forest had to be burnt

before they could settle. The first charcoal is therefore

assumed. to represent first settlement as distinct from the

first visit to the coast. Stratigraphic dates for the first

charcoal are given in Figure 40. If the dates are eorrect

then the Maori first settled North Auckland, the cook strait
region, and near Kawhia and Aotea harbours. The East coast

and Hawkes BaY were settled later'

It may be seen from Figure 40 that the stratigraphic
dates are in substantial agreement with the c.lose radiocarbon

dates of early south Island sites. The sites are at
clarence River mouth (site s42/20), the "old Pier Point site"
(site s4g/46) at Kaikoura, and at oturehua (site s134,/1) '
The date for the clarence River mouth site determined on

shelI (NZ 18368) (I'!. M- Trotter, pers' comm') indicates a

period of occupation sometime between 895 and 655 years ago.

Dates for the Kaikoura site determined on shell (ltt' M' Trotter'
pers.comm.)indicaleaperiodofoccupationsometimebetween
g50and,T50yearsago.Adatefortheoturehuasite
determined on twig charcoal (Nz 850C) (Leach, 1969) indicates

a period of occupation sometime between 1r000 and 600 years

ago.

APossibleLaterSettlementoftheNorthlsland
The evidence set out above indicates that New Zealand

was settled from end to end about 700 years ago. Migration

may have continued for several hundrerl irears but the evj-dence

is inconclusive. The possibility of a later settlement is
j-ndicated by a "pearlshel1" fistring lure found at Tairua

(site N44/2) on the coromand.el Peninsula (Green, 19671 ' The

site is closely dated by radiocarbon on shell as 525!70 years
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BP (NZ 18758). Pearl shell occurs in tropical parts of the

Pacific but not in New Zealand. If it is assumed to have

been used it is unlikely to have survived for the 300 to
400 years that had elapsed from the time of first settlement.

POPULATION CHANGES

The evidence given using Loisels pumice and radiocarbon

d.ating, suggests that all of New Zealand was settled at 700

years BP. The population is estimated at 51000, based very

tentatively on 1 extended family (10 people) at 500 river
mouths. From the size of the population' and assuming a

doubling time in 20 to 50 years, it is possible to infer a

first settlement date of 800 to 11000 years BP (950 AD to
1150 AD) (Figure 4I). This date agrees with the stratigraphic
date inferred from the depth of the lowest charcoal-

Assuming a population doubling time of 20 to 50 years,

the population about 400 years ago had reached the figure
Forstc,r (t.|lA)

esrimared 6i'-;' ;bil6 200 years later (Figure 41) . It has

been suggested above that noa hunting ceased. 300 to 400 years

a9o, and that agriculture came to an end about the same time

in the South Island and. southern North Island when large areas

of lowland and hill forest were bu:cnt. The important food

supplies which remained were shellfish and fish. Already

mentioned, is the change described by Haast (1874a) from

nroa hrnting to shellfish gathering at Moa-Bone Point Cave; and

on DtUrville fsland Wellman (1962a) notes a greater emphasis

on fishing in the culture associated with the upper

occupation layer than in that of the lower occupation layer.
About 400 years ago the population stopped growing and the

first fortifications were built (r'igure 42)'

When Cook arrived there were few people south of Gisborne,

and the population was in a state of warfare from one end of
the country to the other. A11 of the advantage was to the

people in the north, who were the only ones with continuous and

regiular food suPPlies
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CULTURE CHAATGE

It is generally accepted that there were two cultures in
prehistoric New Zealand: an early (Moahunter or Archaic
Maori) , and a lat'e (l"laori or Classic Maori) ; for convenience
the two cultures are .called here "Early" and "Latef'. Figure
43 sets out differences between the tvro cultures for 30

"fossils" (artifacts plus moa bones) .

According to Duff (f956) the early people were moa

hunters and did not have agriculture, the late had agriculture
but did not hunt m-oas. However, Wellman (1962a) showed that
the early Maori at D'Urvi11e Island did eaL moas and did have

agriculture, anil it has been shown above that the early to late
seguence with regard to moas and agriculture is somewhat

d.ifferent in different parts of New Zealand, i.e.

Culture Age Marqinal Arqas
(sbuthern North Island
and northern South
Island)

Northern Areas
(northern North
Island)

Barly Tirean

Late Ohuan

Dloa hunting and
agribulture

moa hunting,
agriculture

Moa hunting and

agriculture

No moa hunting,
agriculture

No

no

In addition there are changes in food gathering indica-
ting a change in diet: southern South Island and Banks

Peninsula (Haast, L874a,b; and Lockerbie, 1959) ' from moa

hunting to shellfish collecting; D'Urville Is1and (We1lman,

L962a), from moa hunting and snapper fishing to barracouta
fishing; and at Tairua in the North Island (Smart and Green'
Lg62), from moa hunting and collecting rocky shore shellfish
to collecting estuarine shellfish.

The most noteworthy change was in where people lived,
which entailed a fundamentaL change in their way of life. At
D'Urville Island the early people lived in sheltered valleys
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while the later people lived on exposed headlands (look-out
points) (wellman, L962al. In the North Island, aII pa

sites are thought to have been built by the later people

(Figure 42') .

Because of the change in where people lived, there are

unlikely to be many sites continuously occupied throughout

Maori prehistory and therefore few, if &Illr single sections

contain sufficient artifacts to provide a full record of
culture change. The artifact sequence lhus has to be

determined and dated indirectly.

Plenty of early artifacts, but fevier late artifacts' have

been dug up. Late artifacts are mostly from pa (fortified)
sites. Figure 43 is an analysis of "fOssil" collections
(artifacts plus moa bones) from 58 sites grouped as early or

late assemblages according to key age fossils- There is
only stratigraphic information for 7 sites, aII early and,

as might be expected, in or below the Tirean buried soj-I

and hence older than 400 Years-

Figure 44 shows bar diagrams of radiocarbon dates for
closely dated early and late sites. In Figure 45a the

early and late bars are summed according to probability' to
give probability histograms. The histograms are spread by

the standard errors of the dates and, in the case of the

younger histogram, by an increase in the range of some dates

corrected for secular variation using the Suess curve'
Because of the spread the two cultures show a large overlap

of several hundred years. When the standard errors and

increased ranges are taken into account, Figure 45b is thought

to represent the true situation, and shows a maximum over-

lap of I50 years. Three ways in which the cultural change

may have taken place are discussed later'

Duff (f956) recognised rnost of the key fossils listed in
Figure 43. Some exceptions are the earllz common use of green-
stone and barbed fish-hooks in the South Islaud and southern
North Island.
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The most difficult change to understand is that from an

"adze kit" of several types to a single generalised ad'ze type

of simple design. of some estimated ten thousand adzes in
New Zealand museums, more than 95t are now wj-thout stratigraphic
age. For the wellington d.istrict, of 159 adzes in the

National Museum, 762 are early types, 13t are late types,

114 are unclassifiable.

of the early types, some 75s. are made from a distinctive
rock found in the Nelson ultra-basic bett, particularly at
D'Urville Island, and termed. "adzite". some are made from

other rocks, and availability of adzite did not determine

adze construction. of the late types, perhaps some 25* are

mad.e from adzite. Adzite is an ideal rock for adzes and it
is suggested by wellman (1962a) that decline in the use of

adzite represents a decline in trading caused by increase in
warfare.

A1I the adzes collected by early explorers belong to the

single generalised type. From the high percentage of early
adzes in the National Museum it is clear that the late l4aori

could have reused early adzes at European contact but d'id

not. Why he d.id. not would. be understood if the early adzes

were tapu to him.

There are striking regional differences among the early,
but not among the late artifact assemblages. There are many

more artifact types in the early southern assemblage, especially

south of Banks Peninsula, than in the early northern assem-

blage. In the southern assernblage, but not in the northern

are: barbs on fish*rookg unperforated lure hook points, slate
knives and blade flakes.

If ttre term "homeland" is uSed', dS "Hawaiki" and "Origin"
have been (Duff, 1955; Green, Lg67J , for places where there

are artifacts of the same kind and the same age as Lhose in
tlew Zea1and, then the "homeland" for the northern llorth Island

is either Tahiti or the Marquesas, and for the southern

North Island and south Island, either Hawaii or Easter Island'
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Correlation with Tahiti is given by Duff (1956) and Emory and

sinoto (1964); with Marquesas, by Green (1957). That with
Hawaii and Easter Island is made by the writer by comparing

early South Island art,ifacts (particularly blades, unperfora-
ted lure hook points, and. barbed fish-hooks) with those

illustrated from sites of the same age in Hawaii by Emory

et al (1959), Emory and Sinoto (1969), and Kirch (1975); ancl

in Easter Island by McCoY (1976) -

Despite the use of different raw materials in New

Zealand. and. Polynesia, the styles of early New Zealand

artifacts closely match those of Polynesia. The earLy styles
persist virtually unchanged for 600 years and then change

drasticalty in less than 150 years

Three possible models of cu1Lural change are summarised

in Figure 46. The first is based on Duff (1955) ' the second

on Green (1963), the third is new.

fn the first model there are Moahunters throughout New

Zealand, but no agriculture. Then in 1350 AD, the traditional
Ivlaori date, The Fleet of some ten canoes arrives with some

100 people in each. They introduce agriculture and new

artifacts. The agriculture gives the immigrants prestige
and they replace the Moahunters, multiply and spread through-

out Nerv Zealand.

The date of 1350 AD, 600 years d9o, is some 2oo years

earlier than the date postulated here for the change. No

more than a thousand. people could have arrived in The Fleet'
and not all went to the same p1ace. It is difficult to
understand how The Fleet PeoPIe could have displaced the

Moahunters who would have ngmbered at least 201000.

In the second model, there is no rrFleetrr unless it marks

the first human arrival some 11000 years a$o; cultural
change from early to late is gradual throughout New Zealand'

but not necessarily synchronous. Agriculture begins

immediately after first settlement and is always ri,'lor€ 5-mportant

in the north than in the south-
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There is no evidence whatever for the gradrr.r 
"nfJ$*|"+Sl

It probably took less than a hundred years and could not
have taken 200 years

There are many more artifacts in cornmon between the early
southern and late assemblag€sr than between the early northern
and late assemblagesr and in the third model, that of the
writer, there are three early places of settlement (A, B and

C) a thousand years dge, one possible place of later settle-
ment (D) 600 years ago, and a cultural change which moves

northward 300 to 400 years ago. Settlements A and B are
defined by the different stratigraphic Lime interval between
the lowest cultural charcoal and the Loisels pumice. Settle-
ment C is d.istinguished from A and B by artifacts. Settle-
ment D is based solely on a "pearl she1l" fishing lure from
Tairua in eastern Bay of P1enty. Agriculture begins from
the time of first settlement, and is almost entirely north
of Banks Peninsula, increasing in importance northwards.
Moa hunting takes place all over New Zealand and is more

important in the south than in the north. There is no war-
fare and tribes are assumed to have well-defined territories.
Ivloas decrease in numbers due to hunting. Agriculture
declines due to forest clearance and unfavourable climate in
central New Zea1and. The decrease in moas and decline in
agriculture cause a cultural and territorial breakdown. War-

fare becomes endemic and spreads northwards so that the once

peaceful northern agriculturalists become warlike. The late
culture develops from the breakdown of the early culture.
The northern tribes, with the advantage of climate and food
supply, increase and continually invade their less fortunate
southern neighbours.

Maori tradition records the southern movement only.
But Simmons (L976) has shown that tradition may not be fully
reliable for more than 15 generations.

If there had been a movement, northwards and then south-
wards, then there would be an overlap zone in which the
cultural sequence would be early northern, early southern,
late northern. It may be possible to dem-onstrate the
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CONCLUSTONS

The following table summarises the writer's ideas on

the history of New Zealand for the last 900 years. Dates for
the first 400 years, from radiocarbon, are probably in error
by up to 100 years. The error would be reduced if the soil-
layers, to which dates are referred, could be better dated.
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FIGIIRE 1 - MaF of New zealancl Showing pl"aces of parti.cuLar interest to
Ir.qaori archaeology. !1 = Moa bone rriddens; g = Quattzite

qUafr5.es; N=Nepl,urite sources; B =Bstenite sources; b =BasaLt
soure.egr a = Obsidian.souro€st crsss-hatchj-ng = Garden areas still
we].l def,ined (central N.Z. only); $refshading = Fa sites'
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FIGIJRE 2 - L time-thickness diagram for sand dunes and fans showing two
depositional episodes. For each episode deposition was at

first rapid and slows to zero. Development of first soil began when
first period of depositon slowed down, and ended when second period of
deposition began. A soil is first a "ground" soil and then a "buried"
soil. Periods of rapid accumulation and little soil formation are
termed "unstable" phases; periods of slow accumulation and appreciable
soil formation are termed "stab1e" phases. Thickness rePresented
generally more than one metre.
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5'IGIUFE !, - Ideallsed cross-seetioq o,f, ttrr.ee partly overlap-5ling layers
each with Lts own'Erormd soi-J.. Boundary between layers

,shtinn by br:r:cied soils. G:rouridl soiL devetr'oqrrnerrt 'greatest on oldest
layer. Degtee oF soil gxofile developnent shorrrrt by depth o-f eross-
hatching.
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FICIIRE 4 - !{ap of Nemr &ealend shonimg d:i.st-rlbution of l'oisels prui'ce
(hearry liae) and l"qcalities o parcleular interest to late

Holocene stratigraPhy'.
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:FIGIIRE ? - Idealised seetion showing late ffoloaene soils aad the LoLsels
and Taupo pumices. Iaferred ages in calendar y€ars aEo,
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FIGURE8-Sketchrnap
LBr and lcrr

growing beach ridge.
H=Hrrnani O=Ohuan;
mapped Ml to M6. Line

of Flat Point area drawn from air photoqraphs. ,,A,,.
are the youngest of 5 beach ridges, ,'A" being the
Aeolian sands berong to three stratigraphic itivisions:
T = Tirean. Hs = Hunan silt. Six midd.ens are
"a-b" is cross-section (Figure 9).
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tr'IGURE 9 - Gelref.ali.sea cross-s.ection along line "a-b" in Figure 8.
Syub-ols as in F.igtrre 8- rr:(x!ir' : rnidden layers; TP =

Taupo Sl,miee; TrP = LOiseJ.s Br,lmice; EA = 9111'onean artl-f,ac'ts. Ssils
shovrn cross-hatched.
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FIGU'RE lO - Itap of solrthern p,art 6f North Xsland ghow.ing siteswith late Holocene seotions.
(inf,llleit clrcles)
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FIGURE 11 - Sketch map of Okoropunga site (N166,/55: Grid Ref. N166(1957)
/133033) betr,reen Oterei and Pahaoa Rivers, showing positions

of beach ridges A to F (light lines), stone rows (heavy lines, and
broken heavy lines for disturbed stone rows), stone mounds (heavy dots),
borrow pits ( groy shoding)r and Maori Plaggen and Plaggen-Iike
soils. Excavated stone row sho'wn bv a cross.
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FIGURE

F 5.g.a"

Figt-b,

!.2 - Di,agra.nr foe s'eetions And stqne rory€, at Te A*rg lti site
(Ntr66,/€7: G,rid Re!. trll66(,1 57),1104O13),

Locality it'iagran. A-B = Section 2; C:D = $ieetion 3.
For diaEram of Seetion 3, se€ Figure I- iu appendix 4.
Ske,tsh plan of stpne .sows+
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fravnaino oF
Da,ach Aidqa C

luttoa bonag abva
lavpo puvnico

TsrYoins ot
Bc,a*1 Adao C
(wiHn Loigal'q
qwntca aY\a
wtoabonae )

FIGURE 13 - Sketch map of Te Oioi showing locations of sections 4 to 7.
The parts of sections 6 and 7 shown solid are illustrated

in Figure I in Appendix 4. Section 6 contains stream gravels and
wind-blo-wn sand interbedded with lagoon muds, and Taupo pumice in remains
of Beach Ridge C, but no moa bones. Section 7 contains Taupo pumice
and moa bones, but no interbedded terrestrial deposits.
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EIeuBE L4 - Sketchmapof,Tb Te Raupoil,r,t showing locatio:rs of two
sectiots identicaL exeept for basal Partr Ng s€ction

(= seetion 8) with paat,, and, radiocarbon-dated sheIIs; S!'l section
r,rith nrrrnerous moa bones in nr:d above LoiseLs pumic.e- Line C =
Beaeh R.idlge C. For diagram of }{s secti,on see figure l, Appendtx 4.
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FI,GIIFE 15 - Sketch rFap of te lk1a ,alnaru Bay. F1aE91en-Lilce ssitrs shovan

eross-hatohe.d andt l,abeLled I andt 2. Eeach ridgee labelled
A, B and C; A beibg the ,gnowing be.ach rid,ge. p oibable positions sf,
eroded arrd obs.:eqred beaeh rS.dges shox'/Jt by broken llnes.
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41 Zl o-l'?4+3?lo-t-z't'4
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I lor lltoo
I ozz | 8o cscalo

FIGU'.E 16 - Particle-size histograms to show sirnilarity between Plaggen-

likesoil2andmarinesandfromhighwatermarkatTelka
aJnaruBay.NotethedifferencebetweenthePlaggen-likesoilandits
subsoil. All bars represent one phi Unit (= -Log2 diameter in run) '
Bar heights in percent. Percentage of sampl-e smaller than smallest
phi unit measured is shown at left hand end of histogram' Percentages

determined bY drY seiving.
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EIGURE 1"7 - Sketch map of central Canterbury Plains. Land above
450 n shor.m broken c-ro€s-batehing. A-B = aSrproximate

position of olcl river chirnnel oecupied by Waimakariri River troice in
last 11000 years (clating frqgr C-ox and Mead, 1963). Moahunte:r site
at Rakaia Rlv,er mouth sho$m by hearry dot.



FIGURE 18 - Sketch map of Avon-Heathcote estuary and coast north of Banks

Peninsula showing dune belts inferred from soil data in New

Zealand soil Survey Rcpcrt No. 16 (Raeside'and Rennie, L974): Waikuku

dunes (oLder) defined by waikuku sandy loam, and soils of Aranui complex
(A); Kairaki dunes (younqer) cefined by Kairaki sand. M - I'loa-Bone

Point Cave. Hills in Banks Peninsula volcanic rocks shown 1?ey'
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FIC.UF|E 19 - Diagran shqwing corfeoted radioeatbon'dateE for ocnuSration
Iayers I a,ncl tI at F.oxte.n slte (N14El1). Date'g ar-r-anged

in straillgraBhi.e order. Chareoal- dates from above and belorv €ut oven
in Oeclrpation Layer rI; sheLl dat-es f,rorF one shel.l lens Ln oeeupat-ion
Layer trn anil thnee shell- Lenses ln Occupation Iayer II. Deta.iLs of
dates given in Teble 2. Note buried soil between cccup,aEion layers.
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FIGI'RE 20 - Application of writer's pro;rosed Stratigraphic Divisions to
Wellnnn's (1962b) West Auckland coastal Holocene sections most

important to archaeology. Section numbers from Wellman (f962b). Symbols
as for Figure 21. Note absence of toisels pumice and Ohuan soil.
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FI'eIthE 2X - A1ryJ-ic:tidn df rtrftefls pr.,.lrosed gtraLigrliphio Divislons to lilellrnanrs
(1962b) Ilas,t Coast and Eay of Ple$tIr cqastal tolocene sectioB.s' inost

i{[rortant to ,a,rehaee]:ogy. 6ee,t,l'en' nurtbers frol0 hlatl'lmaD (196?b) -
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FTGURE 23 - uiagram thowing calendar age tancres f,or key stratigra5ihi'c
events; beginning of, lFj-rearr stab,le pha9e, ohuatl unstabie
phasq etc. ricruded are all kn-owi tree-ring dates (D); all-

historie aafes (li), ana alL co:crect'ect radiocarlon dates within a

bracket widttr of 7OO'lrealis. Arrow heads lnclicate tlrr'ee kinds of dates;
uP.T.'ard-pointing = maxi$'u$ dates; do.wnward-pointing = mininum d'ates;

iirwara-lointing = closed dates'. A11rsld lengtfo eguals f,ou:r stavr4ard

erroJ.,s. Ttfo detes, (NE 432 anct'4tg3) were reForted as -being younget than
,rxft yoeatrs and eann.ot be given a standard errot. Eufop.ean artifaets
(E) used, to ind.icate a Baxinium age of I80 years'
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EIGITRE 24 - €bore-Iine displaeeute.nts enrves for four plaees on
the southern North Island coBS:t. Curves used fsr

Iate llotr-ocane co,rrelaLi:o-n! For earch eurve note ttlat bhe
vertical axis reptesernes meagureil displaoenents, antl the
horizontal. axis estfuhated time. Beach ridge deposits lettered
Ar B and e, etc.
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FIglEE 25 - Corr.ected radiocar,bon age range,s and straLigraphy cornlolned.
' t6 give ,caleadati aEes and, age rangi€s to key sfatiExrphic
everrts. Vertical ec€.le arrranged to nake adoptecl ages fall on a
straight line.
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trfIGIIRB 2,6 - Four coltrrurs to sho.n the soile preEent on ttre west eoast
of the Nor.th Islandr easL eoast of tlte North Island;

D'Ur-viJle Istand; and the ce:rtral part of the Cantefburl'Plains,
Souttr Island.
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FIGUFE 27 - Diagram showing e$ti.ma.ted rate of fotest clearance f,rom New .

Esaland ptrains 'and hiIls. 5o1id line = all New Zealand;
broken l"lne = $orth Island. only. Iretters mark times of lnlrortant eveRts:
A - foutqaa ,settlement aqd grobable int:roduction of cultl-vated pJ-ants;
E = start of Ti,rean stabLe Srhase; C = sta'rt of ohuan unstable phase;
D = start of ohuan stable phase; E = introduction of "Irlgh" irotatol
F : -d-ate of EuroBean settiement (184O) i G - I'present rlay'r ttec,line in' foregt
cleEtrance, g"rea of cleared forest in 1840 and at present day aceordLng:
to wend.Leken (19?6). Stable phases of stratigraphic divislons sbolrn cnoss-
hatehed.
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FIGURE 28 - Map of North Island showing forest, scrub and grass
boundaries at IB4O generalised from Holloway (1962).

Dots mark sites where pre-184O vegetation changes have been
reported (for details, see Table 4).
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FTGURE 29 - Diagram showinE stta'tigraphio divisionq, soils and uiddens
at Flat Foi.nt. Soils eross-hatched, l{iddens letterb,'!4I to tl6. Snails f,rom niddrs[s show eviclence of forest on liiean soil

and no ev.ideRee of forest on Ohuan soil (snalls 1isted tn Figure 30).
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EIc[tRF 30 - F€rOen,tag,e a;bundan<re of dt{f,ferer}t speCles of trandlsnails- fronr sarngrl'es

of'6tetl nLddens in TireaiB so1l at Ftat Fo:l!rt' sFectes divided into
three t0abitets aad trrro ctasEels. ?etrc€ntage abundarree shom bn; bot(es sn cight hand

sidle, Hldden nrgnbel€s safte as .Fi"g=u:re 29.
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FIGURE 3l - Percentage abundance of different species of landsnails
from a sample of shell midden in Tirean soil at Te Awa

Iti site (NI66/671. Species divided into four habitats and two
classes. Percentage atrundance shown by boxes on right hand side.
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CYnrop (clovoVo) b ionca
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OrV .,o?an.
?oraWna puvnila

\a zobndiaa

FIGURE 33 - Percentage a-bundance of different species of land.snaiLs from
a sample of late Tirean peat at the Te Kau Kau point section.

Species divided into four habitats and two classes. Percentage
abundance shown by boxes on right hand side.
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FIGURE 34 - percentage abundance of
sample of shell midden

divided into three habitats and two
by boxes on right hand side.

different species of landsnails from ain Tirean soil at Cooks Cove. Speciesclasses. percentage abundance shown
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FIGIIRB 35 - lhp of Nrew Sealiind shoring g{.aces r*tie e moae livirig after
Eanrs arr.Lrral have been clated (eittier by r.adiocarbon or bystratigraphy).
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FfGURE 36 - Diagran showing calenalar dates for noas living after man's arrival in Nes Zealand'
titoas are assrjnred to have been allve if the bones are in positlon of articulation;

If the bones are in ovens; if the bones, if in siddens, are useless for rnaking artifacts; or
if they are thought to have been broken green. Dating is by radiocarbon and by stratigraPhy.
Arrw heads are used as before (Figure 23) to.indicate the three kinils of radiocarbon dates'
An analagous syste$ is used for the stratigraphic dates (infilled cLrcles) on the left and

right ha;d sides of the diagran: upward-pointing arrows = naxinun datest downeard-Pointing
arrovs = mLninun datesr two infilled circles = close dates. stable Phases of stratigraphic
divisions shoytr cross-hatcheal.

Cullr,rraf Oerysits

$i €r i i:t*,-'hr.$!*I!-mPa
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\&aro b

FIGURE 37 - &lap of New Zealand showing sites where !4soti cultivation
has been dated either by radiocarbon or by stratlgraphy.
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FIbURE 38 - D,lagran showing eatender dates,r either from radiocartron or fron
stfatig:saph,1', f.or Irlaori cultLvation- Arrows used as before(see Eigrrre 36).
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F'IGURE 39 - Diagrau strrowing urethod used to inf,er age of 'trirst cultural. charcoal in coastal sections.
1. Age = ?0O + 3OO (--'b+c+d'

2. Ase : 65o + zile (#)
3. Age = 650 + 4oo t"tEl'c+d'

Bracketed ages indieate times of rpn-deposition and eol.l- formtion (see
Figure 25). LqrEr case ].etters indicate sedimerrt thi.eitnessee.
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F, GERE 4O - Itl,ferredl st:aatiqraphlc deles for flrs,t cq].tural ctqrcoal fui coastal dep(}€its
Data from well$an (1962arbt and ttris thesi-s. Infttled circles = west qoast

strtitlgraPf,rie daues,; erosges = easL d.oast dlate,s,. Clcrse radloeal.bon da..te€ (4 standard
etrrof range.D f,<tf earLiest Soutb trs-land sites (,g42/2.At SEg/46 and s134,/f) grven on left.
Fnohabl-e ages of first ehareoal ,shotn by heaqy llner

golffti W<ash C,oqei-
dtlwins
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FIGURE 4J. - Diagniila showing esti:nated ehanges in llaori population. Note
expoterrtial'scale. Dates for arrival detrrend on population

dotrbling tirne assumed.
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ltlgttss 42 - Diag-r'afi shc&cing c.€1en4at datesr frorn radiocarb6n, ior ltaori fortiftc4-
ti'orts. AErohrs usedl as befo,fE ,(figure 23),. ctrog€ dab'es snmwn bi1

heavy lines for eryhasis'
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Barracouta points

Unperforated lure hook points

Harpoon points
One piece unbarbed bone
fish-hooks
Adzes (not 2A or 28)

Necklaces (not human teeth)
Bird spears

Needles

Composite Bait hooks

Nephrite artifacts
Tattooing chisels
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FTGURE 44 - Diagram of carendar dates, from radiocarbon, of croseLy
dated sites with early and late artifact assemblages.

A11 dates shown as a bar with a range of 6 standard errors. Dates
labelled 'att and t'bt' have an increased range due to short term
variations in the "Suess" calibration curve (see Chapter III).
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45 - Diagram of probability distribution for dates of sites with
early and late artifact assemblages.

Probablility distribution based on sites given in Figure 44-
Dates weighted as shown in inset and probabilities summed. Note
the different frequency scales for the early and late assemblages,
a1d note also the overlap of the two distributions (700 years).

Fig.b- probability ilistributions thought to represent actual site ages.
Note the reduced overlap of the two distributions (15O years)
compared with Fig.a.

Fig.c. probability ilistributions based on dates of a random sample of 17

early and 8 late sites from the distributions in Pig.b. A stand-
ard error of 60 years is assumed for each date, and two late
samples are assumed to be charcoal. Note the similar overlap of
the two distributions (500 years) to thaE of Fig'a'
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SABI,E 2'

Radioe'.arboo dates on 5hells an4 .ehar.eoal fQr Oeculrstion LRyGrs r and Itr at s{se

N148,/1r Foxlon. .B11 shells have aragonlte crtstal struc'.E"e. Tuatua shells

eqphleE (Ite.qoqeE i are oe:o'an beach sPesles, cockle shcll,s
(chfone._stuEqhbgE) ar.e e,etuarine species. Ttre shells are frot0 shell rnidden

lenses iB esch oeer*atlon lat€r, andt the shell l.enses a-re nuobered fror[ 1 to 4

ln orde= o.f decleasing stratlgrep-hlc age. Eas!.oqoupatiou layerr hag ane Uratua

date and the dtrffezenee beLlreen the eoriscted tuatqa Glate ani! each. dof.tected

cgckte Glat.e f'or the layer.is,listetl as a "dlate 6-lfferenca". EteeElt. €oa

gccupation Iayea I. date dif,fer.eneeg are sgati-stlca].ly significant (t test.
Snedeest end CoEihrsrt, 196?; g>3.I4' F< 0.095).
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TABLE 3

Ftadiocarbon anal other dates used to dlefine age of Loisels puriice and age of ll3
st,ratigraphic divisions. Stratigraphic position of sanqtJ-es eras given by

authors listeil. Unpublished dates are shown by an asterisk. In this andl

subsequent tables, dates suffixed A are uncorrected; dates suffixed B are

corrected rnarine shell dates; dates suffix!-d c are colrecLed charcoal, rnoa

bong, or human bone dates. llaxinum ilates indicated); nrinlr:,un dates<;
andl close dates=. Tu = Tirean unstable phase, Ts = Tilrean stable phaser &c.

Radiocarbon

N?, DATE
UU}IBER YEARS BP SIGNIFICANCE LOCATITY
' (1950)

AUTIIOR SAMPLED LI\YER AND SAIIIPI,E

86 I 940170 wainral:ariri Cox and Mead llood in WaimakarLrL

c 920190 ) Ts Rivcr (1953) alluvium (tu).

293 A 85SJ5O ltanardatu Co'*ie (1963) liood 9O rings in from

C (73o-S3O)180 )T= sand plain outside of a tree roote'l
in Foxton soil anil over-
lain by ltotuiti sanil.
?ree thought to have been
killed by advancing
llotuiti sanil.

305 A lo40t6o Wairnakariri CoK and t'lead Peat belolt glaimakarili

c a7o1B5 )T., River (1963) alluvium (fu) '

3I2 A ?35!55 Waimakariri cox and Dlead wood Ln estuarine silt

. c ?20:80 7T" ' River (1963) below Wairnakariri
al1uvium.

3s4 A 640110 opito, Green (1963) Charcoal beloe Loisels

c 6r,otoo >rp 
;!;:Hli:t 

pu:rrice (site N40,/3),

l
396 A* 'lg9:.4a ltataL Bay, Wellman (1962b) charcoal belo$ Lois€ls

C 74Ot7O >l'D North Auckland pumice '

432 A 2OO waimakariri cox and Head t{ood (kanu}-a) in selwyn

C .,OO >Os River (1963) alluvium'

4BI &* 6g0:62 >o.-. D'Urville rs. welLtnan (1962a) charcoal from oubslde of
* ' Greville sand a prostEate charred log

c 67c-9c <' Ts bar, sectio-r D in losrer occuPation
Iayer on top of lower
burted soil. Associated
rrith charred taee roots-

4g2 Ar 5?Ot9O D.Urvi1le Is. wellman (1962a) Shells fron lower (rccupa-

B s3srroo )ou ::::'::'".#T ;::1.:"::l':art 
or rower

4g3 Ar < 2OO >\ As for NZ 482 Vlellulan (1962a) Shells froo upper occupa-
tion layer.

631 tr 519t4I Cooks Cove Wellrnan (I962b) Charcoal from lo'*er occuPa-

B sSotzo ) ou ' qast coast tion laye!'

632 \* 7OOt56 Cooks Cove, ltellman (1962b) Shel1s from louer occuPa-

B 6651?0 < rp East coast tlon layer just above
Loisels Pumice.

651 Ar 925!46 Cooks Cove, gJellnan (1962b) !ilood from below lpisels

C (BS0-?40)175 )Lp East Coast pumlce'

6g2 A 72g!42 ltanawatu ltcPailgen (1972) charcoal from an oven on a

c 720r?5 ( r" sand prain :::l:- ";::"3r1"::lltn.n"-
tation grouitrg nearby
(site Nt4B,/l) .

1162 A 6f5t.1o Rerdcliffs, Trotter (19?5b) lloa bcne collagen from

B 630l?0 
/-fu Banks Pen' occuPation layer on &'aikuku

sandY loam (on o1d "seainecl'
grouni sltrface in scwer
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TfiBLE 4

List of places in palEs of the North Island that l.rere forest-free in I84O and

where forest probably existed within the last 2,0O0 years.

I,OCAI,ITY

At,CKtAND

!,totutapu Is.

BAY OF PI.ENTY

nanqitalf.i
PLains

Te Hahoe

Ohiwa Harbour

Te Tumu.

EAST COAST

Cooks Cove

Itainui Eeach

ITAWKES BAY

Te Awanga

Iake Poukawa

WATRAqAPA COAS"

Flat Point

Okoropunga
(Nr66/5s)

EVIDEIICE

Soil profiles wrder
Rangltoto Ash (Ash
rnar.imun age 410t73
y€ars BP (NZ 1167A):
Lawr 1975)

Leaves enibeilded in the
unclerside of the
fBngitoto Ash at the
sunde site

fn situ tree stumps
below Taupo Ash (erupted
ca 1,800 years BP:
Healy et_al, 1964)

In situ tree stsump below
Kaharoa Ash (erupted ca
930 years BP: Healy
et al, 1964)

in situ tree stump belot,
laupo Ash

II situ tree stump below
laupo Ash

In situ t-ree slump beloo
aaupo l\sh

Landsnails in shell nldden
in Tirean soil

Landsnails (Rhvtida green-
woodi) in shell niddens in
Eiil-duttu" (younger than
hutran settlemeni. of N.z.
ca IrOOO years BP)

Radiocarbon dated wood
used in constructLon of
Tiromoana Pa (tll35,/l)
(assuned here to have
been growing nearby and
not to have been dtlft-
erood.

Pollen frorn peat above
Taupo r.apllli '

Iandsnails in shell mid-
dens in Tirean soils

Itadiocarbon dated char-
coal fro:n tree roots in
position of growth in
buried soil

Radiocarbon dated char-
coal in and beneath a
ston€ rou

VEGETITTIOI'l
INDICATED

forest

pohutukawa
karaka
kawakawa

iriatai
toti\ra (or Hallrs
totara)

totara (probably
HaIl's totara)

kahikatea

totara

matai

coastal forest.

coastal forest

totara

cntai (dominant)
kahikatea
totara
nriro
titoki
black naire

boastal forest

tota!a

maFai
totara
coProsm;r
hebe

DA:E OF YEARS
BP (].950)

nore than
400

less than
700

loore than
1,800

tllore than
930

L..ore than
1,800

Eore than
r,800

FOre than
1,800

Less than
650

less than
1, O0O

1c2otl2o
(Nz l9l4A)

less than
1,800

less than
650

7so14o
(r;z 3116A)

530160
(riz 3115A)
340i60
(ll'z 3ll4A)

lLs

REFNRENCE

Taylor
(1960)

scott (1970)

PuLLar and
Patel (I972)

Pullar and
Patel (1972)

Pullar and
Patel (1972)

Pullar and
Patel (I9?2)

Pullar and
Patel (19?2)

Pigure 34,
Chapter IV

tlutchinson
(189?)

Fox (1975)

McGlone
(pers. cooun.)

Figure 30,
Chapter Iv

Appendix 1

Jrppendix 2



LrcTillI

Te enta ftl
Gr165,/6?l

!e groi

![E ltau Kau Pt,.

Foxton
(N148/r,

tfavsrly

TAUPo ANP.lq\rrArc

Rtt-torlra
dlstrlet
.Ibftoroa

tr@nt liake
Tatrlp

Nortlr ard cast
Iake ?aupo

Bv;I4Flicr

randsnails in s.heXl. ni-4-
dlen on .bttied Tireag
salL

trgrdsnails tn shel.I ntil-
de4q' 63 lurlea o.hqan
alrd 8*resn soLls

t€indsaail.s *nd lngecc
reaains in peet kiyer
gonrail,rlrg lo{se,ls
5tntce

La.ftAB.$a{,.1E ia shetrl
rrideletir elralcoals frqqL
gird hutntc agld eBalysLs
qf, b-u:ciindl soi.ls sn
Uotu-lti sand

nadiaq-,4rboD tlatedl rood
fiora dllr&rneil tor€s't

So{t pr.o-flLles on TarlIF
aah

Soll pnofiles on. llauFo
Ash

soil Frofiles on laqro
Astl

,Bu.rnt totara logs on
ground quEface iF
early grrFo.tr€an Liiues.
and l'eori ac€orxrBE of
fprmerr forest e*t€nc

lrf,GEttfrrqN
INDIEAIST}+.

eoastirl forest

coas al forest

'6oa9tal f,'oreE€

kahikatea
totara
aopr.ostrla
kanuka
five finger

rfuou

f,orest

for-est (rlru)

forest

Eotara for-egt

D[flE EF y,SAXS

_BF--!t950!_

lerbs than
650

1e,ss .thGan
650

roao*oo
(tr8 gla)

rles$ tlran
li8OO

less ,t5ao
1,800

tess than
lrSoo

ce.15o-?0o

L16

REFENS!{CE

FiEure 31,
Cbaptcr IV

trlgure 32,,
chaPtet Iv

g.igure .33,
ehCtrtcr f\t

Y.eF€Ogen
(I97zN 

' and
chat ter trIr

Fleuring,
(1953r, lg57)

lrllc t{eh B1.l
BufXar (1953,)

Ilenry (I955t
ta* (1973)

l{cKelvey
(1953, 1963)

Ei.arell ( 1841!
Fletcher
(lel4)

lass, thali
r65O

leris thair
700



TABLE 5 1I7
Dateg betrreen 1,0OO and 150 years BP for burnirrg and cle.rrance of
North Island forest.

AT'CKIANI)

lrotutapu fsLand Charred tlrigs used for radiocarbon ?70150 Law (19?5a)
dates beneath the Rarrgitoto Ash. (Nz 220;)

+
4ro-73
(NZ I16?A)

IICALITY EVIDENCE

EAST NOF{H TSLIID COAST: Charcoal beloe, Loisels punice.
Between llorth Cape and
lfaimararna.

BAY OF PI,ENTY

Peat Bog near
tthakat<-rne

Decline in rimu and Podocarpaceae
pollen, and an increase in bracken
fern pollen, above the Kaharoa Ash
(erupted ca.93O yeals BP: Healy
et al, 1964).

DATE IN
YEAIIS BP REFER.ENCE

( 1950)

rnore than lrlellman (1962b)
7OO (especially

Section 37)

Less than canpbell et aI
930 (19?3)

180 Beaglehole (ed)
(1962)

Peat Bog near
Rotorua

HAI.IT(ES BAY

cltarcoal, and an increase in bracken ca.930 Hcclone Fers.
fern pollen directly beneath Ehe
Kaharoa Ash.

comn.)

Inldnd ltawkcs E.1y Large fires inland on the hills
behind Haske Bay, recortled by J.
Banks on night of Ocr'-ober 16tlr, 1769.

Lake Poukawa fncrease in bracken fern pollen, tuEu ca.800 McGIone (pers'
pollen, and charcoal, in peat core
fron north end of Lal'.e Poukalra. Date
b.rsed on an assumed uniform rate of
peat accumulation beLween TauPo
LapiIIi anil lowest iiuroPean pollen in
core.

comm. )

SIITIRAMPA CAAST

Flat point and Landsnails Ln shell middens on Tirean 30O-rrOO ChaPter rlI
Te Avra Iti soil, but not in shell midldens on

Ohuan soil.

Okoropunga Radiocarbon dated charcoal froro tree less than APPendix I
roots in position of growth in buriedt 75Ot4O
soll (NZ 3116A)

Railiocarbon dated charcoal in a stone less than Appendix 2

rcnr. 340t6O
(Nz 3I14Al

Te Oroi Charcoal in te Orol southern section, rlore than
belot"t I-oiEeIs purnice 7OO

SOUTH TAR,ANAKI AND

I,IANAWATU

Near Tahora pattern of forest vegetation (dat€d 2O0 tlicholls (1957)

by tree size).

Foxton (NI48,/U Change from kahikatea-dominated l€ss than ChaPter IV
coastal forest Present during ohuan ca.300
unstable phase, to open land probably
covered with bracken fern and scrub
at first EuroPean settlement.

Tiritea CatchTnent Charcoal in soils. Fire dtated by 2OO Eslcr (1963)

(llorthern Tararuas) ring counts of rclict miro in areas
now scrub covered.

NOR'TH TAR\NAKI

panirau Stream pattern of forest vegetation. Fire srore than NcKelvey (1958)

(tributary of the dated by stage and size of veqetation' 10O

l4okau River)



toca+rgr

q4-ff-Pg ANE IIFI*AIP

1399-i,ri R€lrg€

wester,r edge o{
Uterela. fsrcst

No.rth afld east
Lrrk€ lal$'o

nliir.llnarhi niver
Valley (neetern
gr€ver-as)

EAST'.eof,:S[

Cookil iecrVe

ESIE4F{CE'

Chqroo:il in sqitrg. Dates based. on
X|at ,errn e€ foreat, vegreb,atlion.

Patter.rr of f,orers,t, vegetatibu.
Eioreetrlng Stafds of, gof-tnod diited
by rtrng c.olgrtg of rilm asd natal.

But|nt gg,tiata logF. in trreliock ag tts
of Eu$pean settleueat. Dates
ba6e€ on ilaoal aCjqotrtrtg Of fa-isef
lor€st.

.ilaraged Pgdoca4r gtanas

,farial,srifl.Is ,in sbell ntdife4 oa !!lr-esn
so.l,1, but not ia Fhell niddea on
'Oltlr€ln so:l-l.

DIITS Illr
lEA]Ag -BJ

(19501

riars than
4.0!i-5Oo

150-zoo:

250-300,

300-400

I18
TEFERENCS'

glaYtg8eGr:ete-ne
(r97s)

Itl$o-trvey (I9?3J

8id$iI,tr (18i01) I
Ftcta,beF
(:19lrtl

eraili (1963)

agtrql}tEti rV

300
150
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TABI,E 6

trnseet speei.es fronn tJre T€ Kau Kau Polnt peat Layer,

arnd their typtreal habitats

rNsElea
spEcIEs TE?Ig$F;,1.-{4EIJAF

Orilaf:ia r4tes* Ireaf Litter under bush

Aotr (,!{esoponer" casFa"ea}*+ Bushr ssr-ub, open coast

IlyGlr,offtitridl bee€l.e (wlng eases) teaf litter
Sfaphytinid beetle (CafiuE qua4ri-iqfriessus)+ Blrsh, scrutir otr)en coast

lleevils (2 species) Bush or scnrb

Spld6r barapace) (?riyeoggr) Bush or serub

* Abundant

+ !&ay have burrowe€ into p'eat frgm face of section



SITE NAME OR
LOCALITY, EVID-

TABLE 7

List of inferred Moahunter sites that have been strati-
grraphically dated. Evidence for moa hunting: I = moa

butchering; 2 = moa bones in ovensi 3 = non-industrial
moa bone; 4 = moa bones with moa egg shell; 5 = moa

bone thought to have been broken Elreen; 6 = moa bone

with moa crop-stones.

L20

REFERENCE TO

STRATIGRAPHIC EVIDENCE AIiID

AND SITE NO. ENCE STRATIGRAPHIC LAYER AGE LAYER

Harataonga 5 "UPper layer'r Younger than Law (1972)
Bay
(N30,/5)

I"lotutapu Is. 3 Division IO
(N38,/24)

Opito 3,4 LaYer 4c
(N4o,/3)

Tairu.r 3 Layer 2
(N44/2)

Hot Water 3 LaYer 5

Beach
(N44/6e)

Hot water 3 Layer 4
Beach
(N44/6el

Loisels pumice

Younger than Scott (1970)
Loisels pumice

O1der than Green (1963)
Loisels pumice Golson (1959)

Tirean stable Smart and
phase Green (1962)

and Chapter III

Late Tirean Leahy (l-974)
unstable phase and Chapter III

Tirean stable Leahy (1,974)
phase anit Chapter III

Foxton Lr2r3 Western side of site: Ti-rean stable Chapter III
(NI48,/1) in occupation layer phase

on poorly developed
soil on l"totuiti sand

Foxton 3 Eastern side of site: Tirean stable Chapter III
(NI48,/1) occupation I Phase

3 Occupation II Ohuan unstable Chapter III
phase

Parenata L Moahunter occupation Late Tireas Appendix 5
(N16O,/50) layer stable Phase

Makara tower Occupation Late Tirean Appendix 5

(NL64l2) 2 Layer stable Phase

Te Ika a.maru 2,6 Oven area on raised Late Tirean appendix 5

Bay beach ridge stable Phase
(N164,/17) (maximum age)



SITE NAME OR
IfiCAI.IltrY,
AND SrqE !ro;q

Drllnrille Xs,

@dcliffs
Fl.at
(eewer
ttensh)
(s84/76!"

Moa-Bone
Point cave
lsg,A/711)

STFASIGRAPIIXC I,AYBF.

Lolrer Oecupation
Larye!

on soil carried by
ffailcuku sa$d

STRATIGRAPAXC
AGg

.Eirean stable
pliase

L?1

BEFEEENCE O

EVIDENSE AilqE
IiAtER

wbll.nraa (1962b)

fr:otter (f975b]
and Cbapter III

EvxD-
ENCE

fi,reanr
Fhase

Moahunten beds Tirean stable
plhase

ll.rott€.r (1978b)
Eaast (1874a)
and ChaDtet III



SITE NAME OR MATERIAL DAlfED
IOCALITY, EVTD_ COLLAGEN FROM NZ

AND STTE NO. DENCE MOA BONES ONLY NT]I4BER

l-22

TYPE OF
DATE

REFERENCE TO
EVIDENCE AND,

OR, DATE.

naxr-mum Shawcross
lle72l

Golson (1959)naxt_mum

maxallulm Leahy (1976)

TABLE 8

List of inferred Moahunter sites, other than those

given in Tab1e 7, that have been radiocarbon-dated.

Evidence for npa hunting as for Table 7- For each

site the youngest date and all dates on moa bone

collagen are quoted.

DATE

Houhora
(N6/4)

Sarah t s
Gully
(N40,/9)

Whakamoenga
Cave
(Ne4/71

Ohawe
(NL29/77)

Te Ranga
tapu
(N129,/79)

Heaphy
River
$7/L',t

Tahunanui
lszo/21

Vfairau Bar
(s2e/7)

Timpendean
(s6L/4)

Hurunui
River
(s52/LO)

Ir3 charcoal

charcoal

2r3 charcoal

charcoal-

charcoal.

3'4 shelI

charcoal

3'6

collagen

shell

915A ss6tss

c 58ot8o

357A s90ts0

c 6oot8o

1030A nglss
c sooleo

71BA 6g2!5s

c 66ole5

s45A 73st58

c z:otes

sogA ssolzo

B sroleo

1038A s89j70

c 600190

1838A SSOJAO

c 6ooJ8s

8e2A 436150

B 3est6s

Buist and
Yaldwyn
(1960)

Canavan
( 1960)

Wilkes and
Scarlett
(1e67) ;
Moore and
Tiller (1976)

Mil1er (1971)

Trotter
(1975a)

Trotter
(le72b)
Trotter and
McCulloch
(re73)

Trotter
(pers. comm. )

maxLmum

max1mum

close

maxt-mum

close

cl-ose

I839A ZgOleo close
c 72o11oo

collagen



SITE NAME ON
LOCAI.'ITE , ElfF-
$rD s,rTE NO. ENqE

Redeliffs 2
I'Lat
(s8a,/75)

Rakaia niver 3,4
l,tsuth
(s93,/20,)

Walcanui.
(sLo3,/1)

Woe^Ls?red
PIAt
(s]I7/3)

eioo€'€neck
Bend
(s1r7/e)

raL Rua
(s136,y'1)

}TATERIAT 'DATEII
COI,I,A@N FROM

IIOA BONE9 ONLY

coLlageB

shel1

colllaEen

coJ-lagert

eharcpal

eollagen

col.l.agen

c-ollagen

collagen

collagen

coIl.agen

charcoal
tryl,gs

collagien

co1 .agen

she.LI

and

5

NE

NIIIBER

t 113e,

c

1l,LIA

B

1L5eA

c

1376A

c

459A

c

930A

c

9:32,A

c

1756A

c

176',74

c

l?5sa
c

760A

c

AICT'48A

c

559A

e

757:A

c

?49A

B

PAE

+
735-56

zzolso

enlaq
seejso

orsjao

azalto

ssrjao
seotzo

tezlaz

"4f)j100

5i85t64

seo1g5

518180

5zojloo

6X.2!56

6Bogso

sgelsg
6oo1s5

qzrtss

sosteo

agsjzo

s5s3es

esoitso
(75O-830)

treo

so3J3e

smtzo

sagtsz

56ot?o

485132

aestso

TTP,E.OF
DA,tsE

etrose,

ctrsse

ciose

clo-se

rraxirmrn

cloge

clsse

close

cloge

close

olose

uaxinrn

cllose

close

.elose

123

SBE'ERENCE] BO

s{trDEMcg AsrD,
.Q'& DBTE'

Er,otter
(1975b)

Trgtter
(197sb}.

Trotter
(1972a)

frotter
(1975e)

Trotter
'(1970a)

Aimb(ose
(le701

Trotterr
(L96?a)



NE
NTilfBER DAEE

TPE OE'

DATE,

L,24

REFERET{CE rc
MI:IDEI|ICE AND,

oR, DATE.

SITts NAME OR
,rlocar.IlfY,
Fry :S,I!.E Nq.

Ototara
€tren
(:8L36/21

Hawkesburtr
(s1,13l2)

ltainataitdi
(stL46/21

Ilaqrden
Beach
(s146116)

Tiwai PoiqL
(s1,81l16)

Founawea
(sr84l1)

IETERIAJ" DATEE
EVED- OOLIAGEN FROI,T

DE,I\ISE IIOA BS-$ES, ObTil[.

3 collag'en

L,2rg collagen

3 shel-L

sheL,]'

l,3 eoJ.IaEien

collagren

3 oharcoal-

4 ehar,coal

754A

c

59A
'e

579a

B

580e

B

756e

c

758-a

c

;A

c

58A

c

57A

B

55A

c

54e

B

136e

c

467!70

saoleo

aoojss

sooj€o

Ga633o

seojso

zsrt+z
oesSau

srajzo
soojeo

+
554:53

s,eoleo

E4z!s3

srofuo

amjeo
zr0Jss

6o0too

sgsfzo

s2ot5s

Ssotco

390g60

34stzo

630150

ozoteo

close

close

c1ose

cl,ose

eloge

anose

naximrun

SErX].nUn

elose

Arotter
(1965, 1967a)

iockerbie
(r,959)

'ff,o'tter
(1955, L96?a)

Trotter
(1967a)

Par* (197Lt
re69)

[.ockerbi.e
(1954, X959)
@ant-Taylor
andl Rafter
(1963)

Patrntonai
(sI84/s)

shsll

charcoal

shetrtr

I.3r4 oharcoal

maxinnrm

cLose

m=x161g Ipckerbie
[954, 1959]



TABLE e 
125

Li.st of, noa specles, fron non-cultural deposits thought to be less than

2,OOO years old, at five places in the southern wairarapa. Hoa species

not pleviously listed and dated. Note three species younger than 700

years.

SPECIES. IDENTIATCATXONS NATIONAI MUSEUII

BY G.S. MARKITAM FOR HIS COLLECTION NO.

COLi,ECTION. REST BY J.C. REFERENCE: !'lc -
YALDWYN, NAIIONAL WSEUM. I4ARKHAM COLUI.

Eurvaptervx qelanoides

(Libia shaft fragnEnts)

tjrrrylireeryx geranoides

(tarsusl

PLACE TOUND,
STRATIGF.APHIC POSITION OR

R,ADIOCARBON DATE,
AND AGE IN YEA8S PP:

Oterel Coast (near Profife 2 .

(bonediscarded) Above Taupo pumicel in lagoon gruds beneath

Wairarapa coast Beach Ridge C (between 1,800

and 400 years BP).

Sandy silts below l.iairarapa coast Beach Ridge B

(bone discarded) (less than 400 years BP).

Eurvarrt,ervx q€ranoides

(parts of an indivldualt
bones found close to
positlon of articulatl.on)

Eurvapcervx geranoiales

(par!s of an lndlvldual,
boneg found close to
posltlon of articulation)

Euryaptervx geranoides

(meEatarsus)

Euryaptervx gra.ris

(part of a tibia)

NMNZ 5991

Nt*Nz s992

NMNZ 5994

NMNZ SIO12

Te Oroi Southern Section

Aboge Taupo punice and belorr Loi6e1s pumice,

ln top of alternating beals of Peat ard lagoon

mud (between 1,800 and 7OO years EP).

As fo! s991.

In Loisels pumice deposit, in Beach Ridge C.

Above Taupo prurice and belos Loisels purnice,

in Iagoon urudls (betneen 1,800 and 7OO years BP).

Euryapteryx geranoides

(parls of an indivltlual,
bones found ln Position
of arciculationl

NMNZ I,C

Eurvaptefvx qeranoidgs NMNZ !'tC

(group of bones found

together, probably one

indivl.dual)

?Eurvaptervx curtus NMNZ !{C

(imgture bon€s)

?Euryaptervx,/ErEus exllls N!'INZ l'lc

(parts of an indlvidua]',
bones found in PosLtlon
of artlculation)

?Eurvapcer,vx,/Eneus exllis NMNZ !c

{bones of natura, sub-

nature, and lnsrature birdsl

Te Nau Kau PoLnt sw Sectlon

Above Ioisels punice, ln lagoon uuds beneath

Wairarapa coast Eeach Ridge C (between ?00 ancl

400 years BP).

Euryaptervx geranoides

(shaft)

Eurvaptervx qer4no.ides

('nrsa bone' reported bY

tfell$an (f962b)

none Kupe's sail (section l: tellman,, I962b) '
(bon6 dlscardeal) Above Loisels purnJ.ce (Ies6 than 700 yeats BP)

none

(bone discarded)

Above Loisels punice (1e33 than ?OO years BP,



L26
SPECIES. IDENTIFICATIONS NATIONAL MUSEUM

BY G.S. }.IARKIIAI'I POR HIS COLLECTION IIO.
COLI,SCTION. REST BY J.C. REFSRENCE: MC =
YAI,DW-/I,i, NATIONAL MUSEUI4. MARKHAM COLL}I .

PLACE FOUND,
STRATIGRAPHIC POSITION OR

NADIOCARBON DATE,
AND ACE IN YEARS BP.

Pachyorni.s sp. none Hartinborough cares (Yalffi
(various bones) Toe bones dated by radiocarbon I4?O:50 years BP

(J.C. Yaldwyn, pers. codm.)



SITE LOCALITY
AND SITE NO.

L27
TABTE IO

tlst of, cultivation sites that have been dated either by radio-
carbon or by stratigraphy.

REMARKS EEIEEENCE AGE

!'AORT PIAGGEN SOILS

Hoturua Is. Pebbles and charcoal added to two Peters Layer 5: 5lot85.years 8P
(N]2/61 successive topsoils (Layers 5 and 6). (1975) (ANU 543A)' 530-9o.years

Radiocarbon alates on tr,lg charcoal BP (ANU 64?A), 55OgIO5

Marakopa cravel and charcoal aalded to top of Wellnran Tirean stable Phase.
Tirean soiLs at Section 49 anal mantled (I962b)
ohuan sand.

pauatahanul Stratified between Beach Ridges D Appenitix 1 Older than Haogrhenua earth-
(N16o/fO?) and E. quake-

!,takara Radiocarbon alated uslng shells Appendix I 55Ot6O years BP (NZI8?7A),
(NI6O,/lO6l forming part of, the soil. 520170 years BP (NZ 18778).

Okoropunga In use be,fore and when Ohuan "sand Chapter III Ohuan unstable Phase, and
(NI66./55) Iayer" dePosiLed' and Appendix I earlier.

creville Hbr. pebbles added to Tirean soil at itellman tilean stable Phase.
(D'Urville Is.) sectlons A ancl I on the Gleville (1952a)
(slo,/I3) sand bar and tnantled by ohuan sancl.

Clarence Clarence northern soil. Dated by Appenctix 1 Older than 39Ol5O years BP

(542,/It radiocarbon using twig charcoal fron (l{z 3I13A), 490:80 years BP

on top of the soil (ntinirnun age) . (Nz 3I13c).

glve dates close to tfuies of
cultivation.

Clarence souEhern soil. Datsed

uslng charcoal frorn a tree in posi-
tion of growth in a soi.I f,orrned in
bottom of a borrow PLe next to
Plaggen soil (mininun age) -

ted by write! fron cultivated layer
clescribedl by usNab (1969), glves a
close date for last (?) cultivation-

Appendix L older than 430:49 years BP
(Nz 3397A) ' 520:70 Years BP

(Nz 3397C).

yeaEs BP (eorrected sEan of
eNU 543A anal 64?A).

rayer 6; ?2otlo9 years BP

lfrGZ-zel , 67o:lrs years
BP (ANu 542C).

2696C) -

Clarenc:e
(s42/ L3t

Whit ireia
Peninsula
(N160,/28)

PI,AGGEN-LIKE SOII,S

t{aiheke rs. Gravel added to a Eidden above a Law (19?5b) Younger than 4IOt6O years BP

lN43/721 buried soil. lEaj.ocarbon date on (Nz I9OOA), 5OOr85 years BP

charcoal from beneath soil (maxinun (Nz 1900c) '
date) .

Te Ika ar*rru Behincl and nrantling Beach Ridlge C ChaFte! III Younger than Haoshenua earth-
Bay quake'
(N164,/L7)

Te Ika anaru on sand nantling aeach Ridge C. ChaPter III Younger than Haot,henuq earth-
Bay
(N 164,/rr5)

okoropunga In top of ohuan ,'eancl layer". chapter III Ohuan stabl€ Phaae Or younger.
(N166,/55)

TERRACE CT'LTIVATION

Terr.ceit loess soil., Radiocarbon McNab (1969) 7ot4o years BP (Nz 2696A),
daEe on bracken f,ern charcoat collec- (z?o-loo)t?o years BP (Nz

STONE RO!{ SYSTEIIS

okaropunga uaxioum age based on radiocarbon; rnin- chaPter III Younger s." 119;!9 years BP

tNf66755i inum age fixed by ohuan "sand layer". and ApPendix 2 (Nz 31144), 470:85 years BP

(NZ 311{C}; older Lhan Ohuan
unstable Phase.

Okoropunga on and behijrd Beach Rialge C. ChaPEer III Younger than uplift of Beach

(N166,/55) Ridge c'

NorEh pa on and behind aeach Ridge C. chapter flr Younger than uplLft of Beach

(N166,/5?) Ridse c '



r28SITE LOCALITY
AND SITE NO. REFERENCE AGE

Te A$/a Iti on strearn fan deposits. Built

RETJ,ARKS

of stones removed from ohuan soil.

consErucEion closely dated by
radiocarbon using twig charcoal
from top of soil buried by stone row,

Chapter III Ohuan stable phase or
younger.

AppenCix f 390:50 years BP (Nz 3Il3A),
490:80 years BP (Nz 3lllc).

(Nr66/6 7

clarence
(s42/ LL)

PIT

Skipper's Ridge Pit closely dated by radiocarbon and Davidson 807157 years 8P (Nz t74oA),
coronandel thought to have been used for stor- (1975) ?30185 (Nz 1740C).
Peninsula ing kunaras
(N40,/7)
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APPENDTX I

MAORI PLAGGEN SOILS, THEIR ORIGIN AND PROPERTIES,

AND USE FOR GROFJTNG TROPICAL PLANTS.

INTRODUCTION

Plaggen is a European term for distinctive soils
containing mineral particles (sand and gravel) in the A

horj-zon that have been transported in by man. The word is
from the German Plagge, meaning sod; and Plaggen, to cut
sods. It is known from historical records that the addition
of the particles may have been intentional or accidental. In
Ireland sand alone was intentionally added, sometimes mixed
with animal dungr or seaweed (Conry, 1971). Elsewhere in
northern Europe the sand and gravel was introduced accidentally,
with sods and animal dung etc. (Edelman, 1950).

EquaIIy di st,inctive European and Maori plaggen soils
occur in New Zea1and. Best known I'laori localities are the
mid-Waikato Basin (2,OOO ha) (Taylor, 1958), the Waimea Plains
near Nelson (400 ha) (nigg and Bruce, L9231, and near
Kaiapoi in north Canterbury (Stack, 1893). Plaggen soils
are thought here to have formed an appreciable part of the
total area cultivated by the Maoris.

The two tropical plants, kumara (Ipomoea batatas) and

taro (Colocasia antiquorum) r vrere the most important cultiva-
ted plants in prehistoric New Zealand. It is known from
Colenso (1880) that sand and gravel were added to the soil
in which the plants were grown. There is no evidence that
the Maori added sods, seaweed, or dung, but it has been
suggested that he burnt scrub on the soils to improve their
fertility (nigg and Bruce, 1923).

It is not known for certain why sand and gravel were
added. It is commonly supposed that they made the soils
lighter and warmer for the two tropical plants (Best, J-925) .
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After European contact (L769) there wbs a burst of
agricultural activity; and in the colder parts of New zealand
the t"laori rapidly changed over to non-tropical plants, in
particular, Irish potato (Hargeaves, 1963). The Maoris
continued to use their plaggen soils, and even appear to
have created nebr ones (Hargreaves, 1963), and some plaggen
soils may never have had tropical plants in them. Hence, to
be certain that a praggen soil was used for cropping tropical
prants, it must be known to be prehistoric. such soils are
carred here Maori Plaggen soils. plaggen-like soir is used
for soils not proven to be prehistoric.

MAORI PLAGGEN SOILS

In section a Maori Plaggen soil is clearly recognisable
as a Iayer, although its lower contact may be poorly defined.
Some I'laori Plaggen soils are buried, but where they are the
ground soil their ground surface may be hurnmocky. Maori
Plaggen soils may be sheet-Iike, or strip-like as on a
terrace, and may cover an area from several hectares down to
a few square metres. Charcoal varies from rare and difficult
to find, to abund.ant, and may be accompanied by shells and
bones.

Reasonable evidence of sediment transport and deposition
by man is the most important feature in identifying the soils.
Sedimentscom.prising all or part of a Maori Plaggen soil will
normally be out of place in the sedimentary history of a
site, and a common situation is marine sand or gravel in a

terrestrial environment. Transport may be confirmed by
particle-size analysis if the source of transported sediments
can be found. The source of sand or gravel may be marked
by a borrow pit, and borrow pits may contain large stones
which would have been a hindrance to cultivation (Rigg and
Bruce, 1923).

l,Iaori Plaggen soils (for which the symbol g (theta) is
used for maps and sections) are represented by two extreme
types depending on how much the transported sediments have
been mixed with the former ground soil.
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Maori Plaggen L soils (eL) are a layer of transported
sediments between about 20 cm and 30 cm thick spread over,
but poorly mixed with, a former ground. soil or sedimentary
layer. Transported sediments form close to 100? of these
soils. Poor mixing is indicated by d.ifferences in the
particle sizes between Maori Plaggen L soils and their former
ground soils or sedimentary layers and, orr by preservation of
ihe former ground soil as a buried soil. Maori Plaggen L

soils are physically suitable for kumara cultivation, being
1ight, friable and warm.

Maori Plaggen M soil;s (OM) are transported sediments
which have been well-mixed with a former ground soil or
sedimentary layer. Transported sediments may form more than
5OB, or less than 58, of these soils, Maori Plaggen M soils
which are too heavy for kumaras may be suitable for taro.

Sand and gravel were apparently transported annually
onto kumara cultivations (Co1enso, 1880). A Maori method of
preparing a plot of ground fo.r cultivation was to loosen the
grouncl with a digging stick or ko (Best, 19251 t which would
tend to mix into the ground any sand or gravel deposited
d,uring the previous year. This would account for the Maori
Plaggen M soils, which became thicker each year as more sand

and gravel were added. Maori Plaggen L soils are thought to
have been deposited as a thick layer before being cultivated'
and to have been increased in area by subsequent additions of
sand and gravel.

Five lvlaori Plaggen soils (Figure I) are described below.
Two are 0" soils, three are Ono soils. Three of the soils
are buried and are thus protected. A11 are within 0.5 km of
the coast.

Particle sizes referred to in the following soil
descriptions are: silt and clay, Iess than 0.06 nrmi sand,

betl,;een 0.06 mm and 2 mm; gravel, between 2 mm and 54 mm;

and stones, larger than 64 mm.
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MAKARA MAORI PLAGGEN L SOIL

Ttre Makara l4aori Plaggen L soil is located on a north-
facing terrace cut into a steep hillside overlooking Fisherman's
Bay at Makara Beach (Figure 2). The terrace is 3 m wide'
40 m long, and about 10 m above sea level. It is sunny and

warm, and well sheltered from strong northwesterly winds
which frequently blow into Fishermanrs Bay-

A section exposed in a 3 m by 1.5 m trench excavated by

the Wellington Archaeological Society in L967 is described in
Tab1e 3. Layer 1, the oldest, is weathered greywacke rock
into which postholes and stakeholes have been dug. Layer 3

is scree with big stones from the high steep hillside behind
the terrace. It is without cultural remains or charcoal
and thins from 0.4 m at the rear of the terrace to less than
5 cm 'ttrick at the front.

Layer 2, which lies between Layers I and 3, is the ivlaori
plaggen soil. It is the same composition as Layer 3, but is
without the big stones and has more sand (pigure 71. It is
of even thickness (25 cm to 30 cm) $tith a barrier of large
stones along the outside of the terrace to hold it in. Its
Iayering is quite different from that of the scree, being
a series of separate }enses.

some lenses contain shell midden, with obsidian, chert,
and oven.stones. A mixture of gravel and shell midden filled
the postholes and stakeholes. The fill of one posthole and

two stakeholes was sealed by a lens of soil without gravel
indicating that midden and gravel were mixed before being

deposited.

shells from Layer 2 have a radiocarbon date of szstzo
years BP (NZ 18778, Table 2). With the shells were limpets
which are known to.weather rapidly. The limpets were entire
but so rotten that they broke-up when shifted. It is thought
that the limpets and other shells were buried in the layer
soon after they were taken from the sea-
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OKOROPUNGA MAORI PLAGGEN L SOTL

Okoropunga Stream lies about half-way between Te Awa lti
and the Pahaoa River on the southeast lrlairarapa coast (Figure
3a). The Maori Plaggen soil 0.7 ha in area is near the
foot of a sma11 stream fan on the coastal platform adjacent
to a fixed sand layer on Beach Ridges E and F. It has a

very hummocky ground surface slightly lower than the ground

surface of the fixed sand layer. Immediately next to the
soil are two large pits dug into gravel on the seawards edge

of Beach Ridge E. To the south of the Maori Plaggen soil is
the Stone Row System described in Appendix 2.

A trench was dug along the line I'1 --- R (rigure 3b) in
order to stratigraphically link together the fixed sand layer,
the Maori Plaggen soil, and the Stone Row System. A section
along bhe critical part of the trench is shown in Figure 3c'
and described. in Table 3. ft is divided into two parts by

a buriecl soil containing a charred totara tree root in position
of growth. The lower part consists of three layers: I a

$rave-cut rock platform and 2 and 3 its natural'cover of Beach

Ridge F gravel and the sand in which the buried soil formed.
The upper part is the irlaori Plaggen soil (Layer 4) , the fixed
sand layer, and a thin covering of fine wind blown dust (Layer

5). The Maori Plaggen soil is composed of transported marine
gravels and is separated into two parts'by a silt layer.
The upper part contains less than 10? silt. Poor mixing of
the l4aori elaggen soil with its underlying layers is indicated.
by the existence of the silt layer, and the buried soil.

The trench shows the Maori Plaggen soil to be younger

than the Stone Row System and the same age as the sand 1ayer.
The plaggen soil extends across what was once the northernmost
stone row. The Stone row was destroyed when the soil was

made. In the trench, only a few metres width separates the
Maori Plaggen soil from the fixed sand layer (Figure 3b) -

The top of the sand layer is 0.5 m higher than the top of the
plaggen soil, and the "map" contact between the two is a

straight line. The simplest explanation for the height
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difference and straight "map" contact is to suppose that a

fence prevented the sand layer from moving down and burying
the plaggen soil.

Charcoat from the tree root in the buried soil has a
radiocarbon age of 720!70 years BP (uz 3116C, Table 2) -

Charcoal in a stone row in the Stone Row System has a radio-
carbon age of 470185 years BP (Nz 3114C, Table 2) . The

ground soil on the sand layer is estimated from its degree

of profile development to be ca. 300 years o1d. The age

of the fixed sand Iayer, and the time when the Maori Plaggen

soil was in use, is thus the Ohuan unstable phase-

The volume of the Maori Plaggen soil is estimated to
?

be 1,600 mJ. The gravel is the same as that on the edge of
the pits immediately eastwards of the soil on the seawards

edge of Beach Ridge E (Figure 3b). The volume of the pits
is only 260 m3. The volume difference of 1,340 m3 is
probably accounted for by pits having been excavated in areas

which have since been covered. by the fixed sand layer.

PAUATAHANUI MAORI PLAGGEN M SOIL

On the north shore of the Pauatahanui Inlet (Figure 4a)

a Maori Plaggen soil is exposed for a distance of 55 m in a

road section. The section is on the inland side of the

road 20 m from the sea and is separated from the road by a

ditch. The section is less than a metre thick and slopes

towards the south. The Maori Plaggen soil is between

1.5 m and 3 m above high water mark.

The section is shown in Figure 4b and described in
Table 3. Layers are numbered from the bottom up 1 to 4.

Layer 1 is well-weathered gravel of a raised Holocene beach

ridge which rests on pre-Holocene loess at the northern end

of the section. Layer 3 is silt (10 cm thick) with very few

stones and pieces of iron and bottle glass in its upPer

surface. Layer 4 is a low mound of silt containing iron,
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stones, and road metal, and, is separated from Layer 3 by a stone
line.

Layer 2 is the Maori Plaggen soil. It is composed of
Ioess-like drift and gravel and is between 20 cm and 30 cm

Lhick. The upper part (10 cm to 15 cm thick) is brown to
dark brown in colour;. the lower part (also 10 cm to 15 cm

thick) is more yellow-brotrn in colour. A small quantity of
well-rounded unweathered greywacke beach gravel, and rare
small pieces of charcoal, are mixed more or less uniformly
through the layer. Cultivation has disturbed the weathered
gravels of Layer L, in some places dragging them a short
distance up into Layer 2, but the gravels in Layer 2 are
mostly uhweathered. At the north end of the section Layer 2

rests on loess which is similarly disturbed: blocks of loess
up to 3 cm across have been dragged into the bottom of
Layer 2.

There is no shell in the Maori Plaggen soil, although
there is a shell midden on Layer 2 at the north end of the
section, and shells occur in a stone line which separates
Layer 2 from Layer 3.

The unweathered rounded gravel is not found in Layer 1,
and is rare on the present foreshore. Gravel on the present
foreshore is more angular, similar to Layer 1 gravel, but
much less weathered. Unweathered gravel is unlikely to have

been picked out piece by piece from Lhe foreshore. The next
nearest source of unweathered rounded greywacke gravel known

to the writer is the beach outside the Pauatahanui In1et
entrance, and if this is the source of the gravel in the
Plaggen soil, then the gravel has been transported nearly
3 km.

A minimum age for the Maori Plaggen soil is provided by

a radiocarbon date for shells from the midden. The midden

is 7 m long and has a maximum thickness of 13 cm. The shells
are all found locally and include cockle (Chione stut,chburyi) '
pipi (Paphies (Paphies) australe), mudsnail (Amphibola crenata)
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and rare mussel (Mytilus edulis aoteanus). Some cockles are
in position of articulation and. are thus thought to have been
deposited in the midden soon after they were collected.
The cockle shells are SOOtgO years old (nz 18788, Table 2).

CLARENCE }IAORI PLAGGEN M SOILS

There are Maori Plaggen I{ soils at two different places
less than 2.5 km north of the Clarence River mouth at Sites
542/LL ard 542/L3 (Figure 5a). The nortl:ern soil is part
of a Stone Row System at the rear of the Holocene coastal
platform. There are late Pleistocene gravels in the hillside
above the coastal platforrn. The southern soil is on an old
river terrace which abuts onto Holocene beach ridges.

Clarence Northern SoiI (Site 542/1r.l
The Maori Plaggen soil is not exposed and was found

while excavating a stone row (Figure 5b). Its area is at
)least 40 m", but its full extent is not determined. A

secEion through the stone row and I'{aori Plaggen soil is shown

in Figure 5c and described in Table 3. Layers are numbered

I to 5 upwards from the bottom. Layer I is brown silty sand

without stones or gravel. Layer 2 is the Maori Plaggen soil:
stones and gravel added to the top of Layer I. The stone
rolrr was built on top of Layer 2 and layers 3, 4 and 5 (s"nd,
silt and sandy silt) accumulated around the stone row.

Layer 2 is a gravelly loamy sand between 30 cm and 50 cm

thick. Seive analysis shows two distinct modes .(rigure 7l z

a sand mode and a gravel mode. The gravels are round gravels
similar to the late Pleistocene gravels. Although stones
and gravel probably erode continually from the hillside,
their density in the layers above and below Layer 2t and in
the present ground soil, is generally very much lower than in
Layer 2. Fgr this reason the gravel and stones are considered
to have been added to Layer 2 by man.

Layer 2 contains very little charcoal, but a number of
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charcoals were found on top of Layer 2 beneath the stone row.
The charcoals included small diameter twigs and sticks
identified as matai (Podocarpus spicatus), Coprosma sp. and

Hebe sp. A11 are thought here to be remains of plants which
grew nearby and were probably buried under the stone row

soon after burning. The eharcoals, which give a minimum'
radiocarbon age for the Maori Plaggen soil, are 500180 yeans
old (UZ 3II3C, Table 2).

Clarence Southern Soil (Site 542/L3l
Fine dust blown north from the Clarence River mouth has

covered the old river terrace with 0.3 m to 0.7 m of loess.
Along the northeast eclge of the terrace is a 4 m high scarp
below which are the Holocene beach ridges. At t'he rear of
the closest beach ridge is a large irregular-shaped pit
280 m long (Figure 6), around which are scattered many large
stones. Attention was drawn to the pit by the stones
because Lhe beach ridge sediments into which the pit is dug

are mostly sand and gravel and the large stones were apparently
discartled when sand and gravel were taken a$/ay. Because a

firm subsoil was desired for kumara cultivation (Walsh, L902].

the loess on the terrace above the pit was examined as a
likely cultivation ground. The llaori Plaggen soil was found
along the top of the scarp for t.he full length of the pit'
and up to 160 m back from the scarp. It had been forrned by
the addition of "grit" (coarse sand and fine gravel) to the
top few centimeters of loess to produce a well-drained,
friable sandy loam on top of a harder, less friable silt
(table 3), physically suitable for kumara cultivation. The

soil is undisturbed by ploughing, and has a very hunmocky

ground surface.

The Maori Plaggen soil is strongly bimodal (Figure 7) z

one mode corresponding to fine sand and silt which is a

major part of the loess; the oLher mode, to coarse sand and

fine gravel which is a major part of the beach ridge sed,iments

in the side of the pit. The pit is therefore thought to be

the source of the grit.
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The Maori Plaggen soiL now covers 2.5 ha (Figure 6).
Its original extent is uncertain because of the railway and

road. Assuming an even distribution of grit, the most
economical area requiring least work carrying grit is a

rectangle. The original area of plaggen soil is therefore
thought to have been about 4.5 ha in a rectangle as long as

the pit (280 m), and as wide as the maximum distance of grit
back from the scarp (150 m) (Figure 6) -

The volume of grit in the existing t*laori Plaggen soil
?is 3380 rl', and is calculated from the thickness of grit

added to the loess at each intersection of a 20 m grid
(thickress of grit = depth of grit x percentage of grit in a

representative sample). It is assumed that the average
thickness of grit was the same over the whole soil area'
the to t.al volume of grit in the whole soil is calculated
have been 5510 m3.

The pit ranges up to 40 m wide and has a maximum depth of
3 m. Its volume, calculated from cross-sections measured

at 20 m intervals, is 7760 *3. It is assumed that. all
gravel and stones coarser than required were left behind
arouncl Lhe pit, not in the pit; and that fine sand and silt,
which would have been difficult to separate, were. transported
onto the terrace. The volume of coarse sand and fine gravel
removed from the pit is thus the pit volume less the volume

of stones and gravel larger than those found on the terrace
(I8*), and less the volume of fine sand and silt in the pit
sediments (18t). The calculated volume of coarse sand and

fine gravel removed from the pit is Lhus 4g7O *3, and is
sufficiently close to the calculated volume of grit in the
whole soil to confirm the pit as the source of the grit-

A minimum age for the Maori Plaggen soil is provided by

a radiocarbon date on charcoals from a charred tree root in
position of growth in a buried soil formed in the bottom of
the borrow pit. The charcoals, identified as PseudoPanax sP. I

-Lare 510:70 years old (llz 3397c, Table 2).

and

to
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PROPERTIES OF MAORI PLAGGEN SOIL

The five Maori Plaggen soils are composed of sediments
which are generally distinctive when compared with the former
ground soil or sedimentary layer. Their thickness is there-
fore easily determined, and thicknesses of between 20 cm and

55 cm have been observed (Table 1). The thickness of any
one Maori elaggen soil may vary appreciably and is probably
Cue to the Maori practice of heaping up kumara soils into
mounds in which kumaras hrere grown. According to Walsh
(1902) these mounds hrere about 9 inches (2O em) high, and about
24 inches (60 cm) in diameter. Mound formation may explain
the hummocky ground surface of Maori Plaggen soils.

Colour varies from black to brown (Table 1). Charcoal
is uncoil,rnon anC cannot be considered a significant factor
conb.ributing to soil colour. Soils may be blackened by
coastal scrub growing on them (Taylor and Pohlen 1970) ' which
malz explain the dark colour of some Maori Plaggen soils. It
is interesbing t,o note that the lower part of the Okoropunga

l4aori Plaggen soil, which was probably buried soon after its
formation, and which contains the most charcoal of any of the
soils (Table 3), is lighter in colour than the upper'Part
which has been a ground soil since it was abandoned for
kumara cultivation.

Textures range from gravelly silt loam to very gravelly
sand (Table 1). Added sand and gravel are important parts
of all soils except the Pauatahanui soil which is somewhat

heavier than the other soiIs. So little gravel has been added

to the Pauatahanui soil that it is difficult to know what
purpose it may have served. Idea1 kumara soils have a light
friable topsoil for warmth, overlying a firm subsoil to
prevent tubers from running. The topsoil at Makara,

Okoropunga and both Clarence sites is light and friable. ThP

subsoil at l4akara is hard, and at Clarence (542/L3) is firm-
The subsoil at Okoropunga and Clarenee (S42/LL) is very friable
silty sand when damp, but becomes firm when dry in summer
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(kumara growing season) . The soils at ltlakara' Okoropunga

and Clarence, are thus considered suitable for kuma-ra

cultivation. The heavier Pauatahanui soil may be more

suitable for taro.

There is little evidence to show how the soils were

f ertilised. There is midden material in the lr4akara soil .

The midden, which contains bone and shell, probably also con-

tained vegetable matter, and would have provided nitrogen,
phosphorus and lime. There is no midden in the other soils'
Rigg and Bruce (1923) have suggested that the Maoris fertilised
their cultivation grounds on the Waimea Plains by burning
scrub on them, but charcoal is uncommon in the soils described
here

The Makara soil is sheltered, but the other four soils
are exposed to strong winds- In order to grow tropical plants
successfully the exposed soils would reguire more shelter than

they have tod.ay. The daLed totara tree root found beneath

the Okc;ropunga Maori Plaggen Soil suggests that the plaggen

soil tuay have been sheltered by forest- The identified
charcoals used to date the northern Clarence Maori Plaggen

soil (542/LL') suggest that it too may have been sheltered by

forest. Howevert the Pauatahanui soil, which has the sea

along its northwestern side, is exposed to prevailing north-
westerLy winds; and the southern Clarence soil, which covers

more than 350 m by 450 m on a river delta extending into the

sea, is exposed to all winds. Both soils would have been

difficult to shelter by vegetation: the Pauatahanui soil
because of its nearness to the sea; the southern Clarence soil'
because of its large size and exposed situation, and it is
therefore thought that 400 to 600 years ago conditions may

have been less windy than they are today.
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2 - Diag]rao fon t-he l4alrEra Beach l4ao.ri pJ-agEen soil (site N16O/
106) on the vsest Wellington coast.
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FIGURE

Fig.a.
rig.b.

3 - Diagram for the Okoropunga Maori Plaggen
on the southeast lfairarapa coast.

Locality map showing position of Okoropunga,
Sketch map showing positions of Beach nidges
stone rows (heavy Lines), Maori Plaggen soil
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soil (site N166,/55)

A to F (light lines),
(0a), and excavated

trench (M-R).
Fig.c. Cross-section along line u-tt-O-P-Q on Figure b. Radiocarbon

sarnple shown as a heavy dot labelled Cre- Maori Plaggen soil
shown 9*.
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FIGURE

Fig-a.
Fig.b.

4 - Diagram for the Pauatahanui Maori Plaggen soiJ-
on the west Wellington Coast.

Locality map showing position of the t'taori plaggen
Cross-section A-B on_Figure a. Radiocarbon sample
heavy dot labelled c14-

(site N16o/1o7)

soil.
shown as a
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FIGURE 5 - Diagram for the Clarence River Maori Plaggen soils (sites
542/II and 13) just north of the Clarence River mouth, east

coast South Island-
Fig.a. Locality map showing positions of the Maori Pl-aggen soils.
Pig.b- Sketch nap of the northern Clarence River site (s42/LL) showing

stone rows (heavy lines), and the position of a section excava-
ted through a stone row.

Fig,c. Cross-section of the excavated stone row- Maori Plaggen soil .,,
shown 0*. Radiocarbon sample shown as a hear4g dot l"abetled C--.
Layers numbered I to 5.
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FIGURE 6 - Sketch map of the southern Clarence River site (542/L3t showing
Maori Plaggen soil (cross-hatched), estimated extent of whole

plaggen soil (broken cross-hatch)', and borrow pit-

I G+zlt)

O 50 lOom
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TABLE 2

Radiocarbon dates for the fj-ve Maori Plaggen Soils. Dated

charcoals were identified by Dr B- P. J. Molloy, Botany

Division, D.S.I.R., Christchurch. The Makara shells con-

tained calcite and were pre-treated by dissolving off their

outer one-third

I54

Ir{aterial Dated and Source of
SampIe

Shells: Paua (Ialiotis irig),
dark rock shell (Haustrum
haustoriun) and lirrpets (Cellana
denticulata and C. radians);
mixed with the lt{aori Plaggen
soil.

Charcoals from tree root in
position of growth in toPsoil
buried by the Maori Plaggen
soi1, Charcoals identified
as Podocarpus totara-haIlii
group (nost probably P. totara) 'plus a very small amount of
unidentifiable woody dicotyJ-ed-
onous material.

Cock1e shells (chione stutch-
buryi) from shell miclden resting
on top of the Maori Plaggen
scil.

Charcoals of small diameter
from on top of the t"taori
Plagqen soil, beneath a stone
row. Charcoals identified as
Coprosma sp., Hebe sP., and
Podocarpus spicatus.

Charred tree root of PseudoP?nax
sp. (P. colensoi-arborer.ur tlpe) .
Found in position of growth in
buried soil formed in the bot-
tom of a borrow pit from which
sand and gravel had been taken
to make Maori Plaggen sci1.

Macri Plaggen
SoiI and Site

Nunber

Makara
(N160,/105)

Okoropunga
(N165,/55)

Pauatahanui
(Nr6O,/r07)

Northern
Clarence
(s42/LL)

Southern
Clarence
(s42/L3l

1A
C- - Age
Years BP
( les0)

560t60
525t7o

750*40
nolto

480170
445t80

390150
500*80

43ot4o
510170

NZ
Nunlcer

1877A
18778

3116A
3115C

I878A
I8788

3113A
3lL3C

3397A
3397C



Descriptions of
the five Maori

Section 1: Makara (Site Nf60,/106)

TABIE 3

sections containing
Plaggen Soi1s.

Is5

gravelly
coarse

The
grey-

gravelly
coarse

The
grey-

6-L4 (B)

L4-40

Depth
(inr).

0-6

Depth
(cm)

o-5

5-30

30-38

38-55

Soil
Horizon

At

e-,
LD

Soil
Hotizon

Layer

3

Laver

Brownish-black (10YR3,/2) very stony and
sandy loam; weakly developed medium to,
granular structure; diffuse boundary.
stones and gravel are angular weathered
wacke talus.

Yellowish-grey (2.5v5/31 very stony and
sandy loam; weakly devel-oped medium to
granular structure; diffuse boundary.
stones and gravel are angular weathered
wacke talus.

40+

Section 2: Okoropunga

Black to brownish-black (10YR 2/I-2/21 very
gravelly sandy loam; weakly developed mediurn
granular structure; few pieces of charcoal'
few fragments of shell and bone; diffuse
boundary.. The gravel is angular weathered
grelnvacke talus.

Weathered greywacke rock.

(near p, Figure 3c) (Site N166,/55)

Brownish-black (LOYR2/2) silt, patchy distribu-
ti.on, probably wjndborne; distinct boundary.

Brownish-bLack (lOyR3/2-2/2) gravelly to ver1r
gravelJ,y sand; single grain and fine to very
coarse granular structure; very friable; few
charcoals; indistinct and diffuse boundary.
The gravel is round and subround grelnracke.

olivebrown (2.5v4/4) siJ-t, probably water dep-
osited; distinct and sharp boundary.

Dark brovm (10YR3/3) gravelly to very gravelly
sand; single grain and fine to very coarse
granular structure; verY friable; many char-
coals; distinct boundary. The gravel is
round and subround grel.vracke.

sA

e"

D

€r,t"



Depth
(cn)

55-68

68-83

83-93

93-135

135'F

Depth
(cm)

0-10

45+

Soil
Horizon

otb

(B)

c

Soil
Horizon

€t'0,

Layer

3 Dark brown (10YR3,/3)
with patches of many
boundary.

DuIl yellowish-brown
diffuse boundary.

1s6

buried sandy loan topsoil
charcoals; indistinct

(10YR4/3) silty sand;

Dn

Dn

Loose sand; indistinct boundary.

Silty beach gravels

Greln*acke rock.

Section 3; Pauatahanui (Site NI6O/107)

At

Layer

4 Brown to dark brown
gravel; moderately
granular structure;
gravels are angular

(LOY*4/4-3/41 silt loam with
developed fine to medium
indistinct boundary- The

to subround.

1-0-10.5 Stone
line

LO-5-22 Atu

22-27 Stone
line

27-45

Sleathered and unweathered
gravel and stones.

Brown (10YR4/4) silt loam
erately developed fine to
cast granular structure;

angular to round

with rare grravel; mod-
medium granular and
indistinct boundary.

(B)

Predominantly unweathered fine to coarse round
and subround gravel and broken cockle shells
(ghione stutchburyi) resting on:

Broqnr to dark brown (LOYP<4/4-3/4) gravelly silt
loanr grading downwards to brown (LOYR4/4-4/61
gravelly silt loam; very friable; few char-
coaLs; fine to coarse granular anil cast
granular structure with some fine nut; 7t to
15t of mostly unweathered round and subround
fine to coarse gravel; grading over 1O cm to:

Very weathered subround to angular stones and
fine to coarse gravel, in a dull yellow-brown
(LOYR5/4-5/6) gritty silt loam; moderately
developed fi-ne nut and medium granular structure.
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Section 4: Northern Clarence (Site 542/IL)

Layer

o1

rr-16

L6-29

29-5L

5r-80 nnn"

80-95+ (B)

Section 5: Southern

Depth
(cn)

0-11

oepth
(cm)

SoiI
Horizon

SoiI
Horizon

Very dark brown to brownish-black (7.5YR2/2-2/3)
sandy silt loam; very friable and soft; single
grain to weakly developed fine and medium crumb
structure with some fine nut; indistinct
boundary.

Very dark brown to brownish-black (7.5yR2/2-2/3)
silt with few medium and distinct black :rptt1es,
and few fine faint dull yellow-orange mottles;
indistinct irregular boundary.

Black (7.5vR2/L) sand; very friable and soft;
single grain to weakly developed fine and
medium crumb structure; few subangiular and
subround stones up to 10 cm diameter; indistinct
boundary.

Greyish-brosrn to very dark brown 17.5yR4/2-2/3')
sand; sliqhtly silty; stones up to 3O cm
diameter nunerous within half a metre of the
stone row; single grain and loose; few char-
coal fragments; distincL boundary.

Brownish-black (LOYR2/2) gravelly loarny sand;
15t to 2Ot round and subround gravel up to 3 cm
diameter; friable to very friable; moderately
developed fine, med.ir:rn and coarse granular stiuc-
ture with some crumb; few charcoals (less than
I cm dianeter); distinct boundary.

Dark brown (10YR3,/4) sandy loam; very friable;
weakl-y developed fine and medium granular struc-
ture.

Clarence (542/L3)

Brownish-black (LOYR2/2-2/3) coarse sandy loam
with fine gravel; very friable; sinqle grain
to weakly developed medium granular structure
with some fine crumb; indistinct boundary.

Black to brownish-black (LOYR2/I-2/2) coarse
sandy loam with fine gravel; many fine and med-
dium dark brown (1OYR3,/3) mottles; very friable;
single grain to weakly developed coarse granular
structure with some fine crumb; with round and
subround stones up to 7 cm diameter; rare char-
coal flecks; distinct boundary.

O- 4 =Al

€o,t4-30



De,pth
(etn)

3,O+

S'oi1
Horizon
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Dark brotm (10YR3/3) :silt wi;th nany- fine arr<t
s-nedlirrrn rilistin@ dutr 1 yetlororanEe (1Ovn6,r4;
,and black tn brEwnieh-blaclc (1otsM/L-2/2;) sc,x-'
t].€s,i' f,riable aadl fire; massive, bteaklng to
weak and noderatet-y developed nrediu$ arrd fine
nut dnd g.ranutrar structurei rare fleeks of
chageodl juSt below trp,per bounclarl-

(B)
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APPENDIX 2

STONE ROW SYSTEMS IN CENTRAL NEI{ ZEALAND WITH SPECIAL

PEFERENCE TO OKOROPUNGA ON THE SOUTHEAST WAIRARAPA COAST.

INTRODUCTION

Stone rows as discussed below were not apparently seen

in use by Europeans. They are generally thought to be

connected with Maori gardening activities (Smith,rrl?r9,?a-rn,u""a,

L925; Adkin, 1955; Yen, 1961; Mitcalfe, 1970a,bi L 
-Leach

and Leach, l971arb), but there is no general agreement on
their exact purpose. There are two contrasting views on
their use. On the one hand Lhey are thought to be merely a
by-produet of agriculture: stones cleared from the ground

surface. On the other hand they are thought to have played
a direct and vital part, in some way not fully understood, in
order to improve growing conditj-ons.

Stone rows are ridges, cbnsisting of smaIl, medium and

large stones, and soil, between 2 m and 3 m wide and from
0.2 m to I m high. By contrast, stone walls are free-standing
structures with more or less perpendicular parallel sides
(Daniels, 1970). Some stone walls have collapsed and they
now resemble stone rows, although the amount of soil in them

is generally less,

At places where stone rows occur they are many and their
arrangement is systematic (Stone Row System). Maj-n stone
rows are more or less parallel and evenly spaced. They run
in the direction of ground slope, which is generally towards
the coast. Adkin (1955) terms these principle stone rows-
There are a few stone rows at right angles to the others-
Adkin (1955) terms these transverse stone rows'

At many sites there are three other features either
within or close to Stone Row Systems. The first are single
stgne ali.gnments, a row of single stones all about the same

size, spaced between I m and 3 m apart. The second are
stone mounds, more or less circular heaps of stones up to 3 m

diameter and up to a metre hiqh. The third. are pits, irregular
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shaped holes up to 2 m deep,

Not all stone rows are man-made. Natural rows are
sometimes found at the foot of scree slopes where stones have

been guided by vegetation, and along the crests of raised.
beach ridges. No natural features are known which resemble
Stone Row Systems.

The stones forming the rows at certain places are
sufficiently d.istinctive to be able to determine their source.
At some places they have been taken from the ground round
about and they are clearly a result of ground clearance, but
not necessarily for agriculture. At other places they have
been taken from sources such as scree slopes, river beds r ot
even dug up from pits, and there has been no clearance of
potential agricultural ground, Transport distance from the
river was less than 200 m; from the scree, less than 200 m;

and from the pits, less than I00 m- The nearest alternative
source to the pits was a growing beach ridge some 200 m away'

rn the New Zealand Archaeological Association site
recorcling scheme stone ror.rs are one of the standard features
recorded. They have been reported by Adkin (1955) ' Elvey
(1957), Jones (L962), Harrowfield (1969), Mitcalfe (1970a)'
Bartcn (L974) and Prickett and Wa1ls (1975). The distribution
of Stone Row Systems in central New Zealand is shown by
Figure t.

A STONE ROW SYSTEM AT OKOROPUNGA

Okoropunga stream lies about halfway between the Oterei
and Pahaoa Rivers. There are two Stone Row Systems about
0.5 km north of the stream; a southerly system (1) on Beach

Ridges E and F which is described in d.etail below; and a
ngrtherly system (2, on Beach Ridges C and D. Both systems

are shown by Figures 2 and 3. Between the two systems and

a fixed sand layer is a llaori Plaggen soil described in
Appendix 1. A Plaggen-like soil, younger in age, is
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situated on the top of the fixed sand layer.

Cross-section of a stone row
What was thought to be a typical stone row was excavated

and is shown in a cross-section in Figure 2c. The most
interesting feature about the stone row is that the soil
around ttre stones is the same as the soil beneath the stones
(n-igure 4) , and it is inferred that soil was placed around
the stones when the row was built and is not a natural
accumulation.

The obvious source for the stones in the stone rows is
the pits on the seaward side of Beach Ridge E (Figure 2b).
An estimate was made of the volume of stones in the rows

?. ?(220 m") and the volume of stones taken from the pits (250 m-)
and the two are substantially similar. It was also found
that the stones in the pits match those in the rows, and that
there is no nearer source for the stones, for instance there
are no similar stones in Beach Ridge F.

Age of the Stone Row System
Two radiocarbon samples (Tab1e 1) were obtained from

the excavation through the typical stone row mentioned above.
One sample was charcoal from the soil buried by the stone rokr,
and the other sample was charcoal from the soil between the
stones in the row. The buried soil charcoal (WZ 3115A) gave
an age of SgOJeO years BP; and the charcoal from soil between
the stones (UZ 3114A) gave an age of SaOtgO years BP. The
charcoals are from trees and not shrubs and thus provide
maximum rather than close ages.

At the northern end of the southern Stone Row System,
the eastern end of a stone row was destroyed when the Maori
Plaggen soil was formed. It is shown in Appendix I that the
plaggen soil is 300 to 400 years old, close in age to the
Stone Row System.
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Soils of the Stone Row System

To determine the purpose of the Stone Row System, it is
of critical importance to know whether or not the soil
between the stone rows has been cultivated. The soil is
compared below with a sequence of soils of increasing age on
Beach R5-dges B to D which are thought to be uncultivated,
and with the two plaggen soils.

Beach ridge soils are all formed on sand containing
stones and gravel. SoiI descriptions are given in Table 3.
The sand on all beach rid.ges overlies a stone and gravel
"pavement" and rarely exceeds 1 m depth. On the backslope
of the growing beach ridge there is a stone and gravel pave-
ment formed by the wind blowing sand inland. Each uplifted
beach ridge was probably covered with sand after it was
uplifted and, because of the sand, the ground surface of each
uplif tecl beach ridge is smooth.

Stones and gravel litter the surface of Beach Ridge B,
and are being buried by the windblown sand, They are thought
to have been thrown over the growing beach ridge during
storms. Stones and gravel in older beach ridge soils are
probably from earlier growing beach ridges. Sand is blown
inlancl further than stones and gravel can be thrown and the
proportion of stones and gravel in beach ridge topsoils falls
off rapidly with distance inland (rigure 5).

The plaggen soils both contain gravel: the Maori Plaggen
soil contains a 1ot of gravel spread as a layer over a former
ground soil; the Plaggen-like soil, a little gravel dug well
cfown into a ground soil. Both have very hummocky ground
surfaces that are thought to be due to the Maori practice of
making mounds in which to plant kumaras. The Maori Plaggen
soil is dark in colour. The Plaggen-like soil is tight in
colour because its subsoil, which is light coloured, has been
nixed with it by cultivation.

The topsoil between the stone ror^rs is a brownish-black
gravelly sandy loam on a yellow-brorvn subsoil (rable 2') . It
is generally thinner than the plaggen soils, but is about the
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same thickness as the topsoil on Beach Ridges B to D (table 2') .

It contains less stones and gravel than the plaggen soils,
but about the same proportion as the soil on Beach Ridges C

and D (Figure 5). Its ground surface is smooth, in contrast
to the hummocky plaggen soils, and is like that on Beach
Ridges B to D.

The subsoil colour on beach ridges becomes lighter with
increasing age (table 2). Dark subsoj-ls (young beach ridges)
are due to organic matter in a rapidly accumulating soil;
light subsoils (old beach ridges) are due to increased silt
content. The lightest coloured subsoil is between the
stone rows. Topsoil colour between the stone rows however,
is dark (within the range of Beach Ridges B to D) and has
not been lightened in colour by cultivation.

The soil between the stone rows fits the seguence of soils
Beach Ridges B to D., but is different from the plaggen soils.
It is therefore concluded that the soil between the stone
rov/s is r:ncultivated.

Inferred Use of Stone Row Systems

That soils between stone rovrs are uncultivated rules
out stone rows as mere by-products of agriculture and

indicates that stone rows played a direct and vital part in
Maori agriculture. It was not necessary that stone rows

enclose cultivated ground.

The most important plant cultivated. by the Maori was

kumara (fpomoea batatas), a tropical plant the cultivation of
which was limited by the length of the growing season. The

growing season could have been lengthened by propagating
kumaras in the soil covering stone rows. The stones r^tarm uP

during the day and release their heat slow1y during the night,
thus raising minimum daily soil temperatures by about zoc
(Figure 6). On stj-Ilclear nights, when heat is lost most
rapidly from the ground and young kumara plants would be most

vulnerable to cold air temperatures, the minimum air temperature
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5 cm above the stone rows (measured by thermographs) is
raised by about loc.

The stone rows are between 0.2 m and 0.5 m high and

their soils are thus well-drainedr drr important requirement
in modern kumara propagating beds (Coleman, L972\ . Principle
stone rows are roughly paralJ-el with ground slope and would
assist cold air drainage. The stone rows are long and

narror,r, which would f acititate easy handling of young plants.

Diseases are readily introduced into kumara propagating
becls and to avoid diseases in modern beds the soi-l is renewed
each year or sterilised (Coleman, 19721 . Judging from the
numbers of stone rows, new stone rows were probably built by

Maoris, but burnt stones and, charcoal in stone rows in other
Stone Row Systems (Mitcalfe, I970b; Leach, 1976, may indicate
attempts to sterilise rows with fire.

The Maori Plaggen soil, the nearest cultivated soil to
the Stone Row System, is thought to be an old kumara soil
(Appendix 1) . It is separat'ed from the Stone Row System
probably because stones and gravel occur in d.ifferent parts
of Beach Ridge E. Kumaras propagated in the Stone Row

System are thought to have been planted out into the Maori
Plaggen soil

Stone Row Systems extend. along most of the southeast
Wairarapa coast and around Palliser Bay. Some have plaggen
soils near them and use of stone ro!{s for propagation is
considered to apply to other areas of the Wairarapa coast.
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FfGtfAE tr - Knwrn distributj.on of Storre Itow Systi:ms (heavy cto,ts) in
centtral l{err Eealand



FIGURE

Fig.a.
Fiq,b.

Fig. c.

I66

2 - Diagram of okoropunga Stone Row System (site N166/55) between
the Pahaoa and Oterei Rivers on the southeast Wairarapa coast.

Locality map.
Sketch map showing beach ridges A to F (light lines), stone rmrs
(heavy lines), disturbed stone rows (broken hearry lines) r stone
mound,s (heavy dots), borrow pits (vertical hatching), and Maori
Plaggen and Plaggen-like soils. Excavated stone row shown by a
cross.
Cross-section through excavated stone row.
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FIGURE 3 - Stone Row Systems at okoropunga (site N166/55) -

Fig.a. Stone row systems looking northeast-
fig.b. Explanation of Figure a. Stone rows shown by heavy lines;

sione mounds, by heavy dots; beach ridges (a to F), by light
1ines.
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FIGURE 4 - Parbicle-size histograms for soil around stoaes in' and buried
soil ber,reath, excavated stone row. A1l" bars represent one ptli

unit (= -log2 diameter jn tun). Bar heiEhts in percent. Percentage of
sanples srnaller than smalLest phi unit neasured shown at lef,t hand end of
histogran. Pe'rcentages determined b1r dry seiving- Note the simi-lar
parLicle size distribution of both soils.
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soils: on tlre surface of geaeh mitlga a; in tOps-oiXs of, Beach
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in the !{aori F'Iagges, and Fl.agrgen-tike ss.il.s. Note Lhe dee,:rease in, s{iones
and gravel wLth :inc,reasinq beech t5.dge, age.
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FIGURE 6 - Diagram showing soil heating effect of a stone ro!.r.

Fig.a. oaily variation of soil temperature in the top 1 cm of soil on a
stone row and between two stone rows on Beach Ridge E. Measure-
ments made with glass mercury thermometers to nearest 0.2oC. Note
higher minimum temperature of stone row soil at night and on over-
cast days.

l.ig-b. Locations of thermometers used to measure soil temperature.
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TABLE 1

Radiocarbon dates ar,rit idenLl-ficatioo of
eharqoalg frora exeanrated si:one r:@.t.

SEretlgralrhi.e spee,ies
Blsilion . Ideqtifle4 !{z }l{ryi&er Date

In soil, afoqqd s'bo-r,ies Copnosma ep., Heb€ 3114A: 34016'0
of sto'rte row. 6.-lni.noq) ' ane 3I-,14C:; 47OteF

P'odpqarp,us spieatus
(natal), found as
scattered charcoal,s.

guried tiopso,i.l" beneath Ceptrqsm4 sp. (doni- 31L5A: 53Ot6O
stone !'osr, iinnedi:ately' mUr--tsgggggg 3L15cr 55otg5
be,lo.w sample Nn 3114. tgtara:hallii, f,or4p

(rninolr), fowd as
ssattered charcoals.



TABI;E 2

Soil coloui, topsoil thickne,sea Brld. erupothnes,s of
groruid surtac€, for t?rree soils of increasing age

on B'eactr IUi<lg-es B to D, for t-he sojl betlleea Bt-on€

trs'lrs on Feach ntdge E, e,nd. fo= the twei lrlaggen 
_

soils. D,ata fof beagh rietg-e Eoils, sit:one rioril

soi.l and PJ-aggert-1i.ke soiJ., frorn Table 3.; and f;or

t[asri Flg.ggen soitr frsrn A5ryrenclix ]..

Soil- Cploug (Mr:nselL No.tatio,n) TopsoiL
!fttic (-
ness,Gffi
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Glrowrd
9urfaceSo,ii

Beaeh Ridge
ts,

Beach Rld,rye
c

Beaeh Ridge
D

Stcne Row
Slrstena
(Beaetr Ridge
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!qYR?/2
(Brownish- Lacle)

].OYRryX
(Btrac,kl

L0YRZ/3-3;/3
(Brownlsh*b,lack
to Dark Esoran)

LOYR3/2
(Btrot'trii sh-b laok)

sub€.gaJ.

1CIYR2l3- 2CI

{Brorrnish-black)

LAV\213-3,y'4 zs
(Erowrri.stFblaet to D'ark
Bror.m)

IOY.e3l4
(Park Brovsn)

108R5"/3
(Dul"l Ye llowis.h-b rsr*n)

H

o

E

U1

T6
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P'l,agrgen
Soil

ldaori,
Plaggen
Soil

1OVR4/3
(Greyisl'r-yellow
nroryn]

LAY.RZ|2-3/2
(Erolpnish-blaek)
to
10,Y,R3,/3
(DarI< Sr6un)

loyBsy'3
(ouLL Yellowish-bronar)

4s

?o-n0

>r

M
(.}

o
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TABLE 3

Descriptions of surface sediments on Beach Ridge A; and

of soils on Beach Ridges B, C and D, and between stone rows

on Beach Ridge E. Percentages of stones (including targe
gravels) determined using visual estimaticn charts pri-rtteil in
Taylor and Poh1en (1970) except for Beach Ridge E where

determined by seive analysis.
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Stone and gravel "pavementn covering up of 60% of the
back slope of the beach ridge. Stones up to 30 cm
diameter abundant.

Coarse sand and fine gravel with adhering si1t.

Beach Ridge A

Depbh
(cm)

o

20+

Beach lti<lge 8

Depth Soil
(cm) I{orizon

Cl A Black ILOYR?/?| Stony sand with fine organic matter;
very friable; single grain to weakly developed medium
crumb structure; many grass roots; indistinct bounilary.
Stones: 0 to 6 cm deep, 5t; 6 to 20 cm deep, 25? (up
to 5 cm diameter).

20 (B) Brownish-black (f0YR2,/3) sand with fine gravel and few
stones; loose to very friable; single grain to weakly
developed crumb structure; few roots; indistinct
boundary- Stones: 5% to 108, mostly less than 3 cm
dianeter but occasionally up to 20 cm.

30+ D_ Loose bedded gravels up to 4 cm diameter.n

Beach Ridge C

Depth Soil
(crn) Horizon

O A Black (I0YR2,/1) gravelly stony sand; very friable;
single grain to weakly developed medium crumb and granular
structure; indistinct boundary. Stonesr relatively
stone free between 0 and 6 cm; 6 to 25 cm deep, 159
(up to 10 cm diameter).

25 (B) Dark bror.rn to brownish-black (IOYR2/3-3/4) sand with
Taupo pumice and stones; single grain to weakly devel-oped
medium granular structure; indistinct boundary. Stones:
25 to 40 cm d.eep, 10:3 (up to 5 cm diameter; 40 to 60 cm
deep, rare.
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Depth Soil
(cn) Horj-zon

60 C- Gleyed sand with a stone layer at 75 cm.
I

II5+ D_ Grelmacke wave-cut platform.
n

Beach Ridge D

oepth SoiI
( crn) Hori zon

0 sA Brownish-black (10YR2,/3) silt; soft; fine to nedium
crumb structure; manf grass roots; distinct boundary-

7 A Dark brown to brownish-black (IOYR2/3-3/3) stony sand;
loose to very friable; single grain to weakly developed
fine and medium granular structure; indistinct boundary.
Stones: 1O? to 15%, up to I cm diameter.

23 (B) Da-rk brown (10YR3/4) sand without stones; loose to
very f:iiable; single graJ.n to weakly developed fine
and medium structure; distinct boundary.

31 D- olive-green (2.5y4/3) fine bedded cemented gravels;t .listinct boundary.

36+ Fine and medium bedded gravels.

Beb.we.r_rn_s:tone rows of Stone Row System on Beach Ridge E

Depbh 5oi1
(cm) IJorizon
O A Brownish-b1ack (f0YR3,/2) gravelly sandy loam; slightly

hard; single grain to weakly developed fine to coarse
granular structurer many roots; indistinct boundary.
Stones: 148, up to 8 cm diameter.

20 B DuII yellowish-brown ( 10YR5,/3) gravelly sandy loam,'
soft; single grain with some weakly developed fine
granular structure; many roots; indistinct boundary.
Stones: ZOe", uP to 8 cm diameter.

45+ c Du1l yellowish-brown (10YR5/3) moderately sorted
gravelly sand; few roots.

Plaggen-like Soil

Depth SoiI
(crn) Horizon

0 A- Greyish-yerlow-bro'ln (10YR4,/2) graverly sand; rveaklyp 
developed medium to coarse granular and rrery fine crun',b
structure; very friabler many fine grass roots; rare
charcoal; sharp boundary.
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Depth Soitr
(q.p) ttqrison
45+ (A) Dui-l yelLotrisb-brown (1OVn5,/3). sa.nili singJ.e grairu

lioose to \rerlt friabl,e "

{iIe$.-SjtN Leye,r: Grqund sofl (ad'jacen! to..Flaggen-Iire soll)

Deptrh Soif
(cm) Horizon

0 Ar Btowrrish-black (t0YR3l2) sand.; soft; slngle grain Lo' r wealrly deveLoped Eranular strueturer lnany grar;s
roots; indlistinct bo'uriilary

20+ (B) DuLl yellow--browrr (1OY:R4,/3) sand; so,fti singXe grain
to weakly developed gr;inular structure,t few trootg.
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APPENDIX 3

TIIE ANTIQUITY OF IUAN AT I,AKE POUKAWA, NEW ZEAIAND.

INTRODUCTION

Lake Poukawa in southern Hawkes Bay (Figure 1) is surround-
ed by peat containing layers of tephra erupted from the central
volcanic region of the North Island. Two of the youngest
tephras, Taupo Pumice (1r800 years o1d) and blaimihia Ash
(3,400 years old) form well-defined. easily identifiable layers
less bhan a metre from the ground surface on the northern
lake shore. The lake shore was a favoured place f or l,laori
occupation and, in the mid 1960's, it was reported in news-
papers and popular periodicals, and in the N.Z. Archaeological
AssociaLion newsletter (Price, L963, 1965), that Maori occupa-
tion rcrn:rins: artifacts, postholes, a fireplace and burnt, cut,
sawn ancl brok-en noa bones, had been found below the Taupo
pumice. If the report was correct, then the evidence of the
rem.rins at Lake Poukawa conflicted seriously rvith the evidence
of coarital stratigraphy, which indicates that human settle-
ment of New Zealand occurred well after the Taupo Pumice

eruptiorr (Wellman, L962a,bl , and indicated a date for human

settlement considerably earlier than the generally accepted
date of ca. 11000 years BP.

Remains were found at several sites around Poukawa.

Identification of the tephra layers was confirmed by PuIlar
(1970) . fn August 1973, with permission of ltr Price, one

of hi-s sites (N141,/12) (Cria. Ref . Nt41( 196 2\ /]-40050) vras

studied by the Victoria University of Wellington Geology
Department.

THE POUKAWA SITE

I'he site is on a raised mound of lake sediment lying very
closc tc a recentlv actj-ve fault. The mound rises to a
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height of 2 m above the surrounding ground level and is
thought to have been raised by an earthquake prior to human

settlement (R. Howarthrpers. comm.). On top of the mound, at
the western end of the site, was a Maori sheIl midd,en which
has been almost entirely excavated away by I{r Price. The

supposed pre-Taupo remains, including two alleged fireplaces
(Fl and F2, Figure lc), are in peat on the north side of the
mouncl .

The site was tested by digging three 3 metre by 3 metre
trenches (1 '- 3, Figure lc), and several test pits a short
dj-stance away from the site. Sections in the sides of
trenches already dug by ltlr Price were examined and a pollen
core vras taken on land near the lake shore.

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATTObI

A r.:ross-section of Lhe northern side of the mound is
shown in Fic;ure 2. Peat forms a layer up to 110 cm thick
bu'L h.recomes th j.nner tovrards the top of the nound. Taupo

Pumice is found in peat on the sides of the mound, and on top
of tlre mound in several places. Waimihia Ash is found only
on the sides of the mound. Two thin and unidentified ash

layers occur in the peat beneath the t{aimihia Ash.

Mr Price had found that bird bones, including moa' are
concentrated on the mound roughly along the edge of the
Waimihia Ash. The ash edge was found to be at the same level
and is thought to mark an old lake shore: ash below water
]-grrel having been preserved; that above water level eroded.
The presence of an old Lake shore would suggest that the bird
bones are from stranded carcasses.

The peat is extensively cracked (Figure 3) ' some cracks
being more than 10 cm wide, and some passing from above the
I'aupo Pumice to below the Waimihia Ash. The cracks are
thought to have been caused by the peat drying out after Lake

Poukawa was drained in 193I and it is lillely that drying and
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cracking of the peat caused many of the bird bones to crack
and break. Some material, including European-introduced
landsnails (HeIIicella caperata), were found resti-ng on

Waim.ihia Ash at the bottom of some cracks.

A short distance below the surface of the peat is a very
fine-grained burnt, orange coloured layer (Figure 3 and 5), up

to 2C cm thick on top of charred and. blackened peat. Accor-
ding to the present land-owner, Mr D. Buddo, the peat was burnt
during a large fire in L947. The orange coloured layer
cont-ains Taupo Pumice and fills some of the peat cracks which,
in section, have the appearance of postholes. Flow banding
was seen in the orange coloured layer above some of the
infilled cracks and the orange coloured layer is thought to
have become fluid t oE to have swelled, and to have flowed
into the cracks when wet. The peat has been flooded at
least twice by a rise in lake leveI sinee L947 (T.R. Price,
pers" comm. ) .

T",.ro sandstone rocks were found down one of the cracks in
Trench 2 (Irigure 4). The rocks were abouL 10 cm diameter
and were more than 10 cm below the usua] l-evel of Taupo

Pumice. They v/ere surrounded by the orange coloured layer
which had flowed into the crack, and a thin layer of Taupo

Pumice could be traced in the orange coloured layer down the
side of the crack and beneath the rocks. The rocks are
thought to have originally been above the pumice, probably in
the burnt, orange coloured layer, and to have fallen into the
crack d,ragging Taupo Pumice and the orange coloured layer
down with them sometime after the peat fire. Artifacts
beneath Taupo Pumice may have a similar origin-

Features similar to postholes with a grey coloured loamy

fill were seen in a section, below the Taupo Pumice in lake
secliment near the top of the mound (Figure 5). Their shapes

were variable and j.ncluded single pointed vertical channels,
bifurcated pointed vertical channels, ancl bulbous channels.
Woocl, from quite J-arge trees, was found lying horizontally in
the peat near the mound, both above and below the Wairnihia Ash,
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and the posthole-like features are thought to be o1d root
channels from vegetati-on which once grew on the mound,

Ttaro sets of disc marks were preserved in the orange
coloured layer in trenches 1 and 2; and one set, in the lake
sediment in trench 3. Mr Buddo later confirmed that the
whole mound had. been disced in 1953, and lovrer parts of the
mound lightly disced j-n 1965. Before the first d.iscing the
mcund was bulldozed .to remove fescue and after discing the
mound was harrowed. Willow trees growing along the northern
side of the mound were ripped out when the mound rvas first
cliscecl.

TIre cliscs disturbed mater:-al down to a depth of 15 cm

to 20 crn. Taupo Pumice is less than 15 cm to 20 cm deep in
marly places and was mixed together in a "plough layer" with
introcluccd landsnails (Hellicella caperata), and with bones of
sheep I er.binct heron and Notornis (identified by lvlr G.S.

Markharrr) . Disc clisturbance adequately explains the occurrence
of p.i.1 l'.eet:h, a pig tusk, a sheep bone and cultural items
report-e,lly found beneath Taupo trumice during earlier
€xcavctl.:ions by Mr Prj-ce.

In the "plough layer" a piece of "cut" bone was found on

top of the mound. Its stratigraphic position suggests that
it may have been cut by the discs. Bones previously found

by l4r Price were examined by Mr Markham and some had marks

similar to file marks which may have been caused by tree root
abrasion.

Of the two "fi-replaces" examined, one (F1, Figure lc) was

a scattering of pellets of burnt peat. It was not an

archaeclogical feature and there was no sign of burning ]l
situ, nor of placement of stones normally associated with
Maori fireplaces. The second "fireplace" was entirely of
natural origin. Some wood in the peat rested on top of the
I{airnihia Ash and is probably only a 1itt1e younger than the
ash. The burnt, orange coloured layer i-s at different heights
at clifferent places and near the second "fireplace" it dipped
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and came into contact with the wood leaving a smalI area of
charred wood resembring a fireplace. rf this "fireprace',
was radiocarbon dated it would gi-ve a date consistent with the
stratigraphic age of the wood, but the date of the fire is
some thousands of years younger.

An examination of secti-ons left by Mr price through the
l4aori mid.den showed an undj-sturbed layer of Taupo pumice
beneath the midden in several places. Norvhere was cultural
materiar found. below undisturbed pumice although holes had
been dug through the pumice and filled with midden. Artifacts
from the midden include classic Maori types as defined by
Golson (1959) and at least two iron adzes p.R,Frice, pers. comm.)
Bones seen in the midden sections incrude a noa reg-bone
(Pachyornis mappini) and a pig skull. There is no chronologi-
cal si.gni ficance attached to the moa boner BDd the midden is
probitbli' between 150 and 300 years o1d.

Tlrc: pol"Len core from near the lake was taken and analysed
by Mr I'r. f4cGlone (Botany Division, D.s. r.R. , christchurch) .

The rr-lwe-st part of the core predates the waimihia Ash.
Resulbs of the pollen analysis, which wirl be published
separat-ely by Mr McGlone, show a marked change from matai-
dominated forest to fern and tutu, and the first appearance of
charcoal, well above the Taupo Pumice. There is no evidence
for man indicated either by charcoal or by vegetation clearance
prior to the Taupo pumice.

CONCLUSION

Because the peat is cracked and things have farren down
the cracks, and because the site has been bulldozed and disced,
and bones and artifacts have been disturbed, Poukawa does not
provide evidence for the antiquity of man in New Zealand, and
is extremely misleading.
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FIGTJRE 1 - Diagram for Poukawa site (N14f/12) on north side of Lake Poukawa
in southern Hawkes Bay.

Figs.a,b. Locality maps.
Fig.c. Sketch plan of site. Contours in metres above an arbitary datum.

Note 7.5 m contour along northern fence. Most of area within
fence has been excavated by Mr T.R. Price and is nor.r open trenches
3 m by 3 m. &-b = cross-section shown in Figure 2. I-3 = trenches
excavated in August 1973. FI and F2 = alleged fireplaces investiga-
ted in Auclust 1973.
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FIGURE 2 - Generalised cross-section
T = Taupo Pumice Lapilli;
tephras, Note the layer
Waimihia Ash.
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mound along line a-b in Figure lc.
= Waimihia Ash; U : Unidentified
Iake sediment immediately below
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FfGUI?.I: J - Crar:ks in peat at Poukawa site. Cracks generally begin
nor:c.: than l0 cm from ground surface and may extend to more

than -/'-i r:1n d6rep. Note orange colourecl burnt peat at far end of
€xcoVrrLion. Ilorizontal scale = I m.
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crack
abo.ve
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I.'IGURFj 4 - Sandstcne rock (below
Taupo Pumice LaPilli

the rock, and passes beneatti the

vertical scale) embedded in peat
lines the sides of the peat crack
rock. I{orizontal scal-e = O.25
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APPENDIX 4

COASTAL LAGOON DEPOSITS BETWEEN TE AVJA ITI AND

TE KAU KAU POINT, AND POSSIBLE EUSTATIC SEA

LEVEL CHANGES.

The Holocene bench on the stretch of coast between Te Awa

It.i and Te Kau Kau Point (t'tain Text: Figure 10) is continuous.
On it are up to six uplifted beach ridges which extend over
more than half of the coast. This account is only concerned
with the beach ridge at present forming (A) and with the two
younqest uplifted beach ridges (B and C). Along about half
the sLretch of coast, Beach Ridges B and C are eroded, and
Beach Ridge A is not always present. Within the stretch of
coast, Beach Ridge C contains Loisels pumice. It is there-
fore assumed that at all places, the beach ridge with Loisels
pumice r.n i L is Beach Ridge C.

Coastal lagoon deposits are exposed at four places where
Beach i1i.dc-yr: C has been eroded (Main Text: Figures L2, 13 and

14). Sections of the lagoon deposits are represented by
the colr:mns shown in Figure I and described in Sections 3 and

6 to B (Main text). The columns are at different distances
back from Beach Ridge C and are generalised into an idealised
cross-sectj-on normal to the coast in Figure 2. The main
features of the idealised cross-section are: on the seawards

side, Beach Ridge C; on the inland side, lagoonal and inter-
bedded terrestrial deposits; and a seguence of five known and

inferred ages.

The oldest age is a radiocarbon date of 2.4 kyrs (Tab1e 1)

from Section B at Te Kau Kau Point. The sample d.ated was

shells, which included the fragile bivalve Zeacopagia disculus,
from a hollow in the top of the wave-cut bench underlying
Beach Ridge C. The Zeacopagia shells were unbroken and still
in position of articulation. The event dated is the uplift
of Bcach Ridge D and the beginning of growth of Beach Ridge C.
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The next age is an inferred date of less than 1.8 kyrs:
non-primary Taupo pumice in Sections 5 and 7 at Te Oroi.

The next age is an inferred date of less than 1.0 kyrs
first cultural charcoal in Sections 6 and 7 at Te Oroi.
The charcoal gives a maximum date for stream gravels.

The next age is a known date of 0.7 kyrs: primary Loisels
pumice in Beach Ridge C as mentioned above, and in all four
sections. The pumice gj.ves a date for the top of Beach

Ridge C, for the upper part of the lagoon mud, and for wind-
blown sand and stream gravels within the lagoon mud,

Tne youngest age is an inferred age of 0.4 kyrs: Ohuan

deposit-s and soil in Section 3 at Te Awa Iti. The deposits
and soil give a minimum date for the youngest marj-ne deposits.

1t'he: simplest interpretation of the four sections is
simuit.ir-reous growLh of Beach Ridge C, accumulation of inter-
beddecl rn:rrine and non-marine deposits, and a rise in sea

Ievel o[ 3 m.

Shoreline displacement along the stretch of coast
(Wellman, I971a; Singh, L97I) is in the opposite sense to
the beach ridge uplifts. Hence the 3 m rise in sea leve1 is
assumed to be a world-wide eustatic event occurring betrveen
2.4 and 0.4 kyrs ago. Of the total 3 m rise, 1 m occurred
after the Loisels pumice was deposited, between 0.7 and 0.4
kyrs ago.
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FIGURE 2 - Idealised cross-section to show evidence for a 2 m sea 1evel
rise from 2-4 kyrs to 0.7 kyrs BP (Loisels pumice), and for

a I m sea level rise from 0.7 kyrs to 0.4 kyrs BP. Data from sections
3, 6, 7 and 8 at Te Awa Iti (Figure 12, main text), Te Oroi (Figure 13,
main text), and Te Kau Kau Point (Figure 14, rnain text) . Selected.
columns shown by Figure I. Blue = Marine, mostly estuarine mud; red =
Non-marine, mostly strear. deposits and rvinCbLown sand. Narrot{ cross-
hatching = Ohuan soil.
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TABLE I

Radiocarbon date f,or sheXls underlying Beach Ridge C

at Sestion 8, Te Kau Kau Point.

ugterial D4teq.I.{Z l{umbet:

18?3A 2390t70

18738 24601-EO

rocky shore and

speci es:

souree of Sagqle

A hol"Low tn the top of
ttre wave-cra€ beneh
underlying Beach
Ridge c.

SheJ-Ls;

:erdoi-ida1

fuus

Celtana dentigul"ata
zeaeopgg.i_a di*!ulp?

tirus) reflexus
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APPENDIX 5

AGE RELATION BETWEEN A }4AORI PLAGGEN SOIL AND MOA.

HUNTER SITE.S ON THE WEST WELLINGTON COAST

INTRODUCTION

In the relatively sm-a1l area of west lfellington
coast between Te Ika amaru Bay and Paremata (Uain text:
Figure 10), there are both Moahunter sites and a Maori Plaggen
soil. For the Iriaori cultural sequence in the area it is
important to know their age relation.

MOAHUNTER SITES

Three Moahunter sites are recognised: at Te Ika amaru
Bay (Site NL64/L71, at Makara Beach (NI64/2) , and at Paremata
(N160/50), Moa hunting is assumed only where there is
evidence of moa butchering, or if moa bones were found in
ovens.

At. Te Ika amaru Bay a burnt moa bone, the distal end of
a tibia of either Dj-nornis sp. or Euryapteryx geranoides, was

found by the writer among oven stones in the southeast corner
of the bay. Associated crop stones suggest that moas were
butchered on the site.

At Makara Beach the Moahunter site is near the mouth of
Iutakara stream among old sand dunes. It was excavated in
1958 by S. Davis (L962). There were moa bones and seven
earth ovens. One oven contained part of a femur from an

immature Pachycrnis mapp_ini; a second oven, part of a tibia
from a Dinornis hercules. Unidentified charcoal from one of
the ovens gave a radiocarbon date of 3 ZIA4 years BP (Nz 653A)

and this is taken as a maximum age for the site.

At Paremata the tloahunter site was among sand dunes near
the entrance to Pauatahanui Inlet (Figure 1). It is now

almost entirely destroyed. In 1884 Chapman described finding
the severed head of a moa lying with charred and "flint-
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scarred" bones of the same bird nearby. In 1962 Smart

reported finding moa bones in an oven; and Davidson (pers.
comm. ) , who excavated in the same area', found bones of moas

that had been eaten. Unidentified charcoal found with moa

bones gave a radiocarbon date of Sfatag years BP (Nz 510A),
and this is taken as a maximum age for the Moahunter occupation.

MAORI PLAGGEN SOIL

The Maori Plaggen soil (N160,/107) is exposed in a road
cutting on the north shore of the Pauatahanui fnlet (Figure 1) '
3 km east of the Paremata Moahunter site mentioned above.
Cockle shells (Chione strutchburyi) from a shell mj-dden on top
of the soil gave a radiocarbon date of AaOteO years BP (ttZ 1878A)

and this is taken as a minimunr age for the soil.
account is given in Appendix 1.

A detailed

AGE RELATION OF SITES

Racliocarbon resolution is not good enough to determine
the age relation of the sites. The sites are not in exactly
the same area and it is this irnpossible to determine their
stratigraphic order directly. Fortunately, all sites are near
the coast and are on or near uplifted beach ridge deposits.
An attempt is made below to correlate the beach ridge deposits
and establish the order between agriculture and moa hunting.

Beach ridges form during a rising or stable sea level'
and are strand.ed by a fa1l in sea Ievel. Sea level can faII
in two ways: by eustatic lowering, and by earthquake uplift-
A beach ridge stranded by eustatic lowering may be obliterated
unless lifted tectonically before being drowned by a reversal
of eustatic movement. A storm effect is suPerposed and, oIl

an exposed coast, will obscure height differenees less than
0.5 m.

Pauatahanui In1et is an ideal place for beach ridge
prgservation. It is sheltered and there is an abundant
supply of material for beach ridge growth. Consequently' there
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are more uplifted beach ridges than elsewhere on the west
Wellington coast: six uplifted beach ridges compared with
two elsewhere (Figure 2i Tables 1 and 2') . Beach ridges
inferred to have been earthquake-stranded are lettered A, B

and C, in the usual wayr drd those inferred to be eustatically-
stranded are lettered Brr C, and Dr.

Figure 3 is a relation (not a distance) diagram showing
an inferred correlation of beach ridges along the west
Wellington coast '.vith beach ridges along the Turakirae coast.
The profiles for the west Wellington coast lie on the extreme
left hand side in the region of low uplift, and the younger
beach ridges have no significant height difierences. To

establish the relation lines three profiles recorded by
Wellman (1969) along the Turakirae coast are included: one
at Turakirae HeaC, and one on either side of the head. Also
includecl are two radiocarbon-dated samples 6.2 kyrs old
(fable 3) taken from the west Wellington coast. The most
southerly radiocarbon sample is from Smith's Bay (Main text:
Figure 10; Figure 4) I km nbrth of the Makara Moahunter site,
the cther is from about 10C m north of the Maori Plaggen soil.
ft is generally accepted that Beach Ridge B was uptifted
during the 1855 earthquake; and that Beach Ridge C was

uplifted during the Haowhenua earthquake of Maori tradition.

A date for the Haowhenua earthquake'
based on Maori Lradi-tion, is about 500 years BP by Best (1923)

An independent date by Wellman (1969), based on an assumption
of average uniform uplift rate and uniform beach ridge forma-
tion at Turakirae Head, is 600 years BP. A radiocarbon date
for the uplift on shells from a Maori midden thought to have

been deposited soon after the earthguake at Turakirae llead, is
350 to 520 years ago (Moore and McFadgen, 1978 ) .

The inferred age relation of Moahunter sites, I4aori
Plaggen soil, and uplifted beach ridges is shown by Figure 5.

The Maori Plaggen
overlain by Beach Ridge
thought to predate the

soil overlies Beach

C (Figure 6) . It
Ridqe C,, and is

-L-

is therefore
(rigure 5).Haowhenua earthquake
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be younger than the
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the Moahunter site is in front of Beach
amaru Bay the Moahunter site is on top

Both Moahunter sites are thus thought to
Haowhenua earthquake (Figure 5).

At Paremata the Moahunter occupation layer is less than
I.2 m above high water mark. It resls directly on old inter-
tidal gravels, and is covered by old intertidal gravels. The

inferred sequence of events i-s: the accumulation of lower
gravels; the Haowhenua earthquake; the occupation of the
site immediately after the earthquake; and finally the
deposition of the overlying gravels during an eustatic sea
level rise which formed Beach Ridge Br. The Paremata Moa-
hunter site is thus thought to be younger than the Haowhenuq

earthquake and older than an eustatic sea level high which
followed the earthquake. Estimated dates given above for
the Haowhenua earthquake are 500 to 600 years BP; and for the
succeeding high sea level, from the southeast l^lairarapa coast' 400

years I3P.

CONCLUSION

Moa hunting on the west Wellington coast continued after
agriculture had started, which is in agreement with evidence
for agriculture and moa hunting from the lower occupation
layer described at D'Urville Island by Wellman (I962a). It
is in disagreement with views expressed on theoretical grounds
by Duff (1956), who postulated a Moahunter period predating
llaori settlement of New Zealand, and the introduction of
agriculture into New Zealand after the moa became extinct.
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FIGIJRE I - Map of Paremata (Whitireia Peninsula and Pauatahanui Inlet)
showing beach ridge localities (1 to 6), location of section

with Maori Plaggen soil (S), and location'of Paremata Moahunter site (M)
Upthrown side of ohariu fault shown U; downthrq,m side shown D. Sense
of movement from Geological map. Vertical component during time of
formation of Beach Ridges A to Dl not detectable (see Figure 2).
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FIGURE 2 - Emergence heights of beach ridges at Parenata (localities
1 to 6) on either side of Ohariu fault, and inferred corre-

lation. The stratigraphic position of the Maori Plaggen soi1, between
Beach Ridges C and C, = S. Beach ridges labelled with a letter and a
number, and shown ."t"r, open circle, are thought to have been stranded
by sea level loweringst and labelled with a letter only, and shown
as a solid dot, by earthquake uplifts. Note that there is no significant
height difference for the ridges on each side of the Ohariu fault.
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FIGURE 3 - Relation diagram showing correlation of uplifted beach ridges and
radiocarbon-dated material from the west Welington coast with

uplifted beach ridges B, C, D and E, along the Turakirae coast. Emergence
heights fron Tables I and 2. Growing beach ridge (A), and uplifteil beach
ridges stranded by earthquakes, shown by solict dots. Radiocarbon-dated
material shown as crosses. Uplifted beach ridges stranded by sea level
lowerings and later uplifteil before being drowned by a reversal of eustatic
movement (Paremata only) shorrr"n as open circles. Note that Paremata beach
ridges clirectly correlated with Turakirae coast beach ridges are those
stranded. by sea level lowerings. Uplifted beach ridges stranded by the
same earthquake are shown by double parallel lines. Note that the line
joining Beach Ridges E passes through the emergence heights of the 6.2 kyrs
old radiocarbon-dated material.
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FIGUI{E 5 - Diagram showing inferred dates for the Maori plaggen soil and
Moahunter sites on the west wellington coast. Also shown is ashoreline displacement curve (HwM), determined from uplifted beach ridgesat Paremata, used to infer age of Paremata Moahunter site. Broken surveis uncertain- sorid curve, showing eustatic rise between 700 and 4oo years

ago, based on inferred eustatic rise from southeast Wairarapa coast.
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I'.ICURE 6 - General,lsgd eross-ssstion at rlght-a$gJ.es to c€a.sE at loeal,ity s
Figure 1), slborring the lrlaori Fl.aqgen soitr overlylng Beach Rldse, cl

andl underlying Beaeh Ridge C. Corre.latlso of, the beach rldges is .based on
thei.r hel,ght. Shell- nidden has a radiooarbon date on .sheltr o 118016o
(Nru'18?8A)r. lle-rt'leal exaEgeratio,n abolrt S-f'sld,
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heLghts of Beaeh nidges E and F along the $rr.akirae
coast. Beach ridge heights along the Turaki.rae coast
(three pLaces) deterrnined f,'rom $leltLnan (19,69, Figure 3);

lihe nunibers in brackets irre grid lines on hls Figure 3
and giva the positions of ttre ttrree B1aces. llh€

higheE ef eaeh ln-ir o€ Farenata beach ridges is ttiought
to have been stranded, by sea leveL lowerings, the loter
by e,art.hquake uplif'ts.
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TAF,.F 3

Emergence heigtrts of tm 6.? kyrs old :rad,ioc.efbsn

dtatecl sa,n;rl,e5 f,rom ttre west Welli-ngton coast.

NZ Emergenee
Nunber Date Material Dated Height Locality

31174 6g2Ot6O Sticks of driftwood ca.l rn Smitllrs Bay, I lm rrorttr
in es,trrarine murls

ca. lnabovepr"esent
higilr water marlc

(Figure 4 ) .

of Makara Beach. In
st:rearn banE 60 n fro-m

strearn nouth.
(c,a. Nt6o ( 1952) /28'33O4l

31I8A 625Ot6O Oqckle shell,s rchlgqg ca" I m PauatahanuL lnlet, beneath

stutc&ufyJ) fro:a Beach Ridge C at, LOcalit1,
raised cockle bed 3 (Fi$re I) -

ca. ,0.2 m ah,ove (c.n. N160(1952r144A4581

present higb water
mark.
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APPENDIX 6

RrsE IN LAKE LEVEL AT ARCHAEOLOGTCAL SrTE NI48/1 ANp

PROGRADATION OF THE IIANAWATU COAST NORTH ISLAND

NEW ZEALAND.

INTRODUCTION

On the southwest coast of the NorLh Island of New Zealand,
from Patea in the north to Paekakariki in the south, there is
a belt, up to 20 km wid.e, which consists of sand dunes, sand
plain.s, peat swamps and shallow lakes (Figure la). In the
central part of the belt four successive Dune Building Phases
(nigure lb) named, from oldest to youngest, Koputaroa, Foxton,
l,lotuiti and Waitarere, have been described by Cowie (1963).
Dunes of the Motuiti phase contain Taupo pumice and with the
dunes of the Waitarere phase, are younger than 1,800 years.

There is a line of lakes along the boundary between
Motuiti ancl Waitarere dunes. Since 1910 AD many of the lakes
have been artificially draine<l and they are now well below
their natural level. Natural lake levels are at natural
ground-water level. Ground-water rises away from the sea and
rivers and it is assumed that the gradient of rise in the
past was constant. Lake levels will therefore rise in
response to coastal progradation. If past lake levels can
be detei:mined, then these should indieate successive posi.tions
of the coast and hence enable rates of coastal progradation
co be found.

On the eastern shore of the first lake north of the
Manawatu River (figure Ic) is an archaeological site N148/1
(G.:id. Reference N14B (1968) /767233, where three occupation
layers have been found separated by well-defined soil horizons
formed on sand (figure 2). Two of the occupation layers are
prehistoric and thei' ind,icate a rise in lake level since the
archaeological site was first occupied. Evidence for the
rise in lake level, based on a description of the site by
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l{cFadgen (L9721 and the results of subsequent excavations, is
given in Part one of this account. Positions of the coast
inferred from the lake levels, and progradation rates for the
past 11800 years, are given in Part two.

PART ONE: LAKE LEVELS AT SITE N148,/1

. Lake 1evels at the arehaeological site are found from the
heights of two old lake shore benches, which give reasonably
accurate levels before and after the site was occupied; and

from the heights and contents of the two prehistoric occupa-
tion layers, which enable lake levels at the times of occupa-
tion to be inferred. Lake levels determined at the archaeolo-
gical site for the past 550 years are shown in Figure 3.

Lake levels from lake shore benches
The two old lake shore benches, Iabelled 1 and 2, are

shown in Figures 2 and 3. Each bench is assumed to represent
a eonstant lake level. Judging from the existing bench which
has former:l since the lake was f irst drained in 1910, benches
1 and 2 indicate a lake level which vras constant for at least
65 years.

Bench I is a submerged shoreline cut rnto l{otuiti sand on

the eastern side of the lake. The corresponding shoreline
on the western side of the lake is buried under Waitarere sand.

Lake leve1 in historic times has not been low enough to form
the bench therefore Bench 1 is assurp-ed to be prehistoric.
Its level, determined by rspirit' levelling from a Lands and

Survey benchmark at Foxton, is 1.9 m to 2.1 m above present
mean sea level. It is shown below to be close to the
inferred lake level during the first occupation of the site
some 550 years ago.

Bench 2 is cut into Waitarere sand on the western side
of the lake and is 4.6 m above present mean sea level. Its
position corresponds to the position of an o1d lake shore
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shown on an o1d cadastral ftap (S.O. 12963) surveyed in 1889.
The height of Bench 2 is taken as lake level in 1889.

Lake levels from occupation layers
The three occupation layers (I, II and IfI) are shown

in Figure 2. Occupation Layers I and II are prehistoric;
Occupation Layer III is historic. Their ages are known

reasonably accurately. Shel1s from Occupation Layer I have
a radiocarbon date of 550t70 years BP (wZ 14808). She1ls
from Occupation Layer If have a radiocarbon age of 320165 years
BP (NZ 12508). Oceupation Layer fII is younger than about 1910.
The buried soil between Occupation Layers I and II, from its
degree of development, is thought to have been 100 to 200

years old at time of burial.

Each prehistoric occupation layer consists of two parts:
a shell midden, and layers of sand. In the shell middens
are duck and eel bones, seeds, srnall freshwater molluscs, and

small landsnails. Ducks and eels were probably brought to
the s-ite as food and, with the freshwater m.olluscs' their
bones i.ndicate a nearby lake. Thefreshwater molluscs are
thought to have been stranded at the edge of the lake during
minor fluctuations of lake level, drj-ed, and been blown into
the site by the prevailing northwesterly wind. Seeds are
probably plant litter from nearby vegetation and, with the
landsnails, they indicate a well developed coastal forest
(McFadgen, L9721. The landsnails are considered to have been
attracted from the forest to the shell mid.dens by decaying
vegetation and a lime-rich environment. Since landsnails are
generally absent from places which are periodically flooded,
they indicate that the shell middens were deposited on

permanently dry ground.

For each shell midden to have been deposited on permanently
dry ground, mean lake level would need to have been at least
0.6 m below the lowest part of each shell rnidden when it was

deposited. This is to allow for a ground water level at the
site being 0.2 m above lake level; and for a lake level of
0.4 m above mean lake level during abnormally wet periods.
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The lowest part of the sherl midclen of occupati-on Layer
I is a bin-shaped pit 0.9 m by 0.7 m by 0.5 m deep,
dug into sand and filled with shell midden. The pit was
intact when found and. had therefore been dug into dry ground.
The bottom of the pit is 3.2 m above present mean sea l-evel.
A mean rake level 0.6 m lovrer than the bottom of the pit wourd
be 2.4 m above present mean sea level. Bench I is 1.9 m to
2. I m above present mean sea level and is assumed. to have been
the lake shore when occupation Layer r was deposited. t{ean
lake level is thus taken as 2 m.

For convenience the shelI midden of Occupation Layer II
is divided into an early part and a late part. Because the
midden grew outwards as well as upwards, the lowest level of
each part is 3.7 m above present mean sea rever. Both parts
are stratigraphically related to the same shelters, wind-
breaks, earth ovens and fireplaces. A maximum length of time
represented by Occupation Layer If is the time wooden shelters
ans windbreaks would last in sand, estimated to have been
25 to 50 years

fn the early part of the shell midden landsnails are
abundant and freshwater moIluscs, which include physastra
variabilis, Potamgpyrgus antipodum, and Pisidium sp., are less
than 2Z of the total numbers of land.snails and freshwater
molruscs combined,. seeds are from coastal forest trees and
shrubs and grasses.

In the later part of the shell midden a sudden change
occurs in the landsnails and freshwater molluscs. The numbers
and species of landsnails decreases, the species of freshwater
molluscs changes, and the proportion of freshwater molluscs
increases to l-5*. The freshwater molluscs are all Planorbis
corrinna and indicate a change from those which normally live
on lake weed stemsr on sticks t ot in mud, to a species normally
found only on lake weed stems. In this same part of the
shell midden, seeds from lake weeds first occur: an aquatic
buttercup (Ranunculus r+yulqlis) and a semi-aquatic herb
(Montia fontana). Planorbis corrinna and the lake weeds are
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normalry found around a lake edge near the strandline and,
with the decrease in numbers and species of randsnails, they
suggest that lake level rose and flooded the midden while the
later part of Occupation Layer II was being deposited.

'Flooding d,oes not seem tc have occurred when the early
part of the midden was being deposited, which ind.icates that
rake rever. was below 3.1 m. The flooded part of the midden
is between 3.7 m and 3.8 m above present mean sea level,
which indicates that mean rake'rever was above 3.1 m, No
Iake bench corresponding to this level has been found and lake
revel may have been gradualry rising throughout the time
occupabion Layer rr was being deposited. Mean rake level
durin-c deposition of occupation Layer rr is assumed to have
been 3,1 m above present mean sea 1eve1.

Rate oE Lake 1evel rise
r,alr.e levels between the time when occupation Layer r rdas

deposit'-eril and 1889 are shown by Figure 3. occupation Layer r
is assumed to be 550 years old; and occupation Layer rr, zza
years old. Rates of lake leveI rise based on these dates will
be fasLer or slower if Occupation Layers I and, or r If are
order or youngrer than assumed here. Between 550 and 32o
years ago lake leve1 rose at an average rate of 4.8 mm per
year; and between 320 years ago and 1889 AD, at an average
rate of 5.8 mm per year.

PART TWO: PROGRADATION OF MANAWATU COAST

The maximum possible amount of progradation during the
past 1,800 years is assumed here to be 2 km, which is the
distance from the present coast to the present seawards limit
of the Foxton dunes. Progradation between 550 years ago and
tBBg is calcuraLed from positions of the coast inferred from
rake levels at the archaeologicar site. Frogradation since
1889 is determined from positions of the coast protted on the
1889 cadastral map, and on a topographical map (NI4B) based
on aerial photographs taken in 1965.
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Before lake levels can be used to find positions of the
coast, the gr^ound:vraberr gradient between the lake and the sea
or river must be found, and corrections made to the lake
levels for eustatic changes in sea level and tectonic uplift.
It is assumed that the ground-water gradient has remained
constant with time, and that it has always sloped towards the
sea or the Manawatu River. Lake level will be determined by
water level in the river, or b1r sea level at the coast, which-
ever is closer. In irisioric times the river has been closer
to the lake, and river leveI has determined lake Ievel. In
prehistoric times the sea was closer, and sea leve1 determined
l-ake l.eve]-

The ground-water gradient
The natural ground-water gradient adopted is that for

IBB9. The 1BB9 cad.astral map (S.O. L2963) shows the coast,
the Manawatu Rirrer, and the first lake north of the Manawatu

River. Mean tide level in the Manawatu River estuary is
found Erorn measurement to be 0.3 m above present mean sea

ievel. By rneasuring the height difference between Bench 2

and rnean tide level in the estuary (4.3 m), and by taking the
1BB9 d.ist.ance from Bench 2 to the river estuary (2'l-70 m) ' the
1BB9 gradient is found to have been I/505-

Correction for tectonic uplift and eustatic sea level changes
A rate of tectonic uplift averaging -0.2 mm per year is

calculated from 101000 year o1d wood found near Foxton at a

depth of 150 feet (46 m) below present mean sea level (Te

punga, 1958) and a sea level (-44 n) taken from Morner (1971).
The rate is small and is disregarded.

Eustatic sea level changes are controlled by adopting
those inferred in Appendix 5 (Figure 5). Between 700 and

400 years ago sea level rose by I m to a little above its
present level and then fell again. Sea level d.uring occupa-
tions I and II was probably the same, and close to its present
l-evel. A maximum correction of +0,5 m and -0.5 m is required
to lake levels if Occupation Layer I is two standard errors
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older or younger than 550 years. Correction to Occupation
Layer II lake leve1 is significant (+0.5 m) only if
Occupation Layer If is one standard error older than 320

years.

Positions of the coast with time
Distances from Bench 2 on the western side of the lake

to the coast during the past 11800 years, are shown by
Figure 4. Positions of the coast during the past IrB00 years
are shown on a map in Figure 5. The coast 11800 years agto

is assumed to have been at the present seawards limit of
the Foxton dunes, which are 700 m seawards of Bench 2

(nigure lb). The distances to the coast 550 and 320 years
ago are calculated from the inferred mean lake levels when

Occupation Layers I and II were being deposited. Distances
are also shovrn for Occupation Layer I if Occupation Layer I is
two standard errors older or younger than 550 years; and for
Occupatj.on Layer fI if Occupation Layer II is one standard
error older than 320 years. Five hundred and fifty years
ago the di.stance was 11010 m; and 320 years ago, 11565 m.

The disLance in 1889 AD was 2,615 m; and the present distance
is 2,700 m.

Rates of coastal progradation
Average rates of coastal progradation for the past

11800 years are found by dividing the distance between succes-
sive posi'b.ions of the coast by the difference in the age of
each position, and are shown, to the nearest tenth of a metre'
on Figure 4. Between 11800 and 550 years ago progradation
was 0.2 m per year; between 550 and 320 years agor 2.4 m per
year; between 320 years ago and 18892 4:0 m per year; and

between 1889 and 1965, I m per year. ff Occupation Layer I
is older than 550 years then the rate between the times
Occupation Layers I and II were deposited will be lessi and

if younger than 550 years, more than that shown.

The most rapid progradation during the past 1,800 years
thus began between 500 and 300 years ago and continued until
after European settlement.
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I - Diagram for archaeological site N14B/I on the southwest North
Island coast.

Map of the souttrern North Island showing the sand dune belt between
Patea and Paekakariki.
Sketch map of the Manawatu sand country showing Dune-building Phases,
and lakes along the Waitarere-l4otuiti phase boundary.
Sketch plan of archaeological site NI4B/1 and surroundings showing
positions of lake benches 1 and 2.
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FIGUBE 2 - Stratlgraphic cslunn showing three occupatioa J.ayers at tlre
archaeologLeal site, arcl heights (metres above mean sea Level)of, lowest shel'l midden (crqsses) in occupation trayers I and Ir. tronestshell nridden Ln Occupation Iayer I is tn a plt dug into sand, Burled

soLls sh'cxrn cross-hatehed. Also shovm are heights of Lake shore
benches I and 2, and present Lake level.
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FIGURE 3 - Rl-se in lake leveL with tirne at the archaeological site.
Averagre rates of rise between 550 and 320 years ago, and

between 32O years aEo and 1889 AD, shq,vn in nur per year. Dates for
the 55O and 320 years old lake levels based on radiocarbon (error bars
= range of tl s.e.). Date for the 1889 AD lake leve1 is that of a
cadastral survey. The 550 year old lake level is that of a submerged
lalie bench (sench 1). The 320 year old lake level is inferred from
the Lowest level of shell midden in Occupation Layer II. The 1889 Lake
Ievel is ttrat of a lake bench now above lake level (Bench 2).
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FIGURE 4 - Digtances to the, cbai6.t f,rolo Eene.h 2 oa t}}e western slde of, the lake, .and
grrogradatiolr trates for t}{e ltana$atu caast.r ,for the last .,80O Ve&r:s.

Irrfe:red Clistanees labelled A,, B dnd C. Knor^lr-r ili€tanceg lebetted D a$d E. Ave.fage
Ilr<rgr!:acl.a'tlon rates ginen in, nret-nes ile.li y€an, Rediqitafbon. datas fot dis'taace,s ts and C
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t'x@hE 5 - Fos.iLione o,f the l,Ianawatu coast w:.'th tirne. Inf'er,:fed positf,qns
sbswtl as broken LLnes ,at tirnes Xali6lled in year,s BF. Krrqrn
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APPENDIX 7

DPJA F'OR DETERMINING VEGETATION THAT GREW ON A

FOXTON PALEOSOL:

PART I: ACID HYDROLYSIS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE

EXTRACTED HUMIC ACIDS.
PART II: IDENTIFIED CHARCOAIS.

PART I
K.R. Tate,
N.Z. Soil Bureau,
Taita.

Ilamic acids were extracted from the two paleosol samples,
VIOE and l{otuiti Dune, using Gohrs (1970) modification of the
method of Gascho and Stevenson (1968).

After prolonged hydrolysis of the humic acids with 5M HCL

the products were separated from the humic acid residue, and

analysecl by Gas Liquid Chromatography (GLC). Large amounts

cf vanillic acid (4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzoic acid) were
detectecl in the hydrolysis products, while 4-hydroxy benzoic
acid and syringic acid (4-hydroxy-3, S-dimethoxy benzoic acid)
were either absent or present in very small amounts.

The results of the investigation are summarised in the
following Table. The GLC data indicate that the Vanillic ecid,/
 -hydroxy benzoic acid was high in bolh samples.

Source of
Humic Aci-d

Paleosol,
VIOE

Paleosol,
uotuiti
Dune

The agreement
that the VIOE

paleosol.

Soil Carbon
(8)

1.2

1.3

Depth
(cm)

20-2s

7 4-84

between the data
and Motuiti Dune

Vanillic Acid
C,/N

high

hish

is consistent with the fact
samples are from the same

4-hydroxy
benzoic acid

15

13
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The acid hydrolysis experiment indicates that the
vegetation present at the archaeological site prior to l,Iaori
occupation, contained lignin with predominantly vanillyl units
this is typical of gymnosperm lignin.

I have previously examined a.humic acid extracted from
a topsoil beneath White Pine (Podocarpus dacrydioides), which
1 commented on at the L97L Radiocarbon Users Conference. In
that case, a high Vanillic Acid/4-hydroxy benzoic acid concentra-
tion obtained.

However, the present techniques donrt allow me to be more
specific than to say that a softwood, rather than a hardwood
or grassland vegetation probably covered the site prior to
Maori Occupation.

PART II
TDENTIFIED CHARCOALS

B.P.J. Mo1loy,
Botany Division,
D.S.I.R.,
Christchurch.

Sample Genus,/Species

Paleosol, VIOE Podocarpus dacrydiodes
ilocarpus totara
Leptospermum sp. (probably ericoides)
Coprosma sp.
Pseudopanax sp. (colensoi - arboreum
type)

Paleosol, Motuiti Podocarpus dacrydiodes
Dune Leptospermum ericoides

In both samples the podocarp (softwood) elements tended to
cominate. The speci-es quite likely grew in situ or at least
nearby.
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HYDRATION RTM

APPENDIX B

THICKNESSES OF }AYOR TSLAND OBSIDIAN FLAKES

COMPARED WITH FLAKE AGE DETEP.IIIINED BY RADIOCARBON DATING.

Obsidian hydration rim thickness and hyd.ration time are
related by the formula:

D=krL

where D = hydration rim thickness, T = hydration time, and
k = a constant depending on chemical composition of the
obsidian and the temperature during hydration (Friedman et al,
1969). In the following table, aII obsidian has been identi-
fied as l4ayor Island (Green, 1964). A11 the obsidian has been
excavated from coastal sites either in Auckland or on the
Coromanclel Peninsula, and hydration temperatures are therefore
probably similar. If hydration ages of lulayor Island obsidian
flakes erre reliable, then points representing the square of
hydration rim thickness plotted against the age of measured
flakes should lie on a straight line of increasing thickness
with tiure. Racliocarbon dating is of proven value for deter-
mining ages providing allowance is made for standard errors
of the dates, for the stratigraphic position of a dated
sample, and for tne age of the dated sample at death.

Hydration rim thickness2 of l.tayor Island obsidian flakes
dates by radiocarbon are listed in Table 1. Mean, andt ort
minimum and maximum thicknesses are given. The flakes are
from f i-ve sites. Radiocarbon d.ates for the flakes are also
listed. At three sites, because of stratigraphic position or
the age of the sample dated, the dates are maximum ages; and

at two sites, close ages.

Hydration rim thicknesses of the flakes are plotted
against the radiocarbon ages of the flakes in Figure 1. Mean,

and, or, maximum and minimum thicknesses are shown; and radio-
carbon dates, corrected for half-life and secular variation ,

are shown with a range of !2 standard deviations.
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The resulting points do not 1ie on a s,tra-l_ght line of,
increasing thiekness wj.th tinter and it is eonerraded that "':
hydration rim d.ates on Mayor Isl',and obsid.ian are rrnreliarbLe.
The oirly ecpLanation is that the obsidian has a variable
etrerirical conpos t:i,o.n
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Fr,GIIRE 1 - r{ydratioa rin thickaesses2 (micronsz) of }tay,or rsland
o-bsldian flakes conrpared wd.ttr ages of the flakes dtetermiaed

b1t radiocrrrboit. !{a*inum asd rqinisrru thiekness indis-ated by error bars.
Radioaatfron dates an:e ghown wittl a range of t2 standard erroas, ;rnd aIL
are eorrected. for haff-Iife and secrular v,arlatisn. ai. rows potnttr,lE
left f.ndi.aate maximtln ages, ,arrons polnting inward indicate elose aggs.
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APPENDTX 9

RADIOCARBON IN MODERN MARTNE SHELLS COMPARED WITH THE

NEW ZEALAND STANDARD

INTRODUCTION

In New Zealand a marine she1l standard is used for calcu-
rating radiocarbon dates from marine shelrs. The standard
consists of modern shells collected alive in I955 from Pounawea
in southern South Island (Rafter et al, L9721. These pounawea

shells are generally believed to be uncontaminated by atom bomb
radiocarbon. Modern marine sherls collected arive in 1954
from Kairaki in North canterbury were found to be d,epleted in
radiocarbon compared with the Pouna$rea shells (Rafter et al,
1972i. "old" sea roater depleted. in radiocarbon periodically
upwells r)ear the hlew Zealand coast (Burling and Garner, 1959;
Raf t.er and o'Brien, L972) and might account for the depretion
in the ltairaki shells. Because of upwelling of ord sea water,
the New Zealand Marine Shell Standard may not apply to all
parts of New zealand. The forlowing results indicate that
upwelling does not cause serious errors, and thatthe radiocarbon
activity of the Pounawea standard differs slightly from the
mean of 7 modern marine shell samples.

RADIOCARBON ACTIVITTES OF MODERN MARINE SHELLS

Radj-ocarbon activities are compared for m.arine shells
collected alive on known dates from 7 different parts of New

Zealand between Northland and Southland (Table 1: Figure f).
To avoid contamination with atom bomb radiocarbon only shells
collected before L957 are compared. After this date the
radiocarbon activity of surface sea water, indicated by measure-
ments on sea water from Makara, began to increase appreciably
(Rafber and OrBrien, 19721. Samples I to 4 were reported by
Rafter et al, (L972) and were collected between 1953 and 1957.
Samples 5 to 8 have not previously been reported. They were
made available to the writer from collections held by the
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National Museum, Wellington, and were collected between Lg23
and L949; radiocarbon activities were determined by the
Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Gracefield.

The radiocarbon activity of surface sea water decreased
after about 1890 AD due to the burning of fossil fuels
(Industrial effect). It did not increase again until after
the testing of atom bombs began. Correction for the
Industrial effect is made using an equation given by Rafter
et al (L972) for correcting samples of marine shel.ls taken
above I00 m depth. To allow for the presence of upwelled
water this equation includes a factor X which is the propor-
tion of surface sea water in the water column above 100 m.

No water analyses are available to determine X and for conven-
ience X is given the value I for all samples. If upwelling
were an important factor then a large scatter of the results
would be expected. There is not a large scatter (Table 1)

and upwelling is therefore not considered important.

t'he equation, for samples collected n, years after 1953,
r-s:

L4 ,\14
B90C = l-1. C + X(I3 + 0.32nr) .

For samples collected n, years before 1953, assuming a linear
decrease in radiocarbon due to the Industrial effect' the
equation is:

Yr;;" = A'nc + x(13 - o. Z'nr) .

Table I lists a 13c value for each sample. The 13c

values for samples I to 7 agree with the 13C .ralues for marine
shells reported by craig (1954). The 13c value for sample 8,

which is shells from the Waikanae Stream estuary, is depleted
and the she1ls have probably incorporated carbon from non-
marine sources (Rafter' 1975). Sample I is thus discarded.

V
I
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CONCLUSIONS

Radiocarbon activities for samples I to 7 after correction
for the Ind.ustrial ef fect ,Yrlfia, , range from -408. to -54*-
This range is not significant (F test, Snedecor and Cochran,
1967; f = 1.10, P) 0.25'). Marine shell dates from different
parts of New zealand. can thus be referred to the same marine
shelI standard without significant error. A mean value for

{-t 1A
VfS909 with respect to the 0.95 NBS Oxalic Acid Standard is
-4?A:! 5Br which would. indicate a mean activity for modern
marine shells of 0.95g t 0.005 of the 0.95 NBS oxalic Acid
Standard. Radiocarbon dates calculated using the 0.953 value
would be about 55 years younger than those calculated using the
present New Zealand Marine Shell Standard. Uncertainty in
the racliocarbon activity of modern marine shells ttSA.l represents
an age error of about t40 y""r=. When comparing marine she1l
dates with dates on other materials, the uncertainty can be
taken into account by increasing the standard errors of marine
shell daL.es according to the formula:

se = sei + (4u2

where se, is the standard error of a marine shell date before
correction.
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Long Term Cycles in the Variation.
of Atmospheric Radiocarbon,
Related to Changes in Holocene
Climate

8.G. McFADGENc

Variations in the radiocarbon conrenr
of the earth's atmosphere are indicated
by the difference between radiocarhon
ages of tree-ring-dated wood and the
tree ring dates (Olssen, 1970; Suess. 1970a).
long term varialions in radiocarbon
content have been correlated with a
long lerm (8900 years) sinusoidal change
in the geomagnetic momenr (Buclu, 1970).'and 

short term variations with short
term changes in sblar activily (Baxter
and Walton, l97 l ; Bray, 1967; Suess,

1965;Suess, 1970b). A correlation
exists between periods of low tempera.
ture and periods of low solar activiry
(Bray, 1965; Bray, 1968; Bray, 1970).
Periods of low temperature during the
Holocene, inferred independently
from glacial advances (Denton and
Karlgn, 1973) and from oxygen isotope

' measurements of an ice core (Dansgaard
er al '1970), 

suggest that rhere is a long
lerm clirnatic cycle with a period of
about 2300 to2700 years. Accordingly
ifthe above correlations are correcr a

systenratic rclationship should exist
between radiocarbon variations and the
long term climatic cycles.

In order to avoid systematic differences
in radiocarbon ages between laboratories
(Suess, t970a; Walton and Baxrer, 1968;
Wendland and Donley, l9? I ), only
tree rings radiocarbon dated at [: Jolla
are discussed here. The tree rings are
mostty bristlecone-pine wood (Pials
sristataJ and sequoia vood (Sequoia
gigdntea),tree-ring-dated at rhe labora-
tory ofTree Ring Research, University
ofArizona (Suess, 1965; 1970a). A
series of points indicating radiocarbon
variations is provided when the radio-
carbon ages of tree.ring-dated wood are
plotted against tree ring dates (Suess,
1970a). The series of points plotted on
rectangular axes are scattered in a band
at approximstely 45o to the axes
(lnset, Figure t).

In Figure I the series of points is broken
into three coniplete cycles and two end
cycles that are incomplete. The nature
ofeach cycle is suclr that if a ser of
points comprising one half of a complete

.Geology Dcpartmcnt,
Victoria University of Wcllington,
Ncw Zcaland.
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cycle is'rotated by 180" around an axis
normal to the paper, it closely matches
the set of points in the other half of the
cycle..The malch can be demonstrated
by rotating at the point of symmetry of
the cycle so that the two half cycles are
overlayed, as in Figure l. Evidently the
radiocarbon variations during the first
half of each cycle were repeared in
reverse and in the opposite sense during
the second half of the cycle. The three
complete cycles are symmetrical about
lhe years 2935 BC, 1250 bC, and 440
AD, and are 1525, 1850, and 1525
years long.

The two end cycles necessarily have
inconrplete sets of points. By assuming
the oldest end cycle to be symme trical
about the year 4900 BC and the present
cycle to be symnretrical about the year
1650 AD, the oldest cycle is found to be
2400 ycars long and the youngest cycle
900 years long. Thc probable trends of
the radiocarbon variations in the missing
parts of the oldest and younbest cycles
are shown in Figure l. The inferred
variations for that part of the oldest cycle
between 5300 BC and 6100 BC may be
verified when radiocarbon ages of
tree.ring-dated wood for this period are
obtained. The present radiocarbon cycle
is expected to end in 1 50 years time. The
amount of radiocarbon in the almosphere
produced by cosmic radiation is expected
to rise until the end of the cycle.

A systematic relationship between the
rad.iocarbon cyclcs and the long term
climatic cyclcs of 2-100 to 2700 years
duration is evident frr nr Figure 2. There

INSET. F]GURF 1
The band formsd by tho sari6 of points
paovided whrn tho radiocarbort 69,ss of th6
ttoe{ingdatod wood ara plotFd agoi,tst trso
rin9 dstls lAfror Sums, 1970.: Pl6r6r | lnd lll.
Tho rxes lra tiltod 45o to sve :pae.

FIGURE I
BadioErbon yariations 3hown !i fivo cyclc.
Each poinr ii thq radiocarbon rgo ot a pi6
of lroo{ingdat€d wood plott€d againrt itr
tra. ring ditr (after Suesc: Plrr€. I .rd I tl.

' The $tr ot points an tho ro@nd hrlf ot orch
cycle, 5hown s dotr, hsw bmn rotated by
lSOorround ln axis normal to tho pago rt
the pointr of 3ymmetry ard ruperimpcod on
lha rst3 of poinc rhown I Grorss in thr
tarn hllt of ar€|r c?clo. An orror brr two
ttrndttd devl.iioE lon0 i9 sho$rn in tho top
ri9hf hlnd oart of ucfr cych and ?eprctonti
tho arror of eo.ft radio€rbon sOo in thr
G1cle. Thr point ot iymrotry lor gadr ctcle
b rhown bv e heavy linr. The dats. msrking
tha pointt of rymm6try rrd tha endc of cadr
cycb ue in trec ring yeE. Arcr slrowim
frdiocarbon rgs a.o omittod for clarity. Tha
rclla k tha ssms in both diroctioB.
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l4c cyclor

Worldwid.
Glacial
Adyancar

Ae v ou Z(lO0 /OO0

F'GUBE 2
Tho radioerbon cvds 0t Fbura t-c.mpliod wirh wo.rd widc Horocan. grlciar dvancsi rrttr.Dcnton rnd Karl6n. 19731. The poinr oirymmsit;io"lilicir i, morf"a ty rn arrow.

is one glacial adeance during each radio.
carbon cycle. Before 2l?5 BC the
maximum advance occurs at the begin-
ning of the cycle, and after 2 I ?5 BC,
at the end of the cyclc. If solar activity
is a cause of the radiocarbon variations,
then a constant 2600 year solar cycle,
inferred by Bray (l 968) from rhe
correlatjon between solar activity and
temperature, is not supported and the
$olar cycles are probably irregular and
the same length as ltre radiocarbon
cycles.
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APPENDIX I}

RATES OF SEDIIUIENT DEPOSITION ALONG THE EASTERN NORTH ISLAI.TD

COAST SINCE THE TAUPO PUMICE.

Average rates of sediment deposition along the eastern
North rsland coast are given in the following diagram. The

rates are based on thicknesses at 16 selected sections given
by Wellman (1962b: Sections 5, 7-g, 14-15, lg-19, and 2L),
smart and Green (L962: Tairua), Leahy (Lg74: Hot water Beach),
and in this thesis (sections r-4). correlation of the coastal-
sections with the stratigraphic divisions is given in chapter 3.

A11 deposition is assumed to occur during unstable phases.
Rates are calcul-ated from thicknesses between marker beds: the
Taupo pumice, the Loisels pumice, the Tirean buried soil, and
the ohuan buri-ed soi1. Thicknesses are measured to the bottoms
of the pumice deposits and to the tops of the buried soils, and
are normarised by expressing them as a proportion of the thick-
ness between the top of the Tirean soil and the ground surface.
The rates are expressed. as a proportion of the raLe for the last
150 years.

The Taupo pumice occurs ln 4 sections, the Loisels pumice in
1r sections and the buried soils in all 16 sections. The
numbers of sections (n) on which the rates are based are: from
the Taupo pumice to the Loisels pumice, 4; from the Loisels
pumice to the Tirean soi1, lr; from the Tirean soil to the ohuan
soir, 16; and from the ohuan soil to the ground surface, 16.
Errors shown with the rates are standard errors of the mean of
n sections (Snedecor and Cochran, Lg67).

rvo sets of rates are shown for deposits younger than the
Loisels pumice. The first set 1abel1ed a, uses the adopted.
ages for stratigraphic events given on page 46. The second set,
labelled b, assumes a maximum error of lo0 years for the
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adopted ages of the Loisels pumice, and the formation and

burial of the Tirean soil. These errors do not significantly
affect the rate of deposition between the Taupo pumice

and Loisels pumice.

The rates of deposition between the Taupo pumj-ce and

t,he Loisels pumice, as determined from only 4 sections,is low.
Rates of infilling of the Gisborne Plains Basin, using volumes

determined by Pul1ar and Penhale (1970) for the period between

the Taupo Pumice and Tirean soil formation, are also 1ow. The

Pullar and Penhale (1970) data supports the rates determined

using the coastal data.

From the coastal data it would appear that there is every
indication that deposition since the Loisels pumice has decreased

with time or has remained stead.y.

Taupo pumice
to

Loisels pumice
a=1100 years
b=1000 years
n=4

Loisels pumice
to

top of Tirean
buried soil
a=50 years
b=250 years
n=lI

Top of Tirean
buried soil to
top of Ohuan
buried soil
a=100 years
b=200 years
n=16

Top of Ohuan
buried soil to
ground surface

150 years
n=I6

0.310. r
a=5 .8J0 .4

b=l. 2!O.4

a=2.4JO.1

b=l . 210.I
1,0J0.1

Rates of deposition in eastern North Island coastal sections.
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